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Central point of research in the article is: “What constitutes the fair treatment of people in organisations?”
Some of the studies of fairness in the organisation include:
DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE ORIENTATION → an approach that focuses on outcomes: both how allocators
distributed them, and how recipients reacted to those allocations.
Expanding the distributive justice orientation means including considerations of the process by which outcomes
are determined → PROCEDURAL JUSTICE ORIENTATION.
Ö however, he existing theories and researches have tended to focus on the mechanisms by which
distributive and procedural justice are accomplished; they focus on matters of how fairness may be
structured, neglecting another important source of fairness perceptions – the social determinants of
fairness. This means that the quality of interpersonal treatment one receives constitutes another
source of perceived fairness.
Conceptual Confusion Regarding the Status of Social Aspects of Justice
INTERACTIONAL JUSTICE – people’s sensitivity to the quality of interpersonal treatment they receive during
the enactment of organisational procedures (→ distinct from PROCEDURAL JUSTICE in the sense that it
represents the enactment rather than the development of procedures).
There is a debate over recognising the two concepts as separate – interactional justice can be understood as an
interpersonal aspect of procedural justice. However, recently it seems that the concept of separating the two is
gaining more attention → interpersonal justice is an intermediary between procedures and outcome
distributions.
A taxonomy is proposed to highlight the distinction between the structural and social determinants of justice
by placing them in each of the two established types of justice: distributive and procedural. The taxonomy is
formed with two independent dimensions: category of justice (procedural/distributive), and focal determinants
(structural/social).
DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE refers to the perceived fairness of outcome distributions.
PROCEDURAL JUSTICE refers to the fairness of the procedures used to determine these outcomes.
STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS – justice is sought by focusing on the environmental context within which
interaction occurs.
SOCIAL DETERINANTS of justice – focus on the treatment of individuals.
Justice Classes
(1) SYSTEMIC JUSTICE – refers to a variety of procedural justice that is accomplished via structural means
(for example, structuring the dispute-resolution context such that disputants are given control over the
process by which resolution is sought, OR the rules that evaluate the fairness of allocation).
(2) CONFIGURAL JUSTICE – refers to a variety of distributive justice that is accomplished via structural
means (for example, ways of structuring the context of reward allocations such that certain distributive
patterns result).
(3) INFORMATIONAL JUSTICE – social determinants of procedural justice. It may be sought by providing
knowledge about procedures that demonstrate regard for people’s concerns (for example, people receiving
negative outcomes such as a rejected proposal or denied job were more likely to accept those results as fair
when they received a reasonable explanation regarding the procedure used than when no such justification
was provided). For explanations to be perceived as fair, however, they must also be recognised as genuine in
intent and based on sound reasoning.
(4) INTERPERSONAL JUSTICE - social aspects of distributive justice. It can be sought by showing concern
for individuals regarding the distributive outcomes they received. Thus, it focuses on the consequences of
those outcomes directly, and not on the knowledge of the procedures leading to outcomes (=informational
justice). Apologies as a tactic for enhancing interpersonal justice – because they involve expressions of
remorse, apologies help harmdoers distance themselves from the negative effects of their actions (an
effective means of reducing expressions of anger).

CONCLUSION: The social determinants of justice are involved in BOTH procedural justice and distributive
justice. The above taxonomy distinguishes between those social determinants of justice that deal with
procedures (informational justice), and those that deal with outcomes (interpersonal justice).
Research on the Organisational Impact of Social Determinants of Justice
(1) EMPLOYEE THEFT
Two studies: field experiment and a laboratory study that examined the extent to which the social
determinants of justice mitigated theft reactions to underpayment inequity.
a) Participants in the first study were employees of three different manufacturing plants owned by the same
company (look at the other Greenberg’s article!) As a response to a cash flow crisis, the company had
decided to reduce the pay of all workers in two of the three plants by 15% for a period of 10 weeks. The
manner in which the pay cut was explained to the workers in those two plants was manipulated. Employees
at one plant were provided with a great deal of information about the need for the cut-offs, and they were
also presented with repeated expressions of remorse over the negative outcomes. Employees in the low
social justice condition were given only minimal information and the basis for the cut-off decision was not
described. Employees in the third plant constituted a control group. The data was collected: 10 weeks before
the pay cuts, 10 weeks during, and 10 weeks after normal pay was reinstated.
Results:
- employees who received low levels of information presented in an insensitive manner had a 8% theft rate
(base rate was 3%)
- employees who received high levels of information presented in a highly sensitive manner had a theft rate
slightly over 4%
- employees in the control group had a rate of 3% (base rate-unchanged).
Moreover, whereas over 25% of the workers in the low social justice condition resigned in response to the
pay cut, only about 2% did so in the high social justice condition.
b) Laboratory setting – undergraduates were promised an established fair pay rate, $5 per hour, to perform a
task. After performing the task a random half of the participants were told they would be paid the promised
$5, whereas the remaining participants were told they would be paid only $3. Information justice was
manipulated by varying the quality of the information used as the basis for establishing this rate of pay. The
interpersonal justice was also manipulated-these remarks varied in terms of the degree of caring and
sensitivity shown to the participant with respect to their pay rate. The experimenter then placed the money (a
handful of beals) on a nearby desk, giving the impression that he was unaware of the exact amount of money
he put on the table. He left the undergrads to take the amount they were supposed to be paid.
Results: whereas no appreciable theft occurred among subjects who were equitably paid, the amount of theft
was considerable among those who were underpaid. However, theft was reduced when levels of
informational justice were high rather than low, and when levels of interpersonal justice were high rather
than low.
(2) ACCEPTANCE OF A CORPORATE SMOKING BAN
Will the introduction of social justice variables enhance worker’s acceptance of a corporate smoking ban?
Separate groups of employees were presented with different degree of information, and with different levels
of social sensitivity.
Results: among heavy smokers, the introduction of high levels of informational justice and interpersonal
justice effectively raised the acceptance rate of the smoking ban to levels approaching those of light smokers
and non-smokers. The non-smokers were affected when it came to recognising the fairness of the procedure
the company used to introduce the smoking ban.
(3) MINIMISING NEGATIVE RESPONSES TO LAYOFFS
- the less advance notice that was given, the more the participants favoured governmental regulation,
especially when the financial effects of layoffs were great
- a significantly lower level of organisational commitment was expressed by survivors who believed that the
layoff victims were treated in a socially unfair manner, especially when they believed that the effects of
the layoffs were particularly severe.
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After a brief overview of the underlying theoretical principles of both transaction cost economics and
property-rights theories the authors continue by arguing that neither offer a satisfactory account of a
large variety of observed practices. These theories offer explanations of the boundaries of the firm
based on ideas of ex-post bargaining and hold-up, and are quite distinct in their empirical predictions.
The authors discuss a number of examples where the boundaries of the firm seem to be determined by
factors other than the need to protect investments, and where other mechanisms than the allocation of
asset ownership are used to provide investment incentives. These examples indicate the need to enrich
the theory of firm boundaries.
Theoretical Background
A brief overview of the transaction cost and property rights theories is given with the aim to highlight
distinctions between the detailed logic of the two theories. Although there are points of similarity,
specifically that contractual incompleteness necessitates ex post bargaining, causing potential problems
for efficiency, the two theories differ which results in quite different empirical predictions.
Transaction Cost Economics (Williamson)
The theory is premised on the idea one can identify key dimensions of individual transactions such that,
when described in terms of these dimensions, every transaction can be mapped into a most efficient
institutional arrangement. There are three transaction characteristics that are critical: frequency,
uncertainty, and most especially, asset specificity (as measured by the foregone economic benefits of
discontinuing a relationship). Each characteristic is claimed to be positively related to the adoption of
internal governance. However, it is important to single out a few distinguishing features of
Williamson's three-factor paradigm:
1. It makes no reference to the direct costs of up-front, ex ante investments (for example, there is
no differentiation between a case where a specialized asset costs $10 million and one in which
the asset costs $100 million, provided that the assets in both cases are worth the same amount
more inside the relationship than outside it). This is consistent with the assumption that the
carrying out of such investments is fully contractible and hence poses no incentive problems.
2. The implicit measure of asset specificity is the aggregate level of quasi-rents created by the
investment. With two parties, a buyer B and a seller S asset specificity and aggregate quasi-rents
are measured as V - VB - VS where V is the capitalized value of the jointly controlled assets in a
continued relationship and VB and VS are the go-alone values of the individually controlled
assets in case B and S separate.
3. Taking the transaction as the unit of analysis runs into problems considering the costs of
bureaucracy and hierarchy more generally, because these costs relate not to one single
transaction, but to the whole collection of transactions that the hierarchy covers.
4. Market trade is by default assumed to be superior to within-organization trade unless levels of
uncertainty, frequency and asset specificity are high enough to pull the transaction out of the
market. Therefore, in transaction cost economics, the functioning market is as much a black box
as is the firm in neoclassical microeconomic theory.
Property Rights Approach (Grossman & Hart)
According to the theory, decisions about asset ownership, and hence firm boundaries, are important
because control over assets gives the owner bargaining power when unforeseen or uncovered
contingencies force parties to negotiate how their relationship should be continued. Assets become
bargaining levers that influence the terms of new agreements and hence the future payoffs from

investing in the relationship. In contrast to transaction cost economics, the standard property rights
models assume that all bargaining, including any that occurs after investments are made, is efficient.
Thus, everything turns on how ownership affects initial investments, but it is essential that these
investments are non-contractible.
Once the investment is made, ex post bargaining determines the allocation of the returns from the
investments. This bargaining is assumed to give each party, that is, the buyer B or the seller S, what it
could have obtained on its own, VB or Vs, plus a share of the surplus created by cooperation.
Specifically, payoffs to the parties take the form Pi = Vi + 1/2 (V- Vi - Vj), i,j = B,S, where as before V
is the capitalized value of cooperation. Ownership influences the separation payoffs VB and VS since
the owner of a particular asset gets to deny the other party the use of it if cooperation is not achieved.
Ownership does not influence V, since all assets are in use when the parties cooperate.
Some considerations that follow from the model:
1. As investment by the buyer B becomes more important (for generating surplus V) relative to
investments by the seller S, B should be given more assets. B should be given those assets that
make VB most sensitive to B's investment.
2. If an asset has no influence on B's investment it should be owned by S.
3. Joint ownership (meaning that both parties have the right to veto the use of the asset) is never
optimal.
However, it is important to keep in mind that these implications are easy to overturn by slight changes
in assumptions. For instance, joint ownership may be desirable when investments improve non-human
assets. Third-party control can be desirable if parties would otherwise invest too much in improving
their outside opportunities to strengthen their bargaining positions, etc.
Comparison with Transaction cost: there is no uncertainty, frequency plays no role, and the level of
asset specificity has no influence on the allocation of ownership.
Limitations: firms are poorly defined in property rights models and it is not clear how one actually
should interpret the identities of B and S.
Investment Incentives Are Not Provided by Ownership Alone
Although much time is spent on building in the contracts protections against hold-ups, the existence of
these contracts itself is the evidence that hold-up problems do not get resolved solely by integration of
buyer and seller into a single party-the firm. On the contrary, there is a trend today toward
disintegration, outsourcing, contracting out, and dealing through the market rather than bringing
everything under the umbrella of the organisation. This trend has seen the emergence of alternative,
often ingenious solutions to hold-up problems.
Japanese Subcontracting
The practice of relations between Japanese manufactures and their suppliers feature long-term, close
relations with a limited number of independent suppliers that seem to mix elements of market and
hierarchy. Apparently, these long-term relations substitute for ownership in protecting specific assets.
Example of the automobile industry:
Since the investment in design is highly specific and probably cannot be protected fully by contracts,
according to the hold up logic external suppliers will not make such relationship-specific investments,
for fear that they will be held up by buyers after their investments are in place. In stark contrast, it is
normal practice for Japanese auto firms to rely on their suppliers to do the actual design of the products
supplied. The same pattern can be found in the development and ownership of specific assets. While in
the U.S. those are owned by the manufacturer, but used by the external supplier in its own factory, in
Japan, these specific investments are made by the supplier, who retains ownership of those assets.

Conclusion: The Japanese pattern is directly at odds with transaction cost theory. In Japanese practice,
explicit contracting is not used to overcome the incentive problems involved in outsourced design and
ownership of specific assets. In fact, the contracts between the Japanese automakers and their suppliers
are short and remarkably imprecise, essentially committing the parties only to work together to resolve
difficulties as they emerge. So how come the system works so well?
1. The key to making this system work is obviously the long-term, repeated nature of the
interaction - the expectation is that the firms will continue to do business together indefinitely
(the logic of repeated games)
2. The auto companies carefully monitor supplier behavior including cost reductions, quality
levels and improvements, general cooperativeness, and so on-and frequent redesigns allow them
to punish and reward performance on an on-going basis.
3. “Two-supplier system”:
Small number of
suppliers

Reduced costs of
monitoring

The rents generated
not shared too widely

Increased freuency
of transacting

Strenghten the
force of reputation

4. Rich information sharing (schedules of productions plans, details of technology, operations and
costs) - potential information asymmetries are reduced, which presumably facilitates both
performance evaluation and the pricing negotiations.
5. Supplier associations control the automaker’s exploitation of their power. If the auto company
exploits its power over one, all will know and its reputation will be damaged generally. This
raises the cost of misbehavior.
Mini Mills, Exclusive Contracting and Inside Contracting
Although traditionally mini-mills had integrated backwards, Nucor decided to outsource its entire
procurement of steel scrap to one company, DJJ. Although total dependence would seem to carry
significant hold-up risks, the two firms had been successfully cooperating for more than a decade.
Despite certain contractual supports, there is still room for opportunism. One reason why the
partnership has been working so well may be the high degree of mutual dependence: Nucor's share of
DJJ's scrap business is estimated to be over 50 percent.
Airline Alliances
Coordinating flight schedules to take advantage of economies of scope requires the parties to resolve an
intricate set of issues. In spite of recent disputes, KLM and Northwest deepened their commitment to
their North Atlantic alliance by agreeing to eliminate, over a period of years, all duplicate support
operations in the United States and Europe. Reasons that prevent them from integrating might be:
regulations limiting foreign ownership, potential government antitrust objections, tax considerations,
difficulty of merging, etc.
Contractual Assets and Network Influence
In the real world, control over assets includes also “contractual assets”. These are contracts that allocate
decision rights much like ownership; for instance, exclusive dealing contracts such as Nucor's, or
licensing agreements of various kinds. They place firms at the center of a network of relationships,
rather than as owners of a clearly defined set of capital assets. BSkyB is an example of a highly
successful organization that has created its wealth, not by owning physical assets, but by crafting
ingenious contracts that have given it influence over an effective network of media players. The stock

market value of Microsoft is very little attributable to its ownership of physical assets. Instead, by
leveraging its control over software standards, using an extensive network of contracts and agreements
that are informal as well as formal, has gained enormous influence in the computer industry and
beyond.
Firm Boundaries are Responsive to More than Investment Incentives
there are many alternatives to integration when one tries to solve hold-up problems and that ownership
may be responsive to problems other than underinvestment in specific assets.
Resolving Agency Problems
Issue 1: should a firm employ its sales force directly, or should it use outside sales agents? An
employee sales force is used when individual performance is difficult to measure and when non-selling
activities (like giving customer support or gathering information about customers' needs) are important
to the firm; otherwise, outside companies are used.
Holmstrom and Milgrom: “Multi-task agency” model - sales people carry out three tasks: making
current sales, cultivating long-term customer satisfaction, and gathering and relaying information on
customer needs. Because performance in non-selling activities is arguably hard to measure, it may be
best to provide balanced, necessarily lower-powered incentives for all three activities.
Issue 2: Multi-unit retail businesses. Types of agreements (ownership patterns):
- traditional franchising (a manufacturer contracts with another party to sell its products in a
dedicated facility)
- “business concept” franchising (the franchiser provides a brand name and usually other services
like advertising, formulae and recipes, etc, but the physical assets and production are owned and
managed by the franchisee)
- franchisers sometimes own and operate some of the outlets themselves
- businesses organized with a single company owning all the multiple outlets and hiring the outlet
managers as employees.
It is not clear how the specificity of the assets in the above examples differs in such a way that
transactions cost arguments would lead to the observed pattern. Indeed, the assets involved are often
not very specific at all. Therefore, asset specificity and non-contractibility do not explain the ownership
patterns in these cases.
Market Monitoring
Ownership also influences agency costs through changes in the incentives for monitoring and the
possibilities for performance contracting. For this reason, stock-related payment schemes tend to be
superior incentive instruments. This factor becomes more important as firms are forced to delegate
more decision authority to sub-units and lower-level employees.
Knowledge Transfers and Common Assets
Arrow argues that information transmission between upstream and downstream firms may be
facilitated by vertical integration. However, as can be seen in the cases of Nucor and Japanese
subcontracting, this type of information transfer may work well even without vertical integration.
However, knowledge transfers are a very common driver of mergers and acquisitions and of horizontal
expansion of firms generally, particularly at times when new technologies are developing or when
learning about new markets, technologies or management systems is taking place.
CONCLUSION: of the significant organizational change that seems to be taking place, only a small
part can be easily understood in terms of traditional transaction cost theory in which hold-up
problems are resolved by integration. Many of the hybrid organizations that are emerging are
characterized by high degrees of uncertainty, frequency and asset specificity, yet they do not lead to
integration.

“Bringing the Market Inside” by T.W. Malone (Lecture 1)
The article starts by looking at an example of internal market at BP. BP sought to reduce
its greenhouse gas emissions. Instead of allocating targets to business units, which would
lead to bargaining and inefficiency for some plants that would have to spent huge
amounts of money to be compliant, they decided to allocate “permits” for emissions to
business units and then business units could trade among one another based upon their
different abilities and desires to reduce gas emissions.
The article looks at several internal market selling mechanisms and their strengths and
weaknesses.
1. Internal selling: known as transfer pricing. Where one part of a company sells,
products or services, often in large volumes, to other parts of a company (e.g. IT services
or components). Managers often negotiate conditions for the transfers and substantial
politics and bureaucratic distortions are involved. Another example could be internal
freelancers that may receive a regular paycheck but they have to continuously sell their
services within the company and justify their salary in terms of adding value.
Venture-capital funded companies usually function like this as well. People move
frequently from job to job based on their contacts and personal networks. At HP this used
to be similar, but now they have formalized the process a bit more. The system (also
called a quasimarket) works as follows: I) anyone in a division could propose a project to
their senior managers II) The board then acted as a venture capitalist and funded the
projects it found most promising III) The approved projects were then posted on the
network and project managers could identify members who expressed interest through
the network. Using this system people found projects that suited them and project
managers found people with the right capabilities and got continual feedback about what
projects people found promising.
2. Trading ideas: this involves exchanging information within a company. For example,
at HP they allowed sales personnel to sell and buy predictions of future sales. If you
thought sales would fall within a certain range you could buy futures contracts for this
prediction. If indeed they did fall in this range you would earn $1 per share. In such a
market people are motivated to trade on what they actually think (i.e. because money is
involved) rather than based on political ideas or to please your boss’ performance targets.
It has proven remarkably accurate in predicting sales. It has been used to predict the
outcomes of presidential elections in the US.
3. Allocating assets: the processes to do so are often very hierarchical and waste a lot of
money, time, and talent. At Intel they are devising a trading system in which chip
manufacturers and sales personnel bid with future contracts for selling and buying chips
(i.e. they seek to maximize their own profits). Again in this way we can achieve
efficiency as each party uses private information about demand and costs, etc. to
formulate a well-informed bid. So prices would be formed based on different information
sets.

Advantages of internal markets at Intel to allocate manufacturing capacity:
1. Everybody can see the whole picture- with an internal market; prices for all products in
all future time periods are visible to all.
2. Helps a company respond to change- salespeople, planners and plant managers can
immediately start trading with the new information. People have an incentive to start
trading as soon as possible to gain an advantage.
3. Internal prices can individualize service- an internal market allows sales personnel to
immediately calculate how much it would cost to accelerate an order (e.g. it might be
important to keep a customer happy in order to ensure future sales from that customer
(i.e. those future sales make up for the loss today)).
4. Internal traders can help keep the market efficient- if a product manager predicts too
high demand traders can speculate on selling capacity today at a high price but buying it
back at a low price in the future. This keeps the market efficient.
5. Internal profits can be linked to real compensation- compensate those people that make
a profit on their trades. This allows managers to shed light on people’s skills. The closer
the internal market comes to using real money, the more efficient. However, this puts risk
on the employee.
Disadvantages:
1. In some situations agreements that are good overall are not made because for one of
the parties it is not to their own interest, but often the internal market is combined with
incentives so that overall corporate goals are still met.
2. More decentralized power can become a problem when a company is shifting
strategically (e.g. downsizing or moving into a new business), because it is sometimes
hard for people to unite a lot of details into a single vision. Here you might prefer
leadership to creativity and independence.
3. It is sometimes harder to control risk and quality and economies of scale in an internal
market.
4. Implementing such a system involves large organizational structural changes, changes
in incentive systems, and information systems and most important a change in
organizational culture.
Internal markets can bring inside a company the efficiency, flexibility and motivation of a
free market. People buy and sell based on their self-interest and the overall result is a
reallocation of resources to the places where they are most valuable.

Established Theories of the Firm
Hart, 1995
Neoclassical Theory of the Firm
View of the firm in technological terms, a single firm is represented by a production
function. Selfless Manager chooses inputs at minimal cost and (optimal) output level to
maximise profit at price p*.
As output increases, variable costs increase, but fixed costs do not. Beyond a certain
point further expansion becomes difficult, hence a U-shaped cost curve.
Theory weaknesses:
- ignores incentive problems, the firm is considered as a perfectly efficient ‘black
box’, unrealistic
- the theory has nothing to say about the internal organisation of the form
(hierarchical structure, delegation of decisions, distribution of authority)
- the theory does not identify the boundaries of the firm. Neoclassical theory is
consistent with there being one huge big firm in the world and with each
subdivision of each current firm being a separate firm
Principal-Agent Theory
Principal-Agent Theory specificly addresses the second issue from above; incentive
problems within the firm.
If the principal could observe and verify effort (contractible), then the principal would
pay w* as long as the agent exerts effort e* (w=a+ße). If effort is not observable this
contract is not feasible. In designing a contract under these circumstances the parties face
the classic trade-off between optimal incentives and optimal risk sharing:
high-powered: fixed component a is low, variable ß is high (piece rate) Æ high incentive
for agent but also high risk, or
low-powered: high fixed component a, low variable ß Æ low incentive to put in high
effort, high security
Weakness:
- Theory does not explain the boundaries of the firm
- Theory does not differentiate between subdivision and interfirm trade; consistent
with there being one huge big firm in the world, BUT asymmetries might be
lower within firms & cost/profit sharing easier, but PA theory does not explain
why. (Satisfactory to assume that the informational structure chanfes directly as a
result of a merger)
Transaction cost theory
“Cost of using the market.” Writing a good contract is costly (Coase, 1937 & Williamson,
1975). Agency theory ascribes all contracting cost to the cost of observing variables. If a
variable is observable by both parties, then the theory assumes that it can be contracted
costlessly. But this is not the same as supposing that it is costly to write a contract.
Contracts are incomplete (legal disputes are a symptom), only perfect information would
avoid contractual renegotiations. Contracting costs/ limitations:
- in a complex and uncertain world it is difficult for people to think very far ahead.,
and plan for all contingencies

-

even then, it is difficult to negotiate about these plans and to find a common
language to describe states of the world.
- even then, it is difficult to write down plans in such a way that, in the event of a
dispute, a court could figure out what these plans mean.
An incomplete contract will be revised and/ or renegotiated as the future unfolds.
Renegotiation imposes several costs:
- parties may engage in a great deal of haggling, which is inefficient since it
consumes time and wastes resources.
- Asymmetric information may lead to inefficient outcomes.
- Incomplete contracts may deter relationship specific investments that would be
efficient. Given each party’s fear that the other party will ‘hold it up’ at the
renegotiation stage, the parties are likely to make non-specific investment: Holdup problem.
It is often suggested that haggling and hold-up behaviour are reduced in a single firm.
However, the precise mechanism by which this happens, are usually not spelled out. In a
zero-transaction-cost world organisation form does not matter, i.e. that non-integration
and integration are equally efficient.
The Property Rights Approach (PRT)
All previous theories do not explain what changes when two firms merge, the PRT tries
to address this question.
There are several possible situations:
Non-integration: M1 (Manager) owns a1 (asset) and M2 owns a2
Type 1 integration: M1 owns a1 and a2 (vertical backward integration, where M2
supplies M1, (M2 = Fisher, M1 = GM), human assets do not change ownership)
Type 2 integration: M2 owns a1 and a2 (vertical forward integration)
-

highly complementary assets should be should be under common ownership.
Independent assets should be owned separately.
Increasing returns to scale should lead to the formation of large firms, since under
increasing returns to scale one large asset is more productive than two assests og
half size.

Optimal integration type depends on the circumstances.
PTR is the most suitable to explain a U-shaped AC curve.

MN404
Testing For Offsetting Behaviour and Adverse Recruitment Among Drivers of
Airbag-Equipped Vehicles
By David W. Harless and George E. Hoffer
Concepts
Offsetting Behaviour
Can be thought of as moral hazard or hidden action. Here the airbag acts as an
‘insurance’ against the loss incurred from an accident in the view of the drivers. Thus,
the existence of an airbag causes potential changes in the action whereby the thought
of being insured results in drivers driving more aggressively and simultaneously
altering the probability of the accident from occurring.
Adverse Recruitment
Can be thought of as adverse selection or hidden knowledge. Here, drivers who are at
greater risk of an accident are more likely to self-insure by choosing airbag-equipped
vehicles.
It may also be useful to have the following points in mind;
- One can think of adverse recruitment as a process that involves around bad
drivers only. Whereas under offsetting behaviour, the focus should be placed
on ‘good drivers’ whom becomes a more aggressive driver as a result of
having an airbag fitted vehicles.
- Often enough, adverse recruitment is viewed as a process that takes place
before offsetting behaviour.
Advantageous Recruitment
A contrary to adverse recruitment, advantageous recruitment assumes that greater
self-protection activity (purchasing an airbag fitted vehicle) is undertaken by more
cautious individuals who are also more likely to purchase insurance. This in
conjunction with adverse recruitment, it implies that the decision to purchase an
airbag fitted vehicle is not always made by those who are bad drivers. Good and
cautious drivers are just as likely to purchase the vehicle under this assumption.
Theme
The authors identified two concepts of offsetting behaviour and adverse recruitment
as a centre of attention in their experiment regarding behaviours among drivers of
airbag-equipped vehicles. The theoretical existence of the two effects was therefore
tested in reality under the hypothesis that ‘Drivers of airbag-equipped vehicles were
more likely to be at fault in fatal accident’.
Experiment
Should the hypothesis be correct then the finding can be explained by offsetting
behaviour and/or adverse recruitment. The test for the two effects after airbag
adoption were conducted using the database containing information on fatal accidents
including information on drivers’ previous records and drivers’ action that contributed
to the occurrence. In addition, another test was conducted in relation to personal
injury claims for newly airbag-equipped vehicles to observe whether the rise in the
index after airbag adoption may be attributable to further offsetting behaviour.
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To capture the impact of adverse recruitment and offsetting behaviour, the author
examined ‘previous violations’ patterns among drivers after the purchase of an airbag
equipped vehicle was made. Should the theories hold, one would expect the result as
shown in the graph above. Using the ‘vehicle line before airbag’ as a bench mark
where the rate of violations is constant, one should observe the effects of adverse
recruitment and offsetting behaviour to cause the violation rate to rise year after year.
We would of course expect this rate to be the lowest and remain constant under
advantageous recruitment where the drivers in question are safe and cautious drivers.
Actual findings
The authors detect strong evidence of adverse recruitment but the results provide no
support for the offsetting behaviour hypothesis. However an alternative explanation
was given under a separate finding that offsetting behaviour is actually observed
among rental cars drivers. Owing to the same school of thought under moral hazard,
rental car drivers are much more likely to commit grievous acts than other drivers. It
was also observed the proportion of new automobiles in daily rental service in the US
more than doubled during the period of airbag adoption. The upshot is that despite the
mixed result, the effects of adverse recruitment and offsetting behaviour remain
prevalence after the adoption of airbag fitted equipments. Although only the effect of
adverse recruitment is apparent under actual ownership of the vehicles, the impact of
offsetting behaviour catches on and becomes fully observable in a ‘rental car’ market.

The Market for ‘Lemons’:
Quality Uncertainty and the
Market Mechanism
George A. Akerlof

The paper relates quality and uncertainty. Goods exist in many different grades
and the sellers might be having informational advantage over the buyers about the
quality of goods, which they are offering.
In many markets sellers can afford to cheat the buyers because,
Buyers use aggregate statistics to judge the quality of prospective purchases. Returns
for good quality (these returns are the ones which change the perception of buyer) are
accrued to the group statistics and hence dishonest sellers have an incentive to offer
poor quality goods. This brings down the average market quality and the size of the
market.
For example, a market has 5 sellers – A, B, C, D and E
A, B, C sell high quality goods and the perception of the buyers about the overall
quality is improved. D and E might use this improved perception to attract customers
and sell them Lemons. So average quality in the market goes down. Once the Lemons
have been recognised by the purchasers, their perception about the quality offered by
the market is affected and in future they will be less willing to buy from the market,
reducing the demand and hence the size of the market.
Brands, Licenses and Guarantees overcome this problem, as purchasers don’t
bank on overall statistics. Instead they are getting engaged in trades with a particular
seller and/of a particular brand. So dishonest sellers can’t exploit the goodwill
accumulated by the sellers of better quality goods.
Automobile market
Assumptions: A car can be placed in one of the 4 boxes.
New
Good
1
Lemon
3

Used
2
4

Individual in this market buys a new automobile without having an idea about
whether it is in box 1 or 3. Probability that it’s in box 1 is q and that it’s in box 3 is
(1-q). (The probability reflects the proportion of good cars and lemons resp.)
After using the car for some period, the purchaser develops a better idea about the
quality of the car and now he is in a better position to tell whether the car he had
purchased turned out to be a box 1 car or a box 3 car. So he will update the associated
probabilities. The new estimate about the quality of cars is more accurate than the
earlier one.

Now if the owner of such a car decides to sell the car in the used car market, then he
knows more about the quality of the car as compared to the buyer and hence an
information asymmetry is developed. Since the buyer doesn’t know which used car is
good and which is lemon (i.e. whether it belongs to box 2 or 4), the lemons and good
ones all sell at the same price. So the price of box 2 and box 4 car is the same (as is
the case with box 1 and 3 cars.)
Therefore we have new cars being sold at a specific price irrespective of their quality
and used ones being sold at another price, again irrespective of their quality. But these
two prices can’t be the same. In fact common sense dictates that used cars will sell at
a lower price.
Because,
If both classes – used and new – had the same price then following scenario
would arise.
Mr. A goes to the market and buys a new car with q being the probability that it’s
good and (1-q) being the probability that it’s bad. After some days he realises that it’s
a bad car i.e. a lemon. He updates the probabilities. Now p is the prob. that car is good
(p<q) and (1-p) is the probability that the car is bad with (1-p)>(1-q). Mr. A will go
back to the market and sell this lemon used car at the same price as that of a new car
and buy another new car for himself hoping that it would turn out to be a good one.
He has incentive to do this because probability that the newly purchased car will be a
good one is q which is higher than the probability that his current car will turn out to
be a good one, as q>p.
One more argument,
Good car owner is locked in because why would he sell his good car (here the phrase
‘good car’ refers to a car with a higher probability of being good as buyer had a nice
experience with it after the purchase) and buy a new car from the market, which has
more probability of being a lemon…simply because the car owner had no experience
with it.
….and the used car market is dominated by lemons. Bad cars drive out the new ones
…something similar to Gresham’s law.
Gresham’s law - "Bad money drives out good money." Sir Thomas Gresham (1519-79)
English merchant and financier. Law from observation that actual coins in circulation varied
considerably from the standard of weight and finesse. Good coins were more valuable for
foreign trade where money passed by weight and disappeared where bad coins
predominated.
Bad coins were the ones, which were cut, tampered, spoilt by the public. Their circulation
increased in the domestic markets, as they couldn’t be traded on foreign market because of
strict regulations for quality, weight and finesse. So good ones went for foreign trade and bad
ones prevailed in the domestic market.

The problem of bad quality good driving out good quality goods may be more
pathological in a market where continuous spectrum of good quality exists. Bad
quality goods will drive out slightly bad quality goods will drive out average quality
goods will drive out better quality goods will drive out best quality goods up to such
an extent that finally the market is destroyed.
Note: The algebra in the sections B. Asymmetrical Information and C. Symmetrical
Information needs to be read completely and step-by-step to understand the
conclusions drawn at the end of the sections. Summarising the calculation would
sacrifice clarity. These calculations run through one and half page of the Orange
book. I would explain the same if required when we discuss the summaries.

Examples of interlinkages between quality and uncertainty:
A. Insurance – people above the age of 65 have great difficulty in buying the
medical insurance. Why not to insure them by charging higher premiums to
match the risks?
Because, looking at the high levels of premium, only those would opt for the
insurance who are more confident about falling ill (an apparent paradox, isn’t
it?). Old people who are relatively healthy would decide to stay out of the
scheme because of the costs involved. A scenario illustrating the problem of
‘adverse selection.’
Result – average medical condition of applicants deteriorates as the premium
levels increase.
(There is a problem of information asymmetry as well. Though the insurance
companies ask for health check ups prior to giving the policy, the applicant
knows about the confidence levels regarding his/her own health. The applicant
less confident about his/her future health would be eager to go for insurance,
burdening the company with increased risk.)
B. The employment of minorities:
Empoyers are reluctant to recruit candidates from socially depressed classes,
minorities; because the race may serve as a good statistic about applicant’s
social background, quality of schooling and general job capabilities.
Good quality schooling can serve as substitute for this statistic. The grades of
the students can give a better indication about their quality. The unreliability
of slum schools decreases the economic possibilities for their students. An
employer may decide not to hire any person belonging to this group, as it is
hard to distinguish between good job qualifications and the bad ones.
Additional information apart from the information about the race should be
used and applicants shouldn’t be judges as per the chracteristic of the group to
which they belong in order to incentivise for training.

C. The cost of dishonesty:
As seen in the case of automobile market, lemons tend to drive out the better
quality goods. Similarly dishonest dealings tend to drive out good dealings out
of the market. The cost of dishonesty lies not only in the amount by which the
buyer is cheated but also in the cost incurred by driving legitimate business
out of existence. Quality variation is more in underdeveloped markets, which
ask for a detailed scrutiny of goods provided. For instance in India 85% of
export goods is placed under some kind of quality control procedure.
Identifying the quality of goods is a challenging task and the people who are
adept at doing this are the successful merchants. In production these skills are
equally important to identify the quality of inputs and to certify the quality of
outputs. This is one of the reasons why the merchants may logically become
the first entrepreneurs.
Still Entrepreneurship is scarce resource because, firstly pay-off to trade is
great for would be entrepreneurs and hence they are diverted from production.
Secondly, the amount of entrepreneurial time per unit output is greater, the
greater the quality variations.

D. Credit markets in underdeveloped countries:
In India, major fraction of industrial enterprise is controlled by managing
agencies. The managing agencies are dominated by castes. This prevails
because communal ties can be exploited to ensure honest dealings. In the loan
system operating in rural India, landlords charge exorbitant interest rates to
peasants because the peasants wouldn’t be granted loans by banks and credit
unions because of lack of sound credit history and credibility. Landlords being
an integral part of the society can keep a close eye on the borrower and tend to
enforce their contracts via easy means.

Counteracting institutions:
Brands, licenses, product guarantees reduce the uncertainty regarding the quality of
goods. Since they form identifiable and traceable channels the consumer is given an
opportunity to retaliate if something goes wrong i.e the consumer can curtail future
purchases if current or past purchases fail to deliver up to the customer’s expectations.
An example: American hotel chains (mainly located on/near the interurban highways)
are preferred by the non-local drivers and travellers as they do provide better
hamburgers than average local restaurants. Locals prefer to go to specific restaurants
within the town as they have adequate information about all of them. But outsiders
travelling on highways tend to opt for chain restaurants to cope with information
asymmetry and to reduce uncertainty in quality.

Conclusion:
Informal and unwritten guarantees are preconditions for trade and production. They
proliferate trust. Where these guarantees are indefinite business will suffer. Difficulty
of distinguishing good quality from bad is inherent in the business world. This may
explain many economic institutions in the world and forms an important facet of
uncertainty.

Summary
MR page 149-159
Adverse selection: is a problem of precontractual opportunism that arises because of
the private information.
The problem of adverse selection
-Price offered by supplier must be the same for all buyers no matter what the costs of
serving them (because the costs are not observable)
-Costs Æ tend to be those most expensive to serve.
-As a result, the price will have to rise so high for the seller to break even that not
even those valuing the product the most will find it worthwhile to buy. Thus, the
market collapses.
A Mathematical example of adverse selection:
-A company offers insurance for sale.
-let a denote the expected benefits or claim payment derived by buyers which cannot
1
be observed from the population (otherwise the company would charge a higher
price to consumers with high value of a)
-suppose the distribution of a in the population is uniform between 0 to ā.
-In addition, buyer gains some value v from the pure risk reduction.
-the insurance company incurs a claims administration cost of c for each dollar of
claims that it pays.
Demand: Pb ≤ a + v
a≥P–v

f (a)

-Customer with the lowest value of a
who buys insurance: a = P – v
-Customer with the highest value of a
who buys insurance: a = ā
-Therefore, average value a of
customers who buy insurance:
(P – v + ā) / 2 or (a + ā)/2
a
0

1

a=P-v

ā

Supply: Ps ≥ ½ (a + ā) (1 + c)

Sorry, I use a instead of x in the text because I cannot find the “x bar” in my symbol list.

Pb (a) = a + v
When a = 0, Pb = v
When a = ā, Pb = ā + v

ā (1+c)
v+ā

Ps (a) = ½ (a + ā) (1 + c)
When a = 0, Ps = ½ (ā) (1 + c)
When a = ā, Ps = ā (1 + c)

Ps (a)

½ ā (1+c)

Pb (a)

Additional assumptions:
1) ā (1 + c) > ā + v
2) ½ (ā) (1 + c)> v

v

0

ā

Solving the equation in assumption 1)

gives you “cā > v”.
Result:
-no intersection between two lines: there is no price an insurer can charge that would
break even. Likewise, the price set is so high that no one wants to buy Æ the market
breaks down.
What about group insurance?
Demand: Pb ≤ v + ā/2
(Average claimant = ā/2)

f (a)

Supply: Ps ≥ ā/2 (1+c)
Insurance will be socially desirable when:
v + ā/2 > ā/2 (1+c)
v > cā/2
a
0

ā

Adverse selection and rationing
-In standard economics theory, price is adjusted in accordance with demand and
supply. For example, if demand exceeds supply, we expect suppliers to drive market
price upward without losing sales.
-But when there’s adverse selection, things get a bit tricky. As we learned from
previous example, when there is private information, changing price up can drive
good consumers away, leaving only bad consumers in the market. The following
example illustrates this mechanism.
Setting:
-2 types of borrowers, A (good one) and B (bad one)
-interest rate = 5%
-The borrower has no additional collateral (i.e. cannot pay more than what they earn
to the bank).

Borrowers

Initial investment

Payoff

A

$1,000,000

$1,100,000 (for sure)

B

$1,000,000

$900,000 (p=.5)
$1,300,000 (p=.5)

-A’s payoff: 1,100,000 - 1,050,000 = $50,000 (positive Æ should borrow)
-B’s payoff:
-good case (p=.5): 1,300,000 – 1,050,000 = $250,000
2
-bad case (p=.5): 900,000 – 900,000 = $0
-net payoff = $125,000 (positive Æ should borrow)
Now let the interest rate be 10%
-A’s payoff: 1,100,000 - 1,100,000 = $0 (no gain Æ should not borrow)
-B’s payoff:
-good case (p=.5): 1,300,000 – 1,100,000 = $200,000
-bad case (p=.5): 900,000 – 900,000 = $0
-net payoff = $120,000 (positive Æ should borrow)
Therefore, the increase in interest drives good borrowers out of the market.
-Moral: when there is an excess demand for loan, instead of going with the market
force and increasing interest rate, the bank should instead adopt credit rationing.
Signalling, screening, and self-selection
Signalling: The situation in which the privately informed parties take the lead in
adopting behaviour that, properly interpreted, reveals their information.
-Signalling is to take observable action as a signal for the unobservable action.
A Mathematical example of signalling:
-2 types of workers: L(lower-productivity workers) and H (high-productivity workers)
-There are 30% of H and 70% of L
-H’s productivity is $50, L’s is $20
-Therefore, with no way to distinguish between them, they both earn
= .3(50) + .7(20) = $29
-High-ability workers would like to choose to acquire a higher level of education to
signal their productivity (i.e. high level of education infers high productivity)
-This signal will be credible if and only if low-ability workers are unwilling or unable
to attain the same level of education; that is, they would earn high net payoff by not
acquiring education
This is illustrated in the following equations:
2

If you take a good at exercise 1 question 3, you will see Salvaggi did not take this possibility into
account when calculating the cost of borrowing for bad borrowers (i.e. it was $50,000 for both
borrowers). I think we should investigate into this.

LÆ $50 – Cl * Eh < $20 – Cl * El
HÆ $50 – Ch * Eh < $20 – Ch * El
Where, Cl and Ch are unit of education for low- and high-productivity workers
respectively;
Eh are El are level of education for each type.
-Suppose Ch = 10, Cl = 20, Eh = 2, El = 0
We get the following
HÆ 50 – 10*2 > 20-10*0
30 > 20
L Æ 50-20*2 < 20
10 <20
Some other applications of signalling
-Limit pricing: low-cost incumbent sends a signal to potential entrants of their cost
structure by charging low price, thus effectively deterring entrants.
-Advertising of quality experience goods: Experience goods are ones that
consumers cannot directly observe the quality. One way to suggest the signal is
through heavy advertising. “If it weren’t so good, the company wouldn’t have
invested so much to promote it”.
-Paying dividend: compared with share repurchase, paying dividend is much more
costly and tax-disadvantageous. Yet doing so effectively sends the signal to the
market about the health of the company (lecture 10).
Screening: refers to activities undertaken by the party without private information in
order to separate different types of informed party alone some dimension.
I. Screening and age/wage profile:
Wage

Positively sloped age/wage profile

Length of employment
Those who don’t
expect to stay long
may leave

Those intending to
stay long motivated
by higher wage

II. Performance Pay and Screening: Offering a performance-based pay system
amounts to offering a menu of different contracts because it allows employees to
determine their compensation by how hard they choose to work

III: Menus of contracts and efficiency: 3 examples
i. Setting different prices for a product line: e.g. mobile phones Æ the low price
on the basic model will attract its kind of customers
ii. Menu of contracts to salespeople:
-Large base salary + low % of commission Æ for lazy/low-productivity
workers
-Small base salary + High % of commissions Æ for hard-working/high-ability
workers
iii. Insurance contracts Æ different policies are designed for different risk classes
of buyers

Job Market Signalling
Michael Spence, 1973, Week 2, Lecture
This essay is about the job market, in which signalling takes place and in which the
primary signalers are relatively numerous and in the market sufficiently infrequently that
they are not expected to (and therefore do not) invest in acquiring signalling reputations.
In most job markets the employer is not sure of the productive capabilities of an
individual at the time he hires him. Nor will this information necessarily become
available to the employer immediately after hiring. The job may take time to learn. Often
specific training is required. Hiring is an investment decision, almost like purchasing a
lottery.
Of the plethora of observable data (race, age, sex, education) which determine the value
of the lottery, the employer is buying, some are fixed (e.g. race, sex, henceforth: indices)
and some are alterable (e.g. education henceforth: signal).
After hiring an individual the employer will find out the individual’s true productive
capabilities and hence signals and indices function like parameters in shifting conditional
probability distributions that define an employer’s beliefs.
Applicants can’t influence their indices, but select the signals (here: education) so as to
maximise the difference between offered wages and signalling costs (education is costly).
Assumption: A signal will not effectively distinguish one application from another, unless
the costs of signalling are negatively correlated with productive capability. (Signalling
costs: up, Productivity: low Æ signalling is cheaper for high productivity workers. ‘Selfselection’ constraint)

Example from the lecture:

An equilibrium is defined in the context of a feedback loop, in which employer
expectations lead to offered wages to various levels of education, which in turn lead to
investment in education by individuals. After hiring, the discovery of the actual
relationships between education and productivity in the sample leads to revised
expectations or beliefs. Here the cycle starts again. An equilibrium is best thought of as a
set of beliefs that are confirmed or at least not contradicted by the new data at the end of
the loop just described. Such beliefs will tend to persist over time as new entrants into the
market flow through.
Limitations: With no basic adjustment in the conceptual apparatus, we can think of
education as a multidimensional quantity: years of education, institutions attended, grades,
recommendations and so on. Similarly, it is not necessary to think in terms of two groups
of people. There may be even a continuum of people: some suited to certain kinds of
work, others suited to other kinds. Nor need education be strictly unproductive. However,
if it is too productive related to the costs, everyone will invest heavily in education, and
education will may cease to have a signalling function.
Spence also goes on to consider the role that indices (e.g. race, sex) play in the
determination of equilibria.
If employers distributions are conditional on sex as well as education, then the external
impacts of a man’s signalling decisions are felt only by other men. The same holds for
women. If at some point in time men and women are not investing in education in the
same ways, then the returns to education for men and women will be different in the next
round. Since from an equilibrium point of view men and women really are independent,
they might settle into different types of equilibrium.
Questions for future research:
o What is the effect of cooperative behaviour on the signalling game?
o What is the informational impact of randomness in signalling costs?

o
o
o
o
o

What is the effect of signalling costs that differ systematically with indices?
How general are the properties of the examples considered here?
In a multiple-market setting, does the indeterminateness of the equilibrium remain?
Do signalling equilibria exist in general?
What kinds of discriminatory mechanisms are implicit in, or interact with, the
informational structure of the market, and what policies are effective or ineffective
in dealing with them?

Empirical evidence on team compensation 3/9
“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)

(Quantitative) case study of a firm where group incentives were introduced.

Background
 Before 1995, Continental was consistently one of the worstperforming airlines
 Since airline deregulation in 1978:
 under bankruptcy protection twice
 never made an annual profit when not under
bankruptcy protection
 ranked last among the 10 domestic airlines in
 on time arrival
 baggage handling
 customer complaints
 In late 1994 a new senior management team introduced three
policies:
 changing airport managers
 improving the flight schedule
 a group incentive scheme
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Empirical evidence on team compensation 4/9
“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)
The group incentive scheme:
 $65 to every hourly employee in every month Continental’s
on-time performance was in the industry’s top 5
(starting in 1996: $65 for top 3, $100 for top 1)


Why we would not expect it to work?
 Basically, free-riding, aggravated by the fact that
 Continental had about 35,000 hourly employees
 Employees are very geographically dispersed
 We can think of two free-rider problems
 The “first order” problem
 The “second-order” problem in mutual monitoring
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“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)


Evidence that it did work anyway






Management workers say they think it made a big difference
On-time performance improved dramatically
(goal met 9 of 11 months)
Profits (millions):
1992: $-125
1993: $-199
1994: $-613
1995: $+224
1996: $+319
1997: $+385
Additional cash flow just from fewer missed connections:$8
million/month; cost of bonus: $3 million/month
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Empirical evidence on team compensation 6/9
“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)


Was this just coincidence?





An improving nationwide economy, or
(Most important) other changes introduced by management
such as the flight schedule and new airport managers?

Study design




Measure changes in on-time departure performance in an
airport per month before and after the bonus introduced, e.g.
Denver Aug 1995 – Denver Aug 1994 (data from 32 airports
from Jan 1994 – Nov 1996)
Compare these changes between “treatments”
 Airports run by Continental employees
 “Control group”: Airports where gate and ramp operations
were contracted out (not affected by the bonus)
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Empirical evidence on team compensation 7/9
“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)


Multiple regression analysis to account for other confounding
factors that could affect performance differences, including:









Level and change in Continental’s scale at that airport
Load factor (longer to load full planes)
Employee tenure (resistance to change?)
Weather
On-time arrival rate
Change in airport manager (yes/no)

Results


Performance improvements at outsourced airports were
significantly smaller than at airports operated by Continental
personnel!!
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“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)
Why did it work?
 Employees did monitor each other and exerted peer pressure
when co-workers’ performance jeopardized reaching the
goal. Examples:





Employees started own performance review meetings
Employees contacted colleagues who called in sick, offering
“assistance”
Employees chastised others for leaving their stations or
loading bags slowly
Employees helped others improve, if this did not work
reported others to supervisors
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Empirical evidence on team compensation 9/9
“Econometric Case Study”: Knez and Simester (2001)
Why was this in individual worker’s interest?
 Within airports teams are small, jobs standardized, and
worker’s know each others’ jobs.
 Across airports teams are highly interdependent (because
flight delays create a “domino effect”). This greatly
magnifies the effects of underperformance by one particular
airport: any individual airport’s performance could
significantly affect the whole firm’s performance.
 When the scheme was introduced, airport teams may have
confused the effects of a better flight schedule with higher
effort by other airport teams, and felt pressure to “measure
up”. (helped solve the “coordination problem”; remember
class experiment last week)
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Team Incentives and Worker Heterogeneity: An Empirical Analysis of the Impact of
Teams on Productivity and Participation
Barton Hamilton, Jack Nickerson, Hideo Owan, 2003, Week 3, Seminar
The paper examines rationales for team participation and the effects of team composition on
productivity using novel data from a garment plant that shifted from individual piece rate to
group piece rate production over three years.
Most previous studies have focused on the free-rider problem, which arises when actions
taken by team members are not observable. However few studies have systematically
examined the impact of team composition on output (there are some on law firms or medical
group partnerships). This study is using an empirical approach to address the following
questions:
• To what extent does the adoption of teams increase or decrease productivity?
• How does team composition affect productivity?
• Are teams more productive if the members are homogeneous, or should teams be
formed with a mix of high-ability and low-ability workers?
• Will high ability workers leave the firm when it implements a team production system?
The study utilizes the 288 personnel records of the Koret Company in Napa, California.
Between 1995 and 1997 the facility changed the organization of its sewing activity to module
production. Groups consist of six to seven workers who form a team voluntarily and receive a
group piece rate. Sewing machine are arranged in an U-shape. Initially group working is
optional. The study also observes pre and post-group performance.
Observations:
• Adoption of teams improved worker productivity by 14% on average
• Productivity improvement was greatest for teams that formed early and diminished in
teams that formed later
• High-ability workers tended to join teams first, despite loss in earnings in some cases.
Still they were no more likely to leave the firm after joining a team.
• More heterogeneous teams are more productive, (when average ability is held
constant). High ability workers seem to improve team productivity more than low
ability workers do.
Results indicate that free riding does not appear to be the dominant behavioural response at
Koret.
• Ease of peer monitoring, strong self control (workers are more aggressive than
managers at disciplining team members)
• Production facilitated by technical and collaborative skill, mutual learning
• Group work offers nonpecuniary benefits (social interaction, less repetitive)
• Better quality, because errors are noticed earlier
The study concludes that it is feasible for a firm to reduce turnover and increase production
by introducing team production. Group work is considered as a complex behavioural
phenomenon that involves multiple interacting mechanisms.

Lavy, Victor (2002): Evaluating the Teachers’ Group Performance Incentives on Pupil Achievement. In: Journal
of Political Economy, 2002, Vol. 110, No. 6.

Summary:
Their paper provides evidence on the causal effects of two different teachers’ performance
incentives programmes on students’ achievements. School and teachers were either provided
with
1) monetary performance incentives (INCENTIVES APPROACH) OR
- 75% in form of merit pay to teachers and 25% as extra resources to school
2) Additional conventional resources (RESOURCES APPROACH) (extra teaching
hours, more money to the school, etc. …)
Both programmes led to significant increases in students’ performance, yet on a cost
equivalency basis (i.e. what performance increase do you get for a dollar spent) the monetary
performance incentives fared better.
Problem/ Research Question:
Evaluating the effects of different policy measures (i.e. policy interventions) to improve the
performance of high school pupils in their matriculation exams and reduce the drop-out rates
at different grades in high school.
In short: Do performances incentives directly targeted at students’ achievements make a
difference?
Methodology:
However, in the paper Lavy goes one step further comparing the incentives and resources
approaches (as well as their relative cost efficiency) with regard to their effects on students’
achievements concerning:
1) Number of credit units
2) Number of science credit units
3) Average test scores
4) Proportion of pupils taking matriculation exams
5) Proportion of pupils entitled to matriculation certificate
6) drop-out rate from 9th to 10th grade
7) increase in number of students (esp. from underprivileged backgrounds) who qualified
for matriculation certificate.
The effects are being controlled for with regard to: mother’s schooling, father’s schooling,
family size, immigrant status, the student’s gender, as well as school characteristics, such as
size (# of teachers, # of students).
In the incentives approach, 62 secondary schools took part, selected non-randomly. Parts
of the incentives were distributed to the teachers in form of merit pay. The rest was given to
the school to upgrade general work conditions. The total sum awarded was $1.44m,
distributed among the top 1/3 of all participating schools (which basically means that schools
were competing for this sum. This fits the framework of a rank-order tournament (Lazear and
Rosen 1981)).
The paper evaluates the effects of the first full two years of its implementation in 1996
and 1997. Methodologically interesting is the fact that “treated” schools, i.e. those that
participated, differ considerably from all other schools in Israel. Nonetheless, it provides a
potential quasi natural experiment. Effects are evaluated in comparison to non-treated schools.
The monetary incentives are a function of the achievement of students in their final year
of high school and of the drop-out rates at all high school grades. The performance measures
were: average number of credit units per student, percentage of students receiving a
matriculation certificate (which would open the opportunity to go to university) and school
drop-out rate. School performance was measured in two stages. First, school average
outcomes (in these three performance measures) were normalised relative to an expected base
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predicted from regressions that controlled for the socio-economic background of the student
body. In the second stage, schools were ranked each year according to their improvement
(absolute value added between years t and t-1). According to these ranks the awards were
distributed among the top 1/3 schools (in terms of relative performance improvement). 75%
of incentives went to teachers as salary bonuses between $1000 and $250 per year (for
average and mean incomes of teachers of $20.000 and $30.000 respectively). Thus the
bonuses are relatively small (as a percentage of yearly income).
Lavy describes this programme as a group incentive scheme, where the combined
performance of a group determines the total incentive payment, which is divided among
individuals regardless of individual performance. (Theory would predict that teachers freeride a lot, especially since they cannot monitor each other. Teachers are in their respective
class-rooms on their own. Nobody knows what they are doing. It also has something of a
target-based scheme, as teachers would only get something if the school came in in the top
third.)
In the resources approach, 22 (selected out of 75) schools are investigated over the course
of 3 years (that the Israeli Ministry of Education conducted this programme). Schools were
endowed with additional resources (teaching time, on-the-job school staff training) to improve
students’ performance. These additional resources were worth about 2.5 full time teachers/
school (= 3% of the mean number of teachers per school in Israel). The schools were given
complete control over the additional resources and how to shape the distribution of these
additional resources. They used the resources to add teaching time, spilt classes, pay more
attention to weaker students. Effects are evaluated in comparison to non-treated schools (that
were not selected, i.e. 53 other schools). Total annual costs were $1.2m.
Both treatments included religious and secular schools.
Incentives:
37 secular Hebrew, 18 religious Hebrew and 7 Arab schools.
Resources:
13 secular Hebrew, 4 religious Hebrew and 5 Arab schools.
Results:
Both programmes lead to significant gains in the achievement measures of high school pupils:
The incentives approach had some effect in the first year of implementation and significant
gains in the 2nd year. Effects are significantly positive on all dimensions, except for the
proportion of students who earned matriculation certificates. Teachers’ incentives mainly
affected weak students. Intervention led to a relatively large increase in the rates of students
who achieved the matriculation certificate among students from a poor socioeconomic
background. Dropout rates were reduced as well. “Winning schools”
The resources approach led to also to a significant improvement in student performance.
However, the regressions tell us that the effects in the first year are minor (only statistically
significant for credit units and average scores). For the second and third year of the
programme, the effects are statistically significant for all measures except for the proportion
of students who earned the matriculation diploma. Yet, the resources approach had not effect
on drop-out rates!!
Cost equivalency: In general, the cost per school in the resource programme was more than
double ($51.600 vs. $23.300) than in the incentives approach, which is partly due to the fact
that the incentives programme affected almost three times the number of schools. However,
comparing the two, the gap in cost cannot be outweighed by the resource approach being
considerably more effective. “[T]he resources program had, on average a (50-70 percent)
higher effect on outcomes than the incentives program, but it had a lower effect on three other
outcomes it cost more than twice as much Therefore, per marginal dollar spent, the teachers’
incentives intervention seems to be much more cost effective.” (p. 1314)
=> In terms of cost equivalency, the incentives approach is more cost effective.
2

Lavy, Victor (2002): Evaluating the Teachers’ Group Performance Incentives on Pupil Achievement. In: Journal
of Political Economy, 2002, Vol. 110, No. 6.

Lavy sees importance in the fact that “the power of incentives observed elsewhere in the
economy is also evident in schools, even in the case of relatively low performance bonuses.”
(p. 1316).
(Possible) Caveats:
• The programmes were mainly implemented in small communities (since there the
expected effects were expected to be largest), thus one should “be cautious in
extrapolating the results to other environments” (p. 1315).
• Lavy does not study any effects on non-measurable activities of teachers (developing
creativity, etc. cf. multi-tasking models, esp. the respective chapters in Milgrom/
Roberts (1992) and Roberts (2004))
• What will happen, once the incentives are removed?

Linkages to (other) topics (of the course):
• Performance Pay
- (esp.: Multi-Tasking)
• Public Policy
- autonomy of administrative units
• Rank-order tournaments (in the case of the incentives approach: only the top 1/3performers were awarded the money bonuses), which leveraged the resources used
compared to the effects achieved, since all schools tried hard to improve their results.
This effort remains unmeasured in this study.
• Group incentive schemes
- Free-riding
• Natural experiment
- (esp. selection strategies)

3

Gibbons (1998): Incentives in Organizations
Abstract

In this paper, the author summarizes four new strands in agency theory that help him think
about incentives in real organizations. As a point of departure, the author begins with a
quick sketch of the classic agency model. He then discusses static models of objective
performance measurement that sharpen Kerr's argument; repeated-game models of
subjective performance assessments; incentives for skill development rather than simply for
effort; and incentive contracts between versus within organizations. The author concludes
by suggesting two avenues for further progress in agency theory: better integration with
organizational economics, as launched by Coase (1937) and reinvigorated by Williamson
(1975, 1985), and cross-pollination with other fields that study organizations, including
industrial relations, organizational sociology, and social psychology.

Objective:
-

summarize four new strands in agency theory that help to think about incentives in
real organizations
provide a sketch of the classic agency model to then discuss:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Static models of objective performance measurement;
Repeated-game models of subjective performance assessments;
Incentives for skill development rather than simply for effort;
Incentive contracts between versus within organizations.

The Classic Agency Model: Incentives vs. Insurance
-

not nearly as central as it was once deemed!

The key idea of the model is that the agent is risk-averse. A higher bonus rate b thus
creates stronger incentives but also imposes more risk on the agent. The extreme case, b =
0, offers the agent full insurance but creates no incentives; the other extreme, b = 1, gives
the agent full title to the output y, but offers no insurance at all.

Objective Performance Measurement
-

-

-

y cannot be measured easily, because it reflects everything the principal cares about
except for wages
o y = agent’s total contribution to firm value
 includes mentoring, team production etc.
assumption: no contract based on y can be enforced in court (Æ incomplete
contracts)
alternative performance measures (# of units produced, quality etc.)
here, creating incentives can be very tricky (if not impossible)
o sometimes, weak incentives can be more efficient than strong, dysfunctional
incentives
o sabotage: it is no use creating strong incentives for the wrong actions
o may induce an agent to only focus on the action which contributes more the
overall firm value as the two actions compete for the agent’s attention
Æ use multiple incentive instruments
o E.g.: pharma-industry – need to generate immediately useful output and
invest in fundamental knowledge
 Use internal capital market to reward the former and promotion
policies for the latter

Lessons Learned:

(1) objective performance measure typically cannot be used to create ideal incentives
(2) efficient bonus rates are consequently often small
(3) on multi-task settings, it is often helpful to use multiple instruments to provide a
balanced package of incentives (direct cash payments, promotion etc.)

Subjective Performance Assessment
-

repeated-game models of “relational” incentive contracts, i.e., agreements enforced
by parties for their reputations, as opposed to formal contracts enforced by a court
o e.g., in each period of ongoing employment relationship, a worker chooses an
unobservable action that influences that worker’s total contribution to firm
value
 too complex to be verified by an outsider
 however: can often be assessed subjectively by superiors
 Æ “observable but not verifiable”

Example:
-

-

a worker’s total contribution to firm value is either High (y = H) or Low (y = L)
higher levels of the worker’s action increase the probability that the High contribution
occurs
a compensation package could consist of a base salary s and a relational-contract
bonus B meant to be paid if High contribution is achieved
o in an ongoing relationship, the firm’s concern for its reputation may induce it
to honor its relational contract
o trigger strategies: parties begin by cooperating and the continue to
cooperate unless one side defects, in which case they refuse to cooperate
forever after
the firm will pay the bonus if the present value of increased future profits from
paying it exceeds the cost of paying the bonus today
some firms use formal and combinational contracts in combination
o can reduce distortions in the agent’s incentives and reduce the firm’s
temptation to renege a promised bonus
o can also reduce the size of the relational-contract bonus

Skill Acquisition
-

-

incentives for skill acquisitions are tricky because the firm must evaluate a worker’s
potential contribution to future firm value, rather than the realized contribution of
work to date
promotion rules rather than formal or relational incentive contracts
o rewards based on subjective performance assessments

Example 1:
-

-

y = the firm’s assessment of the worker’s potential contribution to future firm value,
based on previous performance
suppose the worker’s capital contribution is x if the worker does not invest in firmspecific human capital and x + v if he does invest
o to make such an investment, the worker must give up some leisure time,
denoted by the opportunity cost c
supposed the value of the investment to the firm exceeds the cost of the investment
to the worker; that is, v > c
a contract could specify that the firm will pay a high wage if the worker achieves y =
x + v, and a low wage otherwise
o if the difference between the wages exceed the worker’s opportunity cost,
then he has an incentive to invest

o
o

a firm will only want to induce such investment if it receives a productivity
increase
most also make both parties willing to participate (i.e., must exceed the
worker’s best alternative opportunity and the high wage)

Example 2:
-

-

-

a firm has two jobs, an easy one and a hard one
investment in skills improves productivity in both jobs, but more in the hard job
suppose that:
o an untrained worker is more productive in the easy job
o a trained worker is more productive in the hard job
o training is efficient b/c the productivity difference between a trained worker in
the hard job and an untrained worker in the easy job exceeds the opportunity
cost of training
a worker who believes that investing in skills will yield promotion will invest if the
difference between the high and low wages exceeds the opportunity cost of training
the firm will choose to promote a trained worker if doing so is more profitable than
leaving him in the easy job; that is, the difference for a trained worker between the
two jobs exceeds the wage difference between the two jobs
these two conditions may be incompatible

“Up-or-stay” vs. “Up-or-out”
- an “up-or-stay” promotion rule creates a tension between needing a large enough
wage gap to induce the worker to invest and keeping the wage-gap small enough
that the firm is willing to promote the worker after the worker has invested
- in an “up-or-out” rule, a firm must either pa the worker a high wage or fire the
worker
o
can induce workers to invest in specific capital
o May be a very costly rule
 Firing workers means losing specific capital and giving workers less
incentives to invest in the first place

Incentive Contracts between versus within Firms
-

address the problems of the boundaries of the firm (Coase-Williamson Theory)
derive the optimal incentive contract under both integration and non-integration and
then compare the social surplus produced by each
asset-ownership model

Example:
-

agent
o
o
o

can either be an employee or an independent contractor
employee is paid on measured performance (w = s + bp)
contractor receives the wage and change in the assets value (w + v)
Æ the optimal bonus rate b is lower for the employee b/c he is not distracted
by incentives to invest in the asset

Another example:
-

Repeated game
Each period, an upstream party uses an asset to produce a good that could be used
in a downstream party’s production process
o Ownership of the asset = ownership of the good
o If the upstream party is independent, the good could be sold to a different
downstream party
o If not, the existing downstream party already owns the good

o

If the upstream party is independent, 2 new conditions could arise:
 Threat to sell it to another party limits the original downstream party’s
ability to renege on a promised bonus
 However, also creates an incentive for the upstream party to produce a
good, high quality product to improve its bargaining position

Conclusion:
-

two avenues for further progress in agency theory:
(1) better integration with organizational economics
(2) cross-pollination with other fields that study organization, including industrial
relations, organizational sociology, and social psychology

Lazear (2000): Performance Pay and Productivity
Synopsis

What happens when a firm switches from paying hourly wages to paying piece rates? The
theory developed in this article predicts that average productivity rises, that the firm will
attract a more able work force and that the variance in output across individuals at the firm
will rise as well. The theory is tested with a new (unique) data set from Safelite Glass
Corporation, a large autoglass company that changed compensation structures between
1994 and 1995. All theoretical predictions are borne out. In the firm examined, the
productivity effects are extremely large, amounting to anywhere from about 20% to 36% of
output, depending on what is held constant. About half of the worker-specific increase in
productivity is passed on to workers in the form of higher wages.

Safelite Glass Corporation
•
•
•

1994/5: new management changes the compensation method for its workforce,
moving them from hourly wages to piece-rate pay
The effects, which are documented by examining the behavior of about 3,000
different workers over a 19-month period, are dramatic and completely in line with
economic theory
The theory is backed by the following empirical results
o A switch to piece-rate pay has a significant effect on average levels of output
per worker. This is in the range of a 44% gain
o The gain can be split into two components
 ½ the increase results from the average worker producing more
because of incentive effects
 Some of the increase can be attributed to the fact, that under a piecerate scheme, the most productive workers can be hired (the workers
who would never have applied for the job under a standard wage
system)
o The firm shares the gains in productivity with its workforce ( ~ 10% increase
in pay as a result of the switch)
o Increased variance in output. More ambitious workers have less incentive to
differentiate themselves when hourly wages are paid than when piece-rate
pay is used

Modeling Choice of Pay Scheme: Hourly Wages Versus Piece Rates
-

-

when a firm institutes an hourly wage schedule, it usually couples the payment
with some minimum level of output that is acceptable
this level may exceed the level of output that workers voluntarily choose under a
piece rate
furthermore, this level may be so high that only the most able workers can make the
cut
o hourly wages that are coupled with some minimum standard could be called
performance pay because an output-based performance standard must be
met to retain employment
when piece rates are instituted, more heterogeneity might be tolerated, resulting in
lower average levels of output

For any pair of required output and wage, there is a group of workers who will accept the
job.
The utility a worker of a certain ability can get at another firm that does not necessarily pay
workers of all types the same amount is given refers to the wage and effort levels on the
best alternative job for a certain worker. Higher-ability workers are likely to find that the

hourly job is not as attractive as an alternative that demands more, but pays more, even if
the less able workers would find such a job onerous. Thus, there may exist an upper cutoff.
At Safelite, the piece-rate plan paid W (a guarantee coupled with the minimum standard )
to anyone who would have earned less than W under the piece rate, but paid the piece rate
to all of those whose compensation by the piece-rate formula would have exceeded W.
Propositions on which this is based:
(1) Effort does not decrease as a result of a switch from hourly to piece-rates, as long as
there is some ability type for which output rises, average effort increases
a. Condition 1: if a worker with ability A chooses to work at an effort level in the
piece-rate range, then any other worker with ability greater than A also
chooses to work at an effort level in the piece-rate range
b. Condition 2: if a worker with ability A chooses to work at an effort level in the
wage-guarantee range, then any worker with ability less than A also chooses
to work at an effort level in the wage-guarantee range
(2) A sufficient condition for the average ability of the workforce to be non-decreasing,
and more generally, to rise after the switch is that some workers choose to work
enough to be in the piece-rate range
a. Average ability rises because the ability of the lowest-quality worker does not
change as a result of the switch, but the ability of the highest-ability worker
rises
(3) A sufficient condition for the range of worker ability and output to rise after the
switch is that some workers choose to work enough to be in the piece-rate range

Data
-

hourly wage until 01/1994
under the new scheme
o $20/unit installed with a guarantee of $11/hour
Units-per-worker-per-day is the average number of units per eight-hour period
installed by the given worker during the given month

Propositions 1, 2, and 3 which state that both mean and variance in output rise when
switching from hourly wages to piece rates, are borne out by the simple statistics.
Moreover, there is a good indication that profitability went up significantly with the switch.
The per-unit cost is considerably lower under the piece-rate scheme than it used to be with
hourly wages.

Other Effects
-

-

-

Sorting
o It would not be surprising to see a worker increase productivity dramatically
during the first few months on a job;
o Those who are no making it get fired or quit early (separation)
Fixed Effects
o Person-specific effects play an important role in the interpretation of results
Pay and Profitability
o The firm often passes along some of the benefits of the gain in productivity to
its existing workforce
Quality
o One defect of paying piece-rates is that quality may suffer
o One possible solution: have the worker who slogged repair the damage at his
own expense. Because re-dos are costly to the worker, he will try to get it
right the first time around

NOTE: Piecework is not always profitable: Managerial and professional jobs may not be
suitable for piecework schemes!

Conclusion

Productivity effects associated with the switch from hourly wages to piece rate are quite
large. Theory implies that a switch should bring about an increase in average levels of
output and its variance. However, the author shows that these predictions are borne out;
the theory does not imply that profits must rise. Market equilibrium is characterized by firms
that choose a variety of compensation methods. Firms choose the compensation scheme by
comparing the costs and benefits of each scheme. The benefit is a productivity gain. Costs
may be associated with measurement difficulties, undesirable risk transfers, or quality
declines.
The minimum level of ability does not change, but more able workers, who shunned the firm
under hourly wages, are attracted by piece-rates. As a result of incentive effects, average
output per worker rises.

Author: Jerald Greenberg (1990)
Title: Employee Theft as a Reaction to Underpayment Inequity: The Hidden Cost of Pay Cuts

Overview:
Employee theft rates were measured in manufacturing plants during a period in which pay was
temporarily reduced by 15%. Compared with pre- or post-reduction pay periods (or with control groups
whose pay was unchanged), groups whose pay was reduced had significantly higher theft rates. When
the basis for the pay cuts was thoroughly and sensitively explained to employees, feelings of inequity
were lessened, and the theft rate was reduced as well. The data support equity theory’s predictions
regarding likely responses to underpayment and extend recently accumulated evidence demonstrating
the mitigation effects of adequate explanations on feelings of inequity.
Hypothesis:
Main hypothesis: ratings of payment fairness would be lower, and the rates of employee theft would be
higher during the reduced pay period than during periods of normal payment (before and after the pay
reduction) → based on Adam’s equity theory (=workers who feel inequitably underpaid, i.e, those who
believe that the rewards they are receiving relative to the contributions they are making are less than
they should be, may respond by attempting to raise their outcomes).
Additional hypothesis: the magnitude of the expressed inequity, and the rate of employee theft would
be lower when pay reductions were adequately explained than when they were inadequately explained
→ based on Folger’s cognitions theory (=adequate explanations help victimized parties place their
undercompensation in perspective by getting them to understand that things could have been worse).
Research Method and Procedure
Participants: nonunion employees working for 30 consecutive weeks in three manufacturing plants that
manufactured small mechanical parts mostly for the aerospace and automotive industries.
Procedure: A manufacturing company lost two large manufacturing contracts and was forced to reduce
their payroll by temporarily cutting wages 15% across the board in two of its manufacturing plants (A
& B). The payroll cuts were done in lieu of laying off any employees. After this decision, Greenberg
was asked to assess the role of wage cuts on several key areas, one of which is employee theft. Plants A
and B were assigned as experimental conditions and C as the control. The study consisted of three
stages- before, during, and after the pay cut. Each stage lasted 10 weeks.
PLANT

CONDITION

A

Adequate explanation

B

Inadequate explanation

C

No layoffs - control group

CEO BEHAVIOUR
Regretfully and explicitly explained that
the pay cuts avoided layoffs. Answered all
of the employees’ questions with an
expression of remorse at having to take
such action.
Told that the pay cuts avoided layoffs, but
it was left at that. No expressions of
apology or remorse were shared.
-

DECISION BASIS
Clearly explained and justified; all
employees were assured the pay cut
was temporary and that it would
last only 10 weeks.
Was not clearly described; the only
additional information regarded the
lost contracts. Employees were told
the pay cut period was expected to
last 10 weeks.
-

Measures:
Employee theft was measured in two ways: actuarial data and self-report measures tapping some of the
processes assumed to be underlying the theft behavior.

EMPLOYEE THEFT
QUESTIONNAIRE MEAUSRES
RATE
“Pay basis measure”
“Pay equity measure”
Company accounting
A group of questions designed to A group of questions designed to
department’s standard
verify differences in familiarity
establish differences in
SOURCE OF
formula for computing
with the basis for establishing
perceived payment equity.
DATA
"shrinkage."
pay.
…the percentage of
…validity of the payment-group ...the degree of perceived
variable; or in other words, the
payment equity (range from 20
MEASURES… inventory (e.g, tools,
supplies, etc.) unaccounted
degree of the understanding of
to 90).
for by known waste, sales,
the basis for pay determination
use in the conduct of
(range from 20 to 100).
business, or normal
depreciation.
Note: questionnaires were administered bi-weekly to provide two types of measures: the “pay basis” and the “pay equity”
measure. Only one employee theft rate was reported for each week, and the weekly scores were grouped into three 10-week
response periods.

Results by measures
Employee Theft Rate
The inadequate-explanation condition: significantly
higher levels of theft were observed during the pay
reduction than before or after the pay reduction.
The adequate-explanation condition: pattern of
means shows theft to be higher during the pay cut
than either before or after the pay cut.
Control group: the means did not differ from each
other significantly across the three response periods.
In other words, within the pay-reduction period, the
theft rate in the inadequate-explanation condition
(M = 8.9) was significantly higher than that in the
adequate-explanation condition (M = 5.7), which
was in turn higher than that in the control condition
(M = 3.7).

Questionnaire Responses

Read the explanation of the measures below the table. I believe there are 2 wrong figures in the above
table: In the Pay Basis section - if you look at the means in the rows, it follows that during and after
pay cut periods employees showed higher degrees of familiarity with the basis for establishing their
pay IN THE INADEQUATE EXPLANATION SITUATION THEN IN THE ADEQUATE

EXPLANATION SITUATION! For example, the pay basis mean during the pay cut period was 76.10
in the inadequate explanation and 42.39 in the adequate explanation (similarly, in the period after, the
means are 73.73 and 43.74 respectively), implying that the uninformed workers knew more than the
informed ones! Possible explanation: there should be 3 instead of 7 in those numbers???
Conclusion: Employees in the adequate-explanation condition demonstrated greater understanding of the basis
for pay determination than employees in the other two conditions once the explanation occurred (i.e,
during and after the pay cut). The adequate-explanation manipulation successfully enhanced
employees' understanding of the basis for pay determination. During the pay cut, employees in the
inadequate-explanation condition expressed the greatest perceptions of pay inequity.

Turnover
The majority of the turnover occurred among employees experiencing inadequately explained pay
reductions (12 of the 52 workers, or 23.1 % of those still on the job at that time). Resignations in other
conditions were uniformly 5% or less.
Overall Results
The data support the hypothesis derived from equity theory that workers experiencing underpayment
inequity would attempt to redress it by pilfering from their employer. While workers had their pay
reduced, they reported feeling being underpaid and stole over twice as much as when they felt
equitably paid. There are 2 explanations for this:
- Frustration that motivated the aggressive acts of theft; from this perspective, acts of theft may
be understood as a manifestation of feelings of mistreatment.
- Attempts to correct underpayment; as such acts of theft may be interpreted as unofficial
transfers of outcomes from the employer to the employee.
The data reveal a critical moderator of the tendency to pilfer - namely, the use of an adequate
explanation for the pay cut. In other words, the use of adequately reasoned explanations offered with
interpersonal sensitivity tends to mitigate the negative effects associated with the information itself.
Another interesting finding was that a sizable portion of the inadequate-explanation condition
voluntarily left their jobs during the pay-reduction period.
Limitations
-

-

-

-

Because no direct evidence is available suggesting that the stolen items had any positive valence to
the employees, it is impossible to claim unambiguously that the theft rates represented employees'
attempts to increase their own outcomes. That is, they may have been motivated to reduce the
employer's worth whether or not doing so directly benefited themselves.
It appears that adequately explaining inequitable conditions may be an effective means of reducing
potentially costly reactions to feelings of underpayment inequity. To be effective, however, such
explanations must be perceived as honest, genuine, and not manipulative.
Although it is plausible that inequity leads to stealing unless mitigated by an adequate explanation,
it is impossible to statistically discount the alternative possibility that unknown preexisting
differences between the plants constituting the payment groups (eg, different norms against stealing
or differential acceptance of management's promise that the pay cut would be temporary) may have
been responsible for the results.
Because the adequate-explanation condition and the inadequate-explanation condition differed
along several dimensions it was not possible to determine the individual effects of the various
contributing factors (such as the quality of information, interpersonal sincerity of its presentation,
differences in the credibility of the source).

Author (yr):
Title:
Journal:

Jerald Greenberg (1990)
Employee theft as a reaction to underpayment inequity: the hidden
cost of pay cuts
Journal of Applied Psychology v. 75 no. 5 (561-568)

Overview:
Employee theft rates were measured in manufacturing plants during a period in which pay was
temporarily reduced by 15%. Compared with pre- or post-reduction pay periods (or with control
groups whose pay was unchanged), groups whose pay was reduced had significantly higher theft
rates. When the basis for the pay cuts was thoroughly and sensitively explained to employees,
feelings of inequity were lessened, and the theft rate was reduced as well. The data support equity
theory’s predictions regarding likely responses to underpayment and extend recently accumulated
evidence demonstrating the mitigation effects of adequate explanations on feelings of inequity.
Main Points:
Research Question/Hypothesis:
Hypothesizes that the magnitude of the expressed inequity- and the rate of employee theft- would be
lower when pay reductions were adequately explained than when they were inadequately explained.
Research Procedure:
A manufacturing company lost two large manufacturing contracts and was forced to reduce their
payroll by temporarily cutting wages 15% across the board in two of its manufacturing plants (A & B).
The payroll cuts were done in lieu of laying off any employees. After this decision, Greenberg was
asked to assess the role of wage cuts on several key areas, one of which is employee theft.
Plants A and B were assigned as experimental conditions and C as the control. The study consisted
of three stages- before, during, and after the pay cut. Each stage lasted 10 weeks.
Plant A was the adequate explanation condition, where the CEO regretfully and explicitly explained
that the pay cuts avoided layoffs.
Plant B was the inadequate explanation condition, where employees were told that the pay cuts
avoided layoffs, but it was left at that.
Plant C had no layoffs.
Data and Methods:
Employee theft was measured in two ways: actuarial data and self-report measures tapping some of
the processes assumed to be underlying the theft behavior.
Analyses of theft rates were based on a 3 X 3 mixed design ANOVA.
Results:
The data support the hypothesis derived from equity theory that workers experiencing underpayment
inequity would attempt to redress it by pilfering from their employer. While workers had their pay
reduced, they reported feeling being underpaid and stole over twice as much as when they felt
equitably paid. There are 2 explanations for this: frustration and attempts to correct underpayment.
The data reveal a critical moderator of the tendency to pilfer- namely, the use of an adequate
explanation for the pay cut.
Another interesting finding was that a sizable portion of the inadequate-explanation condition
voluntarily left their jobs during the pay-reduction period. In fact, a much larger proportion resigned
than did so in any other condition.

Jeff Rosenberger
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Chapter 5 (pp149-159): Bounded Rationality and Private Information
Key terms: bounded rationality, opportunism, asset specificity
One main problem of economic organisation and management is motivation
problem, which arises when individuals have their own private interests that are not
necessarily aligned with interests of others.
Coordination problem is to determine how things should be done, who should do
what e.g. who should make decisions which what information. Motivation problem is
to make sure individuals involved in the process are willing to do their parts in the
whole undertaking. In other words, it is to motivate individuals (who are self-interest)
to coordinate in the group/team.
1

To draw a link among different individuals’ interests, a contract may be used to
modify individual behaviours in ways that are mutually beneficial.
In short, we have to motivate to coordinate Æ through the use of contract Æ but
complete contracts don’t exist Æ there is a motivation problem.
Complete contract—one that specifies precisely what each party is to do and what
will be the distribution of costs and benefits for every possible contingency, so that
each party finds it optimal to abide by its terms. Note that complete contract perfectly
solves the motivation problem. By the same token, we have motivation problems in
the reality because complete contracts cannot be practically realised.
Components of complete contract:
1) Each party must be able to accurately determine all the contingencies.
2) They must be able to determine and agree on the course of action for each
contingency as well as the accompanying payment.
3) They must be willing to abide by its terms. This implies that no one desires to
renegotiate the terms and each can independently determine if the terms are
being met.
In practice, perfect contract is not feasible; it is fraught with limited foresights,
imprecise language, costs of laying out the plan. This is bounded rationality, which
in brief means all contingencies are not fully accounted for. Since all situations are
not planned for, parties must adapt, which gives rise to a possibility of opportunism.
Fear of opportunism may deter parties from replying on one another as much as they
would have wanted do (moving away from efficiency). This is termed as imperfect
commitment (i.e. perfect commitment cannot be attained due to the fear of
opportunism)
“Complete contracts”Æ not feasible due to “bounded rationality” Æ chance for
“opportunistic behaviours” Æ fear of this Æ “imperfect commitment”

1

This is an economic term that refers to a compact or covenant among people. It need not have legal
power. As a result, a contract is then just an agreement which participants will comply if only they find
it advantageous (individually and mutually) to do so.

There is also a problem of private information. Most common situations in which
private information can potentially interfere with the possibility of reaching valuemaximising agreement are:
1. Adverse selection: information asymmetry Æ private information (e.g. sellers
of lemon know more than buyers) Æ possible opportunism Æ buyers sceptical
Æ inefficiency resulting from adverse selection
2. Moral hazard: after transaction Æ cannot tell whether the agreements have
been honoured (private information)Æ possible opportunism Æ inefficiency
resulting from moral hazard.
Contractual responses to bounded rationality
1. Spot market contracts: inflexible contracts with blanket provisions that are to
apply broadly. Spot contracts are suitable for simple transactions that are
quickly concluded e.g. buying a pen.
2. Relational contracts: contracts that settles for an agreement that frames the
relationship. That is, the parties do not necessarily agree on detailed plans of
action, but on the objectives. E.g. Two companies collaborate on a research
work that will ultimately benefit both of them.
3. Implicit contracts: Contracts that contain the component of shared
expectations that parties have concerning the relationship. E.g. corporate
culture—in 3M, you feel the vibrancy of innovation and creativity everywhere
although it may not have been stated as a mandatory qualification in the
employment contract.
How contractual incompleteness can harm you
1. Commitment and reneging: Commitment can effectively influence
other’s expectations about your behaviour and thereby behaviour they
adapt. Commitment obviously can potentially bring a great deal of benefit
to the committed party
In the context of contractual incompleteness, there may be some problems.
Specifically, you may renege because what should be done in various
circumstances is left unstated or ambiguous and open to different
interpretations. You can perhaps claim that you have done according to
what was agreed upon (you have taken advantage of the ambiguity).
Obviously, when this can happen, your commitment may not have much
value in the first place. For instance, the other party may fear of reneging,
so they do not adapt their action as much as they were supposed to.
2. Ex post renegotiation (ex post haggling): The second commitment
problem is that it may be advantageous for both parties to renegotiate the
contract ex post because what was efficient then may not be efficient now.
If they anticipate this, they may not be able to craft the contract that
incentivises optimal behaviour now.

Investments and Specific Assets
Investment is an expenditure of money or other resources that creates a potential
continuing flow of future benefits and services (i.e. future free cash flow).
Specific assets are those that are most valuable in one specific setting or relationship.
Co-specialised assets those that are most productive when used together and lose
much of their value if used separately.
Example: coal mine and the electric plant. The mine and the plant are cospecialised
assets. The mine is the plant’s only supplier and the plant is the mine’s only customer
(let’s suppose there are no other mines or electric plants nearby).
Hold-up problem: the situation in which each party to a contract worries about being
forced to accept disadvantageous terms later, after is has sunk an investment.
But please note that hold-up problem wouldn’t have arisen if the complete contract
could be enforced. It is specificity of assets together with imperfect contracting that
lies at the core of hold-up problem.
A mathematical example of the hold-up problem: (Similar to one question in
exercise 1)
Setting: -2 firms (A and B)
- Each has made relationship-specific investing which costs 2 each
- The investment has gross return of 8
- Each can choose to take opportunistic action which, if the other party does
not do the same, may give him/her the whole rent.
- Thus, the payoff matrix can be illustrated as follows:
Firm B

Grab

Don’t

Grab

-1, -1

3, -2

Don’t

-2, 3

2, 2

Firm A

-By calculating NE, we see that the result is (-1,-1) –both will always grab the
opportunity.
-This case is similar to prisoner’s dilemma. The only difference here is that each party
can choose to stay out of the investment in the first place if s/he anticipates the
imminent opportunism activities.

Possible solutions to contractual incompleteness
1. Relational & implicit contracts
2. vertical integration
3. Commitment—e.g. Cortes burned the ships when invading Mexico. I think
the situation for commitment over here is different from the one mentioned
earlier. That is, this commitment of yours (Cortes) limits the flexibility of the
other party (his soldiers). Please let me know if you have different view.
4. Reputations: the concern of getting bad reputation that reduces future
possibilities for profitable transactions can limit reneging.
The value of reputation depends on the following three ingredients:
-The frequency of similar transactions in the future.
-The horizon over which similar transactions are expected to occur
-The profitability of each transaction

The Other Side of the Trade-off: The Impact of Risk on Executive Compensation
Aggarwal & Samwick (1999)
MN 404: Class 6

-

This empirical work provides strong confirmation of the principal-agent model,
which predicts that the executive’s pay-performance sensitivity is decreasing
in the variance of the firm’s performance. But relative performance evaluation
model is weakly evidenced.

Data:
- The test used a large sample of top executives at 1500 of the largest publicly
traded corporations in the US. The stock returns were used to calculate the
measure of variance of firm performance and its covariance with industry.
-

Flow of compensation (the resources that shareholders of firm paid directly to
executive instead of keeping for themselves) comprises of short-term and
long-term components. Short-term compensationÆ salary, bonus, and other
annual payments. Long-term compensationÆ payout for long-term incentives
plan, the value of stock option granted, etc.

Results:
- Using the variation of stock price across firms to test whether executives at
riskier firms have lower pay-performance sensitivities, it was found that the
executive’s pay-performance sensitivity is decreasing in the variance of the
firm’s performance. Executives in firms with more volatile stock prices will
have less performance-base compensation. These finding support P-A model.
-

The authors found that the variance of firm’s stock returns is an important
variable in pay-performance regressions and that omitting it leads to
downward-biased estimates of the pay-performance sensitivity.

-

Note that CEOs have pay-performance sensitivities (about 3 times) higher than
those of other executives.

-

This paper also tested for relative performance evaluation of executives
against the performance of other firms, and found little support for the
“relative performance evaluation model”. (From the relative performance
evaluation model, other things equal, an executive will receive lower
compensation if executives of rival firms deliver higher returns to their
shareholders.) This paper argues that strategic interaction between managers at
rival firms in an industry will limit the use of relative performance evaluation.

-

All in all, these findings suggests that the executive compensation contracts in
corporate the benefits of risk sharing but do not incorporate the potential
informational advantages of relative performance evaluation.

The Prince and The Pauper? CEO pay in the united States and the united Kingdom
Conyon and Murphy
Aim
CEO pay levels in the UK are far behind in the UK as compared to the CEO’s in the US.
The purpose of this article is to provide a comprehensive comparison of pay practice
policies in the 2 countries. Following are the reasons why executive pay in the UK and
US were compared:
1. Only countries that require detailed disclosure of compensation schemes for
individual top executives.
2. Share a common language and have similar capital markets and underlying
economies.
3. Employ similar corporate governance cultures.
Results
1. Expected pay levels, after controlling for company size and industry, are
significantly higher in the US as compared to the UK.
2. Although base salaries are only modestly higher in the US, the driving force
behind the US premium is the prevalence and magnitude of share option grants.
3. Link between CEO wealth and shareholder wealth is much stronger in the US
than in the UK.
4. CEO’s in the US hold more shares of stock, stock options and at least as many
LTIP (Long Term Investment Plans) shares as compared to their counterparts in
the UK.
5. The pay performance sensitivity is substantially higher in the US than the UK, for
every size and industry group.
6. Indirect relation between cash compensation and stock-price performance is more
strongly positive in the US as compared to the UK. US CEO’s have more
incentive to improve shareholders wealth.
Possible explanations for the above results
1. Agency theoretic discussion: Traditional principal-agent model highlights the
trade off between risk and incentives. Increasing pay performance sensitivity
imposes more risk on CEO’s, who demand higher compensation to be
compensated for the additional risk.

2. Taxes: Corporate and personal tax regimes affect the optimal structure of
executive compensation contracts (Miller and Scholes, 1982). The UK rules
allow deductions for cash compensations but not for exercised options, while
US rules allow deductions for exercised options but limit deductions for cash
compensation.
3. The Rise (US) and Fall (UK) of stock options: While importance of share
options has been embraced in the US (Hall and Liebman, 1998, and Murphy,
1999), the UK companies have rejected the share option plans in favor of
performance share plans such as LTIP’s (Main. 1999). The robust stock market
has also contributed to the growing demand for option compensation in the US.
The S&P Index, which is a measure of US stock market performance, increased
by 300% in the 1990’s; the UK FTSE Index increased by only 150% in the
same period.
4.

Culture: The US has historically been more tolerant of income inequality,
especially if it is driven by effort, talent or entrepreneurial risk taking. The
controversy over CEO pay in the US has led to tighter links between executive
pay and performance, thus increasing wage inequality in the robust US stock
market. In the UK, the same controversy has led to statutory and non-statutory
policies that discourage share option grants, thus lessening the pay performance
link.

Financial policy, internal control, and performance - Sealed Air Corporation’s
leveraged special dividend
Wruck, 1992, Week 9
This paper analyses the role financial policy decisions play in establishing effective
internal control. The study is developed through an analysis of sealed air corporation’s
leveraged special dividend, a transaction that increased the company’s debt nine-fold to
pay shareholders a huge cash dividend. Managers at Sealed Air (SA) used the leveraged
dividend as a tool to disrupt the status quo and promote internal change.
Question:
Effective internal motivated change seems rare. Æ Are organisations capable of forcing
timely internal change upon themselves, and if so how?
Experiment:
Shortly after the close of trading on April 27, 1989, Sealed Air Corporation issued a press
release announcing a one-time special dividend of $40 per share. With 8.245 million
shares of stock outstanding, the total cash payout amounted to $329.8 million, or 87% of
the total market value of the firm’s common stock at $45.875 per share. SA had never
paid out a dividend larger than 18 cents per share previously.
With insufficient funds on hand to finance the special dividend, the company borrowed a
total of $306.7 million.
A number of other firms paid leveraged special dividends in an attempt to thwart hostile
takeovers. SA however, was not the target of a takeover attempt prior to its special
dividend.
Historically, SA (producing packaging material) was protected from competition by
patents and could afford inefficient production. Management neglected manufacturing
and focused on sales and marketing.
By the mid-1980s, management began planning for the product market competition they
would encounter when valuable patents expired. Management decided to launch an
initiative to improve manufacturing efficiency throughout the company (‘World Class
Manufacturing’, WCM). Employees’ initial response was enthusiastic, but soon faded
given that the company’s high profitability led to complacency, and therefore was a
barrier to improvement.
Management saw no investment opportunity constituting a productive use of free cash
flows as defined by Jensen (1986): cash in excess of that required to fund all positive net
present value projects.
Porter (1990) finds that problems similar to SA’s are common among successful
organisations: “Successful companies tend to develop a bias for predictability and
stability; they work on defending what they have. Change is tempered by the fear that
there is much to lose. The organisation at all levels filters out information that would
suggest new approaches, modifications departures from the norm,…innovation ceases;
the company becomes stagnant; it is only a matter of time before aggressive competitors
over take it” (replacement effect?)

Hence, WCM on its own would only have increased free cash flow and not really address
the problem. It was only WCM together (complimentarity?) with dividend policy that
created the atmosphere of urgency and seriousness to induce real change in both culture
and efficiency. Given the high debt, failure to improve performance was to risk default,
bankruptcy, layoffs, etc.
Management also introduced five company wide priorities:
1) putting customers first
2) cash flow
3) WCM
4) Innovation
5) Earnings-per-share
Compensation schemes were redesigned. Previously bonuses were based on earnings-pershare. Under the new plan payout was based on EDBITDA, inventory turns, accounts
receivable, and working capital, (consistent with the cash demands of high leverage).
Outcome:
Post-dividend Stock price performance: The total cumulative return to the company’s
stock over the 42-month post-dividend period, is 275.5%. (S&P 500 index: 35.9%).
Exogenous factors (Industry wide effects and unusual events) as reasons are ruled out as
causes.
Post-dividend Operational Performance: Relative to its own history and industry, SA’s
operating performance improved substantially following the special dividend.
Managers at SA used the increased leverage not only to absorb free cash flow, but also as
a tool to disrupt the status quo and promote internal change. Financial leverage
substituted for the then-absent capital and product market pressure, providing a sense of
urgency to change.
SA CEO: “our purpose was to use the company’s capital structure to influence and even
drive a change in strategy and culture…”
Conclusion:
Evidence on Sealed Air’s lacklustre pre-dividend performance, its stalled manufacturing
program, and employees’ views support the conclusion that its outstanding performance
could not have been achieved absent financial leverage. It is equally unlikely, however,
that substantial performance improvement would have been achieved without effective
changes in internal control. At Sealed Air, the two reinforced on another to create an
environment that supports value-maximising decision making.
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Capital Structure Puzzle
S.C. Myers
The paper refers to Miller Modigliani Theorem (MM), and it is worth looking at its
Proposition I and Proposition II.
Proposition I – 1) Does the capital structure of the firm alter its value?
Proposition I says, assuming perfect capital markets and no tax effects, the value of
the firm is unaffected by the capital structure it chooses, i.e. the capital structure
irrelevance. In other words leverage can’t influence the firm value. (When the capital
structure of the firm has no debt component, one says there is 0 leverage. So in a way
leverage indicates the relative magnitude of debt component versus equity in the
firm’s capital structure.
Proposition II – 2) Does the dividend policy of the firm alter its value?
Proposition II says, no it doesn’t. A firm can arbitrarily alter its dividend streams
without affecting its value.
When one starts considering effect of corporate taxes and costs related to various
financing modes, some modifications are required.
Key question which the paper tries to address is - ‘How do the firms choose their
capital structure?’
To address this question, Myers argues in favour of and against two frameworks,
1) Static Tradeoff (ST) framework – In this, firm is viewed as setting a target
debt-to-value ratio and gradually moving towards it.
2) Pecking order (PO) framework – The firm prefers internal to external
financing and debt to equity when it issues securities. In pure Pecking order
theory there is no debt-to-value target set by the firm. More will be discussed
about the above comments regarding the PO framework at a later stage.
The author doesn’t use managerial or neutral mutation theories because managerial
theories analyse the situation from only managers’ perspective ignoring the
stockholders, and neutral mutation theories argue that capital structure chosen by the
firm results from firm-specific habits – not giving much of an insight into the
financial behaviour.
ST framework – The firm’s optimal debt ratio is viewed as a tradeoff between the
interest tax shields and costs of financial distress.
So essentially, this is a trade-off between costs and benefits of borrowing.
Let us start with the firm having 100% equity financing. This is our base line. Now as
the firm reduces the equity component and increases the debt component, it starts

gaining some advantages. These advantages arise mainly due to the fact that interest
payments done on this debt are deducted from firm’s taxable income. So now
firm pays a lesser amount of tax – interest tax shield. But then there are costs of
issuing debt, costs that are affiliated with writing covenants, with filing clauses for
financial distress scenarios etc.
A firm will keep on increasing the debt component until the difference between
present value (PV) of interest tax shields and PV of financial distress costs is
maximum. And the debt-to-value ratio at which this maximum is reached is the
optimal ratio for the firm. But in real life we find that the firms identical in all other
aspects have there debt-to-value ratio quite different from the other firms i.e. there is
dispersion around the optimal ratio predicted by theory. This may happen because of
deviations from the optimal or because the firms though identical in all the other
aspects, set different target debt-to-value ratios. The two types of cases need to be
kept separate and need to be analysed separately.
Another factor, which justifies the dispersion of data, is – cost of adjustments.
Suppose a firm sets a target debt-to-value ratio…the optimal one, and there are some
random events that take the firm away from that ratio; then it’s not easy for the firm to
quickly offset the random events because changing the ratio also involves costs.
(Remember that ST framework definition on previous page use the word ‘gradually’
to highlight the same fact. After all firms aren’t springs that will recoil or stretch
themselves without incurring any costs!)
MM Proposition I – mentioned right in the beginning of this summary – had a phrase
‘no tax effects’. But in real world there are taxes to be paid. And as per the arguments
in previous two paragraphs, firms’ have incentive to go for debt to make some gain on
the tax front. So according to the corrected MM theory (which considers tax
effects), any tax-paying corporation gains by borrowing, the grater the marginal
tax rate, the greater the gain.
Millers’ theory says that the party that has borrowed money will get tax deductions
on interest payments. But the party that has lent money i.e. the party that receives
these interest payments will have to pay tax on the interest…(Government doesn’t
want to lose money.) And corporate interest tax shield is offset by personal
income tax payments on the interest. But this is only true when the firm pays a
full statutory rate. A firm paying lower rates would set a net loss on corporate
borrowings and net gain on corporate lendings.
As a result, 1) There is tax advantage of borrowing to the firms facing full
statutory rate. 2) There is a tax advantage of lending (or at least not borrowing)
to firms with large tax carryforwards.
For first statement an example would be…IBM should borrow more than
Bethleham steel, because it pays full statutory rates and is really going to gain on tax
fronts if it borrows. Bethleham Steel pays lower tax rates anyway (Steel industry) so it
may not have incentives to issue debt.
For second statement an example would be, GM having a larger debt-to-equity
ratio than Chrysler, because when this paper was written (1984) Chrysler would

have had large tax carryforwards and also because it would have had to pay out more
interest rate to investors as the company wasn’t doing well and was risky to invest in.
(Unfortunately changing times have seen GM to be thrown in the same category as
that of Chrysler and a recent paper might replace the name of GM by Toyota and
would keep Chrysler as it is or replace it with GM or Ford – the Detroit giants that are
bleeding cash.)
The corrected MM theory and Miller’s theory both are the extreme cases, and there
are compromise theories in between, advanced by D’Angelo, Modigliani and Masulis.
Before moving to PO framework here are two remarks about the costs of financial
distress,
1) Risky firms ought to borrow less, other things equal, because they have
higher costs of threatened or actual default.
2) Firms holding tangible assets and active second-hand market will borrow
‘more’ (as per the paper it is ‘less’…but this must be a typographic error as
the paper later argues in the favour of ‘more’, which also seems to be
logically correct.) than the firms having intangible or specialized assets and/or
growth opportunities. This is because specialized; intangible assets and growth
opportunities are more likely to lose value in financial distress, increasing the
distress costs.

PO framework – This framework says that,
1. Firms prefer internal financing.
2. They adapt their target dividend payouts ratios to their investment
opportunities, although dividends are sticky and target payout ratios
are only gradually adjusted to shifts in the extent of investment
opportunities.
3. If the firm has to go for external finance, then it will do so by
issuing the safest securities first i.e. it’ll start with debt, then hybrid
securities such as convertible bonds and finally equity. The firm won’t
have a target debt-equity mix but will adjust itself to the cumulative
requirement of external finance.
Professional managers avoid going for external financing because they want to
avoid the discipline of the capital markets.
One more argument in the favour of internal financing is the avoidance of issue
costs of external one. And again within external financing debt is preferred
because of the higher issue costs for equity - advisory, underwriting etc.
To explain the propositions of PO framework regarding external financing
‘asymmetric information’ viewpoint is helpful.
(In the following discussion I have retained the same mathematical notation as used in
the paper, to maintain clarity. But I have deliberately omitted the conditional
expectation expressions as it could be done without compromising on lucidity of the
summary.)

Suppose the firm has to raise N dollars in order to undertake some potentially
valuable investment opportunity. Let y be the opportunity’s net present value
(NPV) for the firm and x be what the firm would be worth if the opportunity is
lost. The managers of the firm know x and y but investors don’t.
The benefits of raising N dollars by a security issues is y, the NPV of the firm’s
investment opportunity. There is also a possible cost: the firm may have to sell the
securities for a less than it is really worth. Suppose the firm issues a stock with
aggregate market value, when issued, of N. However the manager knows that the
shares are really worth N1. That is N1 is what the new shares will be worth, other
things held equal, when investors acquire manager’s special knowledge.
Let ΔN be the amount by which the shares are over or undervalued, i.e. N1–N.
Then the manager will issue and invest only when,
y ≥ ΔN
If the manager’s inside information is unfavourable then ΔN is negative and in
that case firm will always issue. If the information is favourable then ΔN will be
positive i.e. the equity at the time of issue would be undervalued. In this case if it
is too much undervalued such that ΔN exceeds y, then the manager may forgo
the investment/growth opportunity as he would know that he is being asked to
float the issue at a much lower price than its actual worth.
Following points are important with respect to the above discussion.
1) Cost of reliance on external financing – if the firm is dependent on the
external financing then it will have to forgo the positive NPV opportunity
if isn’t getting the right price for the issue. So it is always better to be
ready with the internal finances to avoid a last minute fiasco. (Internal
finances – this term implies that the company invests its own earnings into the
growth opportunities. The company may do well and file record earnings.
Instead of paying out all the profit as dividend to its shareholders, the firm
may keep some of it, which can be invested in current/future opportunities.)
2) Advantage of debt over equity – if the firm does seek external funds, it is
better of issuing debt than equity. The general rule is issue safe securities
before risky ones. The way to reduce ΔN is to issue safest possible securities –
strictly speaking, securities whose future value changes least when the
manager’s inside information is revealed to the market.
In short, if the managers feel that the new equity issue I underpriced i.e.
ΔN>0, then they will go for debt and if they feel that it is overpriced then
they will exploit this opportunity and float inferior quality equity to take
advantage of new investors.
Problem is that investors, anticipating this logic, would always feel that if the
firm is issuing equities then it is doing so because the issue is overpriced and
they will be reluctant to buy the issue unless they go through the firm details
seeing that the firm has issued substantial amount of debt and it is issuing

securities, not to exploit the overpricing opportunity, but because it can’t go
for anymore debt – as this debt would substantially increase its costs.
So the investors would make the firm follow the pecking order - Debt first
and then the equity.

What we know about corporate financing behaviour?
1.Internal vs. External equity – Statistics shows that debt issues and internal
financing play a crucial part in financing investment opportunities. New stock
issues play a relatively small role. This is similar to the PO framework. ST can
explain it by discussing the significant costs involved in equity issue and
favourable tax treatment of capital gains relative to dividends.
2. Timing of security issues – firms apparently try to issue stocks when
security prices are high. Given that the firm is going to opt for external
finance, it’ll do so after the stock prices have risen than after they have fallen.
This is contradictory to ST theory. If firm value rises, the debt-to-value ratio
falls, and firm ought to issue debt, not equity, to rebalance their capital
structure. The observation is also embarrassing for the PO framework. There
is no reason to believe that the manager’s inside information is systematically
more favourable when stock prices are high. Even if there were such a
tendency, investors would have learned it by now and would interpret firm’s
decision accordingly.
3. Borrowing against intangible and growth opportunities – for these kind
of opportunities the firms will borrow less because of high distress costs.
So there is a negative relationship between rates of investment in R&D
and advertising, and the level of borrowing. On the other hand for the
tangible assets like setting up a new plant, the firms will prefer
borrowing.
4. Exchange offers – Stock prices rise, on average, when a firm offers to
exchange debt for equity and fall when they offer to exchange equity for
debt. This can be explained using the tax effects. If the debt ratio is below
the optimal level and there are significant interest tax shield benefits then the
firm would go for debt-for-equity exchanges and would tend to move closer to
the optimum. The firm’s willingness to exchange debt for equity might signal
that the firm’s debt capacity had, in management’s opinion, increased. It
would signal an increase in firm’s value or reduction in the firm risk. Thus
debt-for equity exchange would be good news and opposite exchange
would be a bad one.
5. Issue of repurchase of shares – On average, stock price falls when firm
announces a stock issue. Stock price rise, on average, when a stock
repurchase is announced.
6. Existence of target ratios has been found in some cases. It has been seen
that risky firms tend to borrow less, other things equal. And in 1984 (when this

paper was written) – there was no study clearly demonstrating that a firm’s tax
status has predictable material effects on its tax policy.
Conclusion – the conclusion is some sort of modified Pecking Order theory.
1. Firms prefer not to go for common stock or risky securities, because
they don’t want to fall in the dilemma of passing by positive NPV projects or
issuing stock with a price, which they think is too low. (A scenario that arises
when ΔN >0 i.e. when the issue is underpirced.)
2. Firms set target dividend payout ratios so that normal rates of equity
investments can be met by internally generated funds.
3. If the firm goes for borrowing then it tries to keep the debt safe i.e.
close to default-risk-free category. It does so to reduce financial costs of
distress and to retain some reserve borrowing power for future contingencies.
4. Since target dividend payout ratios are sticky, and investment
opportunities fluctuate relative to the internal cash flow, the firms may at
some times exhaust their capacity to issue safe debt and if the firms still
need money they will turn to less risky securities first i.e. risky debt,
convertible bonds and finally common stock. (Risky debt is less risky than
convertibles or common stock because stock prices can fluctuate rapidly and if
the stock issue is underpriced, after the prices reach highs, firm repents its
action of floating the issue at a lower price than it deserved.)

The modified Pecking Order theory recognises both, asymmetric information and cost
of financial distress. As one moves up the pecking order these two factors start
dominating, and firms starts facing higher odds that the future positive NPV projects
will be passed by because the firm will be unwilling to finance them by common
stock and risky securities. The firm may choose to reduce these costs and factors by
issuing stock now even if it is not required, to create a reserve borrowing power for
future, and to move down the Pecking Order. So issuance of new stock is sometimes
done because - given the inherent risk involved in this financing option - it is
sometimes better to go for the option now itself than in future. (Company may issue
stock because of the uncertainty getting right price in future.)
But whether the firm issues stock now or in the future, the information asymmetry
question keeps looming large. The optimal dynamic issue strategy for firms in this
asymmetric information environment is a question that remains to be addressed.

Easterbrook (1984): Two Agency-Cost Explanations of Dividends

Abstract
-

economic literature about dividends is usually assumes that managers are perfect
agents of investors, and it seeks to determine why these agents pay dividends
other literature assumes that managers are imperfect agents and inquires how
managers’ interests may be aligned with shareholders’ interests
however, the author argues that, logically, any dividend policy should be designed
to minimize the sum of capital, agency, and taxation costs
Æ purpose of this paper: to ask whether dividends are a method of aligning
managers’ interests with those of investors; it offers agency-cost explanations of
dividends

The Dividend Problem
-

-

-

Businesses find dividends obvious
o managers are often convinced that higher dividends mean higher prices for
their shares
But: dividends are paid (and regulated) at considerable cost to the firms involved
o M&M declared dividends as irrelevant because investors could home brew
their own dividends by selling from or borrowing against their portfolios
o Dividends are moreover taxable to many investors
Oftentimes, firms issue new stock at or around the time they pay dividends

The existence of dividends despite their costs has inspired a search for explanations
-

-

A naïve explanation: dividends exist because they influence a firm’s financing
policies, because they dissipate cash, and because they induce firms to float new
securities
Dividends can serve as signals (information content of dividends):
o prosperous firms often withhold dividends because internal financing is
cheaper than issuing dividends and floating new securities
o however, dividends do not distinguish well-managed firms from others
 they are not irrational for poorly-managed or failing firms
• such firms should disinvest or liquidate, and their managers
may choose dividends as a method of accomplishing this
o needless to say, only a prospering firm can continue to pay dividends over
time, but a firm with a long record of prosperity would not need the
verification available from the dividend signal

The author’s final arguments:
-

-

Dividends may be useful in reducing the agency costs of management.
Dividends may keep firms in the capital market, where monitoring of managers is
available at lower cost, and may be useful in adjusting the level of risk taken by
managers and the different classes of investors.
Overall, this explanation offers a hope of understanding why firms simultaneously
pay out dividends and raise new funds in the capital market.

Optissimo: Evaluating and rewarding sales staff
Product and Services
Optissimo promised to sell finished eyewear to its customers within an hour of choosing
the frame. It was first introduced in shopping malls and later at city centers. They believe
time was a key factor for this particular customer segment. This approach requires a large
investment in optical technology and a strong orientation towards customer service.
Following were its auxiliary services:
•
•
•
•

Free of charge replacement for lenses and frames if they break within first year of
purchase.
30% discount on new eyewear in case of loss or theft.
Free of charge exchange if the lens is unsuitable. Also for contact lens within a 15-20
day trial period if they are not tolerated by the customer.
Free of charge maintenance of glasses.

Outlet area and the purchasing process
The customer is greeted by a sales optician at the welcome point, who helps choose and
suggest suitable lenses for customers. The sales optician’s ability to listen and ask the
right questions aims at defining customer’s use for glass and thus recommending
appropriate glasses and lens.
The customer is referred to the optometrist if their eye sight needs to be measured. These
tests are conducted electronically in a refraction room, and are much more precise than
the traditional methods for eye-testing. The optometrist writes the prescription based on
the eye test.
After the sales optician receives the prescription and enters the relevant data regarding
lens, type of frame and delivery time in the computer, it is the job of the laboratory
technician to prepare the lenses and mount them in the frame to obtain the finished glass.
Following are the products offered:
•

Standard production: This refers to the ready made closed frame. Production time is
12-15 minutes and time varies on non-technical factors.

•

Frameless glasses: Here lenses are attached to the frame with screws. Their
production requires more manual operations and takes 40 minutes. The one hour
promise does not apply to this category as it may take more than an hour depending
upon choice of frame.

•

Partially frameless glasses: Their production requires less manual operations and
takes 9 minutes.

Work organization
Providing quality service defines Optissimo’s distinctive approach and requires close
coordinated interaction amongst the three organizational levels in the outlet. The sales
optician’s performance is based on the use value a customer gives to the glasses, and
what is recommended and produced.
The optometrist’s performance is measured both on the time dedicated to a given
operation and the service quality provided, which is measured by customer complaints.
The laboratory technician’s is controlled by monitoring elapsed time between
commissioning a job, production and delivery of glasses, which must be as promised, and
by the number of pairs of glasses produced per day.

FRAUD AT WORLDCOM
LDDS began operations in 1984 offering services to local retail and commercial
customers in he southern states. It was initially a loss making enterprise, and thus hired
Bernie J. (Bernie) Ebbers to run things. It took him less than a year to make the comoany
profitable. By the end of 1993, LDDS was the fourth largest long distance carrier in the
United States. After a shareholder vote in May 1995, the company officially came to be
known as Worldcom.
Corporate Culture
Worldcom had an autocratic style of management and followed a top down approach.
Each department had its own rules and management style. There was no outlet for
employees to express their concerns. Top hierarchy granted compensation and bonus
beyond the company guidelines to a select group of individuals based on their loyalty to
them.
Expense to Revenue Ratio (E/R) Ratio
Ebbers was obsessed with revenue growth and insisted on a 42% E/R ratio. He
encouraged managers to push for revenue, even if it meant that long term costs would out
weigh the short term gains. As business operations declined post the 1st quarter in 2000,
CFO Sullivan used the following accounting tactics to achieve targeted performance:
1. Accrual releases: Accounting principles require companies to estimate expected
payments from line costs and match them with revenues in the income statement.
Throughout 1999 and 2000, Sullivan told staff to release accruals which too high
compared to the relative cash payments. Over a 7 quarter period between 1999 and
2000, Worldcom released $3.3 billion worth of accruals.
2. Expense capitalization: The above tactic could not be used by the end of 1st quarter of
2001 as few accruals were left to release. Sullivan devised a creative solution which
started identifying costs of excess network capacity as capital expenditure rather than
as an operating cost. Further, managers were asked to capitalize $771 million of nonrevenue generating line expenses into an asset account, “construction in progress”. In
the 10th quarterly report filed with the US SEC, Worldcom reported $4.1 billion of
line costs and capital expenditure.
General Accounting Department
Betty Vinson and Troy Normand, managers in the accounting department, were asked to
release $828 million of line accruals in the income statement in October, 2000. They
were assures by CFO Sullivan that they were doing nothing illegal and he would take
complete responsibility for their actions. In April 2001, they were again asked to transfer
$771 million of line costs in capital expenditure. They were handsomely rewarded with a
raise and promotion for these actions.

Internal Audit
Headed by Cynthia Copper, this department reported directly to Sullivan. It was
responsible for primary operational audits to measure business unit performances and
enforces spending controls. Efforts by Cooper to seek further information regarding
Worldcom’s $2.3 billion capital expenditure and $400 million accruals in the wireless
business failed. An independent financial audit carried by Cooper helped her to discover
the ambiguity in the reports for capital expenditure and line cost accruals.
External Auditor: Arthur Andersen
Andersen considered Worldcom as its coveted client and wanted to be a committed
member of its team. Although Andersen’s risk management software rated Worldcom as
a “high risk” client, its audit team at Worldcom continued to rank it as a “moderate risk’
client. Andersen’s auditors were given limited access to the accounting information.
Worldcom withheld information, altered documents, omitted information from requested
materials and transferred millions of dollars in account balances to mislead Andersen.
The Board of Directors
The board members were former owners, officers, or directors of companies acquired by
Worldcom. CEO Ebbers presided over board meetings and determined their agendas.
Sullivan manipulated the information related to capital expenditures and line costs
presented to the board. The board played a small role in the life, direction and culture of
the company.
The End Game
By the beginning of 2002, Cooper’s audit team discovered $3 billion in questionable
expenses, including $500 million in undocumented computer expenses. After all attempts
to receive satisfactory answers from the accounting department failed, these findings
were disclosed to the Audit Committee. When Sullivan could not provide an explanation
for inappropriate capital expenses, he was asked to resign.
On June 25, 2002, Worldcom announced that its profits had been inflated by $3.8 billion
over the previous 5 quarters. Nasdaq immediately halted trading of Worldcom’s stock
and S&P lowered long term corporate credit rating of Worldcom bonds from B+ to CCC.

Fiat and GM: The Troubled Alliance (Lecture 1)
Question 2 from the final exam for CEMS/IMEX students 2005/2006 refers to the FIAT
and GM case. “Explain intuitively the logic behind the “hold-up problem” using as
example the troubled alliance between Fiat and GM. Can you identify instances of
bounded rationality, relationship-specific investment and opportunistic behavior in the
business case?”
Quick facts of the case:
- In 2000 Fiat and GM enter into a ‘strategic and industrial alliance (Fiat acquires a 5.1%
stake in GM and GM acquires a 20% stake in Fiat).
- The agreement included a ‘put option’, which stipulated that Fiat would have the right
to sell the remaining 80% to GM after 4 years at a fair market value.
- Fiat entered into the alliance to save its declining auto division (losses since early 90’s)
- GM entered to keep pace with consolidation trend and to help its European and Latin
American divisions.
- Synergies like cost savings, cross sharing of automotive technologies were focused
upon.
- By 2004, Fiat planned to exercise the ‘put option’, but GM rendered it void because Fiat
had sold its financing arm and had recapitalized.
Why did they enter into the alliance?
Fiat:
- It was faced by declining market share in Italy, western Europe and South America. It
had overcapacity and its revenues declined.
- Fiat was looking to merge with automakers like BMW and Volvo and it also
approached GM in 1999 to divest Fiat in return for a 1/3rd stake in GM. They approached
GM because of GM’s presence in North America (the only market where their operations
did not overlap) and because they were both experiencing problems in Europe and South
America. GM turned down the proposal
- In 1999 DaimlerChrysler offered to buy Fiat. GM objected because it saw the merger as
a potential threat to its own declining European market.
GM:
- GM had experienced overcapacity of its European brands (e.g. Opel, Saab) and its
profits had decreased by 25.8%
- GM saw the alliance, as “alliances are sometimes the only option that available
companies will consider. Quite simply, we are not in the business of acquiring a company
we cannot work with on a partnership basis, because the auto, because the auto business
is just too hard for us to be fighting our own partners. With an alliance we enter the
relationship that our partner also wants enter the relationship” An example of bounded
rationality.
- GM had been using a strategy to enter into alliances with companies in order to see
whether they would be interested to acquire the company (i.e. it used this strategy to

acquire Saab and Isuzu Motors). These acquisitions have not been very successful.
Investors saw less of a gain from the alliance for GM than for Fiat.
- The alliance sought to achieve cost savings through a common purchasing strategy
(with the aim to achieve cost savings of 2 billion euro’s by 2005). It also aimed to share
technological know-how of diesel engines.
- Seeing that the auto industry is an oligopolistic market Fiat was not allowed to enter
into other alliances if it sought to divest its auto arm.
How did the alliance unfold?
- There were some synergies realized, such as global sourcing. However, in 2001 the
terrorist attacks in New York led to a significant fall in orders for Fiat. By 2002 they
incurred an operating loss of $404 million and by mid-2002 it had a net debt of $6 billion.
- Fiat became interested in selling its auto arm to GM through the put option. GM showed
disinterest because of Fiat’s beleaguered financial position. Fiat’s decline continued as
sales dropped, capacity utilization fell, and high warranty costs. In 2002 both Fiat and
GM sought to cut their losses and closed factories and laid off workers.
- Despite cost-cutting GM found itself running out of cash ($9 billion pension fund
liability and $47 billion of healthcare costs).
- End of 2002 GM wrote down its investment in Fiat from $2.4 billion to $220 million,
which illustrated its reluctance to buy Fiat.
- End of 2002 Fiat re-capitalized. Selling its GM shares to Merrill Lynch and selling its
stake in an energy consortium and it sold its financing arm.
- A professor of auto industry economics said “Eventually, Fiat cannot stay on its own.
That has nothing to do with Fiat but with the economies of car making.” Fiat needed 5
billion euros. Its parent company invested 3 and it turned to GM for the rest. GM refused
and its stake was subsequently reduced to 10%.
- It was opinioned that GM would only agree if Fiat would rescue it from the obligatory
put option or give a considerable return for its investment. Fiat was however determined
to save its auto division and did not want to exercise the put option yet. Fiat restructured
again and made a small profit in mid-2004.
End of the alliance
- Mid-2004 GM agreed to help Fiat out of its financial turbulence. However, by end 2004
there were speculations that GM was seeking to sell its stake in Fiat and deny the
obligation of the put option.
- GM argued that the put option was void because Fiat had sold its financing arm Fidis.
Fiat countered by saying GM could buyout 51% of Fidis and that Fiat’s strategic freedom
was restricted because the alliance between GM and Fiat stipulated that Fiat could not
enter into alliances with others (relationship-specific investment).
- Fiat agreed to cancel the put option if GM paid $3 billion, but GM only agreed to pay
up to the book value of its stake, which was $500 million. Many were of the opinion that
simply pumping cash into Fiat would not save its declining market share, but the Fiat
owners were not keen to sell Fiat (also seeing that it was politically sensitive).

Some points of analysis
I think in this case we can distill several examples of bounded rationality, relationshipspecific investments, and opportunistic behavior.
Bounded rationality:
- GM thought the key points of the agreement were cost savings and technology sharing
(i.e. being able to produce small cars and learn about diesel technology). For Fiat it
seemed more about finding an eventual party to merge with.
- GM did not anticipate Fiat selling its financing arm and its huge losses and future debt.
- Contingencies such as 9/11 taking place and perhaps a misjudgment of the economics of
the auto industry by both parties (i.e. Fiat being too small to be on its own) could have led
to contingencies after the alliance was created (transaction-cost theory).
Relationship-specific investment:
- GM sunk a $2.4 billion investment and agreed to the put option.
- Fiat agreed not to enter into other ‘strategic alliances’.
Opportunistic behavior:
- Fiat recapitalized, selling its financing arm Fidis.
- Fiat used the put option as a way to hold up GM by leaving it no choice but to buy.
- GM sought to use the new information that Fiat re-capitalized to hold up Fiat by
declaring the put option void (i.e. Fiat had invested into the agreement and hence would
have to abide to it).

MN-415
Competition in the Wide Body Aircraft Market
Birth of a new market: In 1965, PanAm signed an agreement with Boeing to acquire a
new large aircraft fleet, the 747. American Airlines followed by wanting to order aircrafts
that were bigger than the existing ones but smaller than 747’s. Since Boeing was busy,
this left McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed as potential contenders. First serious credible
signal for commitment came in September 1967, when specific design proposals were
sent to the airlines. Difference: McDonnell Douglas prepared the first draft in 6 months
as opposed to 9 for Lockheed.
The Market and the Players: McDonnell Douglas Corporation’s DC-10 was designed
to fill the market hole between the 727 and the new 747. Despite their illustrious past,
they were overtaken by Boeing.
Lockheed developed the L-1011 for the same market. By undertaking this project it was
stretching its financial resources as a shortfall of sales below the desired level would
prove disastrous for Lockheed.
Different market segmentations can be considered on the basis of range, no. of engines,
passenger capacity size etc. Although DC-10 and L-1011 were close substitutes, 747
could be a market on its own. In practice, however, the above designs were viewed as
close substitutes in the long haul, high capacity aircraft market.
Market size and break even level: Market size was estimated between 1000-1300 units
worldwide in the ensuing 5 years, with one third of the demand coming from the airlines
outside the US.
Break-even was influenced by many factors: capital expenditure outlays, slope of
learning curve and intensity of price competition. Selling price was estimated at $15-$17
million. Average variable costs were $100 million for the first unit, falling 23% by
doubling cumulative output, which would result in $15.5 million for the 150th unit.
How to sell an airplane: The first stage involves salespeople and engineers meet with
the airline to discuss the aircraft technical details and the financial and contractual
matters. When this approached completion, a senior figure takes over granting
concessions over price or financing. Airlines have bargaining power and often ask for
extraordinary privileges, called “green stamps”. Due to high level of government
involvement, often bribes are paid. Each deal is tailor made and accompanied by last
minute concessions.

The learning curve: Learning in the aircraft industry takes place through rationalization
in production. This is partially offset by organizational forgetting. This implies loss of
expertise and experience by employees moving internally or leaving the company.
Volatility and turnover is very high. After a period of high turnover, productivity can fall
below previous levels attained through accumulation of experience. A temporary slip can
throw the competitor out of the game as leading manufacturer moves down the learning
curve, becomes more competitive and can now price more aggressively.
Games begin:
• First bids were submitted in February 1968 and were within $200,000 of each other.
• American Airlines placed its first order with McDonnell Douglas
• Lockheed, by aggressive marketing, secured the next 3 large orders. Thus, pressure
was on McDonnell to leave the market when it could.
• In 1968, United placed an order with McDonnell, thus cementing the market in a
triopoly.
Engine trouble: Rolls Royce
• Development costs for RB.211 were very high. There was uncertainty over breaking
even as Lockheed projects were not coming steadily.
• Rolls Royce was under financial strain and the burden to save RB.211 program was
placed on Lockheed, which renegotiated the contract in Rolls Royce favor.
Forgetting curve:
• Lockheed’s production rates had to be cut down causing backward movement along
the learning curve and increase in production cost.
• Low cumulative orders implied long term survival uncertainty, which drove away
potential demand.
• Airbus entry in 1971 made Lockheed’s long term survival uncertain.
McDonnell Douglas:
• A DC-10 crash in 1974 killed more than 300 people and public confidence in DC-10
dropped
• A safer version of the plane, MD-11, was introduced but sales never took off.
How the war was won: Boeing
• Throughout 1970’s, Boeing benefited from McDonnell’s and Lockheed’s trouble and
747 eventually emerged as winner
• Learning curve dynamics transformed a series of temporary advantages into a
permanent one
• More Boeing got ahead in the race, it got more efficient in production, and
competitive in future sales.

DE BEERS – MN 415
Study Group 5 : Marco, Susana, Georgina, Neha, Xiao, Fatma, Rakhi.

Brief discussion of history
DeBeers was founded by Cecil Rhodes in 1870. Since then, it has been a highly successful and
effective controller of the diamond market having developed a unique purchasing and marketing
cartel that has influenced prices in the market virtually undisturbed for almost a century. However,
lately, more and more players have challenged DeBeers dominance and ever since, DeBeers has
been struggling to keep the Cartel intact.
DeBeers’ traditional role has been to take on the position of the custodian of the entire industry,
protecting producers, dealers and cutters through its cartel from the vices of free markets. In the last
century, it has managed to do this by safeguarding its cartel from competitors, by buying off excess
supply, storing it in vast stockpiles to protect the prices, and by launching advertising campaigns on
behalf of the entire industry. (e.g. A diamond is forever....)
However, in the late 1990s, DeBeers realized that the diamond market was getting extremely
competitive, especially with the opening of new diamond mines in Canada, resulting in a decline of
DeBeers market share from 80% to 65% in 1999 and a general underperformance of its stock. In the
current scenario, it is becoming increasingly obvious that in an industry where DeBeers is no longer
the sole supplier of diamonds, the traditional custodian role that DeBeers has adopted over the past
may not be sustainable.
A diamond may be forever, but is the DeBeers cartel?
1. Mechanisms De Beers has used to
a) ensure that prices remain consistently high in the global diamond market
-

By regulating the quantity and price of the diamonds in the market through the Central
Selling Organization (CSO), that served as a clearing house for the entire industry.

-

By maintaining the notion that diamonds are a scarce commodity. This they did through
marketing campaings and by purchaising excess supplies when that was needed to avoid
price decreases.

b) to ensure that any deviant player is adequately punished to maintain success of the cartel
-

By reducing the amount of diamonds allocated to any disobeying dealer (Israel 1970’s)

-

By dismissing sightholders from the Syndicate’s diamond sightings (Israel 1970’s, Russia)

-

By releasing in the market at a lower price the kind of diamonds the deviant player was
trying to sell, making prices drop (Zaire, Australia)

2. According to the theory, the deviation possibility depends only on two variables, namely the
number of firms (n) and the discount factor (δ). All other possible factors are being held
constant or simply ignored. Among the most important assumptions there are:
• All players are perfectly rational,
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• None of the firms has more power than the other in price-quantity setting, in other words
there is no cartel leader,
• Monopoly profit is divided equally between all firms in the cartel,
• Payoffs of all strategies are exactly known in advance by all firms,
• Payoffs of all strategies are constant through the game,
• δ is same for all firms and constant in all periods,
• In punishment phases, the profit is zero to all firms in the cartel,
• Game will be played infinitely many times or no one knows when it is going to end, and
the industry’s demand curve will be constant through out the game.
Under these assumptions, cartel is sustainable if
δ ≥n/(n-1).
So as the number of firms increases, the sustainability of cartel will decrease. In other words,
rational cartel would try to keep the n as small as possible.
When we look at the DeBeers’ cartel, we can easily see that most of these assumptions do not
hold. These is why, the theory it self is not enough to explain the all deviation related decisions
of firms in the cartel, as we will try to explain below.
First of all, in this cartel, all firms do not have equal powers and/or market shares; there is an
obvious dominance of DeBeers. Quantity decisions of each firm are done by DeBeers as well as
the price decision. So the other firms are, in a way, price takers as in the perfect competition
case. Payoffs are known for the present period only and are different for each firm. Any
information regarding δ is not given but claiming that r (risk adjusted interest rate) depends on
the size of the firm (and hence differs from firm to firm) would not be wrong. Lastly, and
probably most importantly, the punishment phase profits are not known by the firms in the
beginning of the “game”, the only available information to the firms about this profit is the
punishment profits of once deviated firms which are certainly not zero and changes from firm to
firm. And if one firm deviates, it was this firm only (and DeBeers itself) who is going to suffer
from punishment profits, not the other firms in the cartel because DeBeers was guaranteeing a
certain amount of profit to them once they agree to sell through the CSO.
Probably these are the main reasons why firms were not deviating even though n was increasing
and, hence, their profits were decreasing.
In addition to these, knowing that not accepting a new firm to the cartel would mean having a
new competitor and as a result of the inevitable supply increase it would harm the scarcity
notion of diamond, DeBeers was sometimes willing to increase n even though it is against the
theory’s result.
But of course, the theory is still explaining, for example, why Russia in 1980s and Zaire in 70s
disobeyed the cartel rules. These were because of the enormous profit potential from selling
directly to the market. But apparently they miscalculated something and came back to the cartel
(may be because of unknown punishment payoffs or may be simply they were not perfectly
rational). Apart from a possible miscalculation, the fact that Russia was valuing a steady inflow
of foreign currency more than a risky higher return was another reason for them to return to the
cartel.
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Russia’s attempt made other firms question the life of the cartel. They wanted to know it
because it would change all their strategies: having big enough δ to satisfy the inequality given
above was no longer enough to continue to be in the cartel.
As we tried to explain, there are much more factors than n and δ values that affects the
sustainability of the cartel.
3.

“Judo Economics” refers to a situation where an entrant attacks the market of an unusually big
incumbent in a small specialist segment/niche product. There is a situation of Judo Economics
in this case, the entrant being Argle Diamonds Mines PLC, which was operating Australia’s
most profitable mine. Argyle chose to operate in niche markets, such as rare, high priced gems
or coloured gems. Argyle opted for this less aggressive strategy since all out warfare against De
Beers would have provoked strong retaliation that may have doomed Argyle’s prospects (for
instance the tough punishment De Beers gave to Zaire when it tried to sell on the free market.
Zaire consequently suffered from a dramatic drop in its revenues.) By operating in niche
markets Argyle was less likely to provoke all out warfare by De Beers. The strategy created a
very profitable position for Argyle which could build an image of its own for coloured gems,
especially as coloured gems are not an important part of De Beers’ marketing plan.
De Beers did retaliate after sometime:
•
The CSO imposed price cuts for most of Argyle’s gems of industrial and near gem quality.
Consequently prices for the types of stones marketed by Argyle fell sharply and in the first half
year of 1997 Argyle reported a set back in sales and profit.
•
It decreased the fraction of Argyle’s production that De Beers agreed to purchase to 85%.
Argyle threatened not to renew its marketing contract with the CSO, but De Beers’ inflexibility
eventually led to Argyle breaking away from the cartel in 1996.
A possible reason for De Beers’ retaliation was to create a reputation of aggression i.e. send a
signal to the industry that selling outside the CSO, even if in specialist segments, would not go
unpunished. This ensures De Beers’ pre-eminent control over price and quantity in the industry.

4.

Until 1997, De Beers in order to maintain its monopoly focused its efforts on maintaining power
in distribution through the Central Selling Organization (CSO), the marketing tool of De Beers.
CSO regulated the quantity and price in the market.
• As it is said in the case study, packages of diamonds were bought and sold at sights, held ten
times a year in London, on a take-it-or-leave it basis.
• Then it was considered a privilege to attend these sights and no dealer dared to refuse a
package offered to them, because if they did so the probability of attending the next sight was
minor, if not zero.
• So CSO, and hence De Beers, enjoyed their power since over 80% of the world’s diamonds
were traded through it.
• However, from 1997 and on the market for diamonds became more and more competitive.
• Therefore, De Beers had to build up a loyal supportive base in order to sell their output.
• So they introduced a strategy called “Supplier of Choice” (SoC), which included also a reevaluation of current and potential sight holders through certain objective criteria like market
position, financial standing, marketing strengths etc.
• Through this scheme, De Beers wanted to distinguish the more promising sight holders in
order to invite them to benefit from a closer relationship with the company. (At the end of
2003, 25% of sight holders were disposed)
• De Beers guaranteed a steady supply of diamonds and the support of marketing activities of
its sight holders through its “Added Value Services”.
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(Refer also to APPENDIX 2 in the update of the case study)

5. In the midst of its civil war, Angola producers increased the supply of rough diamonds by selling
them directly in the market while maintaining its agreement with De Beers. But De Beers didn’t
inflict any punishment on these producers. The main reasons are stated as follows.
1. Angola was not quite big enough to destabilize the cartel on its own.
2. Angola problem was never perceived as a long-term threat to the CSO but a product
of the political turmoil in country at that time.
3. Angola’s supply of diamond is far from predicable and outside the De Beers’ control
considering its turbulent political situation.
Angola’s diamonds are plentiful and among the highest-quality gems in the world which cost
around three times as much per carat as South African diamonds. But the unceasing civil war
made the production quite unpredictable. In 1992, UNITA captured from the government the
Cuango vally, where some of the best diamonds lie. De Beers had to buy the smuggled
diamonds on open market at huge expense because of its little choice. When UNITA withdrew,
the supply of smuggle diamonds from Angola slowed to trickle. From this fact, we could
conclude that the supply of diamonds was quite unstable due to the situation of civil war and
that was outside De Beers’ control. So De Beers wouldn’t observably change the supply of
diamonds even inflicting any punishment on Angola’s producers.
6.

For over a century De Beers role has been the one of guardian of the whole industry. Every time
it tried to prevent the threats by buying extra gems on the market and stocking piles of gems
unsold. It negotiated with countries all over the world. But the cultures and selfish desires
unstable this strategy. The efforts to by-pass the selling of diamonds through CSO has increases
in the 1990s to a level it was too costly even for a large company as De Beers. The major
problem was caused by the continuous discovering of new mines all over the world. The
production share of the De Beers was just 44% in 2002 while the market share went down from
80% in the old days to 65% in 1999. Great number for a market leader, but not enough to
maintain the position of the custodian and the monopoly of the whole industry.
In the late 1990s a necessary of a re-focus of the top strategy was necessary. The motto “ A
diamond is forever” made no sense in the new scenario. De Beers did not represent the entire
industry any more, it became just the top dog of it. The left 35% of the market share could
benefit of the huge advertisement campaign of De Beers without incurring in the cost.
Furthermore, the marketing cost did not produce any premium over the customer prize as the De
Beers diamonds were not differentiated.
At the beginning of the new century, De Beers announced the change of its strategy. The Central
Selling Organization became Diamond Trading Company (DTC) which a new logo
Forevermark inscribed into its stones to ensure its quality so that the sightholders can use it to
justify a high quality and receive a premium prize from the customers.
De Beers tried to enlarge and keep the cartel together until it could. It has been successful for a
lot of years, so that there was no need to change completely its strategy until now. In the 1990s
we assisted to the last efforts of the De Beers to keep on with the old strategy so that it occurred
in loss of profit. But this behavior was reasonable. A cartel is much more profitable for the
companies than a competitive market. De Beers changed strategy at the right time, when it
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understood that its efforts would be much more costly in the future. And it changed it before
incurring in heavy losses.
It is more interesting to understand why DeBeers cartel failed and other, for example the OPEC
one, does not.
Firstly, in OPEC cartel there is not such a leader country as De Beers was. De Beers was not
flexible in the negotiations, so that the great advantages of its deals were for De Beers and not
for the other party. This created tensions and envy in the cartel forecasting greater profits in
leaving the cartel.
Then oil does not need a marketing campaign to create an image that it is worthy by the
customers much more than an assembly of carbons. The free riding in marketing was one of the
greater reasons for De Beers’ change of strategy.
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“De Beers and Beyond: The History of the International Diamond Cartel” by London
Business School
Jewellery diamonds are unjustifiably expensive, given that they are not scarce and
would cost only $2 to $30 if put to industrial use. This has been mainly due to De
Beers maintaining a unique purchasing and marketing cartel. Lately more and more
players have been ready to challenge the cartel.
- Diamonds were first found in South Africa in 1867 (prior to which there were only
diamonds in India and Brazil). The scarcity of resourceful land and the need of a
minimum infrastructure forced miners to live together. Digger committees were
formed that fought off latecomers and gave out claims in a region. Scale concerns
made claimholders merge with bigger claimholders. Equipment for digging was hired
by groups and hence cooperation was intensified.
- 1880, Rhodes (a businessman) started De Beers and by 1887 it was the sole owner
of South African diamond mines and he managed the distribution channels
(merchants abided to Rhodes’ terms of business because they had similar interests in
high prices and a sense of scarcity).
- Oppenheimer (a German businessman) noticed that De Beers cartel might not be
sustainable in the long-run since there was an incentive for members to break away in
the expectation of higher quantities and prices. New diamond reserves in Australia,
Siberia and Western Africa also added to the difficulty. In 1926 Oppenheimer gained
full control of De Beers. He made members sign an exclusive dealing requirement
(i.e. making outside contracts almost impossible).
Structure of De Beers
* A subsidiary of De Beers buys all the diamonds from all producers (incl. De Beers’
mines itself, which represented about a ½ of total supply).
* Each year De Beers determines the total amount of diamonds it plans to sell in the
market (each producer gets a certain % of total output, De Beers buys their diamonds
and markets them through its Central Selling Organization (CSO)).
* The CSO regulates the quantity and price in the market. Diamonds are bought and
sold at sights, held ten times a year, few dealers refuse a packet of diamonds offered
to them. Haggling over price and quantity could lead to dealers not being invited
again (80% of the world’s diamond supply used to go through the CSO, now it’s
between 65-75%)
* De Beers keeps diamonds a scarce commodity by purchasing excess supplies and
through advertising.
Beneficial for producers, they are provided with a steady inflow of foreign currency.
Beneficial for dealers, as they enjoy stable price increases, which are passed onto
consumers.
De Beers benefits by charging handling fees, there is a large incentive to by-pass the
CSO.

Threats to the cartel
- Diamonds were held for investment purposes in Israel (especially in the 70’s when
there was high inflation). This artificial reduction of supply led to high prices, but De
Beers had no more control over how many diamonds were in the market (i.e. it did not
want diamonds to be resold). This created room for speculation on diamond prices.
De Beers solved this by: 1. levying a surcharge on diamonds sold through the CSO,
which it could easily withdraw if it suspected speculation (hence dropping prices of
diamonds drastically). 2. De Beers warned the Israeli dealers that they should not
disobey the CSO or their orders would be cut by 20%. 3. Israeli dealers continued and
finally they were excluded from the sightings (the highest penalty). Prices came back
to normal and Israel complied again, however, it had paid a high price of defection.
However, De Beers also suffered as they had to buy up the large quantities that
speculators decided to sell (Stocks of De Beers were worth $2 billion in 1984).
- Zaire, who contributed less than 3% to world output, undercut the cartel by selling
some of its stocks in the free market for industrial diamonds. De Beers reacted by
selling some its stocks and Zaire saw its revenues drop drastically as diamond prices
dropped. It soon obliged again.
- Large quantities were discovered in Serbia in 1957, which presented about 20-30%
of world production. De Beers negotiated a deal with the Soviet government that 95%
of Russia’s diamond output would be channelled through the CSO. The Soviet Union
realized the potential from undercutting the cartel (Soviet Union was in political
turmoil and required foreign currency inflow). De Beers conceded by buying up all of
the Soviet Union’s supplies (i.e. providing a steady inflow of FX) and the Soviet
Union decided to comply. Other suppliers saw this happen and forced De Beers to
concede a price increase of 7.5% otherwise they would join Russia.
- October 1987, investing in diamonds became attractive again especially with the
stock market crash. De Beers raised prices at sightings and discouraged purchasing
for investment purposes, but members did not comply and either resold packages at a
premium or built up their own supplies. De Beers replied by managing demand (i.e.
targeting new consumers group (e.g. males) and stressing that “diamonds are forever”,
thus not to be resold!).
- Large discoveries in Australia posed a new threat, similar in size to Russia’s. Argyle
Diamonds Miners Plc. entered niche markets for diamonds, such as rare high-priced
coloured gems, hence not upsetting the industry leader. De Beers cut prices and the
quantities it sold of Argyle’s diamonds. Argyle disagreed and broke away from the
cartel. It has since marketed diamonds independently.
- Angola, a small producer, but it deviated from the cartel by increasing supply. De
Beers left it unpunished.
- Large discoveries in Canada led to a battle for exploration between De Beers and
Australia’s BHP. BHP won and De Beers has been encouraging it to sell through the
CSO but BHP fears an anti-trust investigation by the US.
- Beginning of the 1990’s, Russia was in need of hard currency and credit (using its
vast diamond supplies as collateral). Russia signalled to the De Beers its size of

diamond stockpile (about 200 million carats), this would be enough to form a
distribution cartel similar to the CSO. But if Russia cannot guarantee a buyer nobody
will give it a loan. Russia ‘leaked’ about $800 mln. Russia made new demands to the
CSO (a larger share of sales, higher prices and a seat on the board). De Beers saw that
there was a conflict of interests between state-run firms (wanting short-run foreign
currency cash flows) and other mining firms (that sought high prices and limited
supply). In 1996 De Beers ended its agreement with Russia and Russia wanted to renegotiate. De Beers also saw that Russia would be important to the cartel and it
started to gain control over the Russian diamond industry by buying up assets.
- Threats are occurring at shorter and shorter time intervals.

“De Beers and Beyond: An Update (1997-2003)” by Reichel and Kretschmer
(London School of Economics)
* In the last century De Beers has kept diamonds precious by buying up of excess
supply and stockpiling it to protect prices and by advertising.
* Late 1990’s, diamond market increasingly competitive (market share decline from
80 to 65% in 1999). The market was characterized by flat demand and excess supply.
De Beers had to change.
3 main areas of change for De Beers:
1. Increasing efficiency and cutting costs by 15% (increase transparency and
customer-focus)
2. Go private to avoid shareholders’ demands for short-term profit
3. Supplier of choice strategy by promoting more competition downstream while
binding them close to their upstream business
Further detail on changes 2 and 3:
2. Throughout history De Beers had to decrease profits to balance the market (prevent
excess supply and sanction competitors). It hence realized it had to ensure long-term
profits rather than for short-term minded shareholders.
3. * Foster advertising and branding efforts by downstream firms and bind customers
close to the upstream business (i.e. producers). It reviews those that it sells to by
looking at their financial standing, market position and distributional and marketing
strength. These sight holders then benefit from De Beers steady supply of diamonds
and marketing activities.
* A primary goal was to initiate consumer demand where retailers create their own
brand and advertise (i.e. more effective because it is closer to the customer). BUT, the
growth of the industry continued to underperform and it was clear that downstream
retailers were free-riding on De Beers marketing efforts. De Beers made the decision
to choose only the best retailers and train them in marketing and advertising. In
addition, its diamonds were now inscribed with the new name of the CSO, which was
now ‘diamond trading company’
* Competition in branding developed, especially as De Beers lost its grip on the
industry. Other diamond suppliers, such as BHP and Alrosa, now needed to create a
brand. De Beers did this by creating a joint venture with LVMH (seeking a price
premium of 25-30% over unbranded jewellery). There is hence a trend towards
vertical integration of producer and seller. De Beers was successful because it already
benefited from a strong brand name among consumers (this resulted in network
effects downstream).
Further developments in operations and exploration:
* De Beers is still having trouble in establishing itself in the Canadian market, worth
17% of the total market. Other firms are buying up mining companies.
* Continuously improving its ties with Botswana and Namibia
* Civil war in Angola and the Congo has challenged the cartel. United Nations has
started investigations into De Beers exploiting the natural resources of the Congo.

* Russia is still a concern. In 2001 the official contract between Alrosa, from whom
De Beers bought diamonds, and De Beers ended. New agreement to buy $4 billion a
year is under review by the European Commission for abuse of market position by De
Beers. The question remains whether Russia benefits from a fixed contract with De
Beers or is it better off exploring other opportunities and selling on a willingly basis
with De Beers?
Challenges to the diamond market:
* Expected to grow by 4% over next 10 years
* Greater demand from developing countries, such as India and China
* Experts believe 50% of value increases will be because of price increases rather
than higher sales. Does this contradict De Beer’s demand-driven strategy?
* Intensified advertisement and branding will lead to higher costs and higher prices
will lead to consolidation of retailers. Currently, there are 130 different diamond
brands, the market can simply not sustain this.
* Downstream firms have been stockpiling, as De Beers has been selling off its
stockpiles in recent years, in the anticipation of price increases and low interest rates.
Conclusion
Diamonds industry has become increasingly competitive up and downstream. It
remains to be seen whether the supplier of choice strategy will defend De Beers from
further challenges in the future.
“Angolan Diamonds. De Beers’ worst friend” by The Economist
Angola produces 15% of the world’s output of diamonds. They are the high-quality
gems, costing around 3 times as much as South African diamonds. Civil war has been
diamond production by Angola highly volatile. In 1992 UNITA captured the Cuango
valley, where some of the best diamonds lie, they have been producing and smuggling
out large quantities of diamonds. De Beers had no choice but to buy them up in the
market. Since then the government has regained control over the Cuango valley and
has started to hand out concessions to miners to mine for diamonds. De Beers has
been lagging behind to its rivals in acquiring these concessions. Other firms and
especially Russia have been interested in dealing with these mining and production
companies outside of De Beers cartel.
De Beers is trying to persuade producers from Angola to sell through it CSO
(especially a large consortium in the Cuango Valley). However, Angola is unwilling
to comply since they remember the times when De Beers charged them huge fees and
hence they were underpaid for their gems. Whether De Beers can re-gain control
depends a lot on the political situation, but it seems not wise to bet on a total re-gain
of control.
“De Beers is it” by The Economist
Global demand has fallen by 5% in 1998, especially driven by a 20% decrease in
Japan’s retail market, posing a new threat to De Beers. The CSO absorbs this drop in
retail demand by restraining supply. But De Beers cannot sustain this forever,

especially since it is highly costly to stockpile (even before the fall in demand De
Beers had about $4 to $5 billion worth of stock).
Supply is also conspiring against De Beers (2 mining firms in Canada are threatening
to flood the market). Analysts believe Canada’s output could boost sales outside the
cartel by a 1/3rd. This would make it costly for De Beers to keep prices up. If the
cartel’s market share dropped there would be no incentive for any producer to
promote diamonds (i.e. defection is detrimental to all). Advertising has become
increasingly important for De Beers. Even if diamonds become like any commodity
market De Beers is likely to remain market leader, since it has lowest costs and its
mines produce half of the world’s gems. However, De Beers margins have shrunk
already and in such a scenario they would shrink even more.
* De Beers could avoid commoditisation and providing a free ride to its rivals by
advertising only its own diamonds. The brand could be used as a signal to consumers,
who currently cannot distinguish a $10,000 diamond from a $100,000 diamond. De
Beers is currently etching in its logo into the diamonds it sells.
* Meanwhile De Beers continues to concentrate on controlling supply through joint
ventures (in Angola its improving its political connections and buying mines).
* The author believes De Beers dominance is likely to erode. It could become the
Coca-Cola of luxury brands- a giant that faces competition elsewhere, but still has the
distribution and marketing to set prices in many markets.

Notes on how I would answer the questions discussed in class
Q1: Describe mechanisms (with examples) DeBeers has used to (a) ensure that prices
remain consistently high in the global diamond market; and (b) to ensure that any
deviant player is adequately punished to maintain the success of the cartel.
- To keep prices high it has used the CSO as its main mechanism, where it allocates
the production it has bought up from producers and does so in order to sustain scarcity
and hence high prices in the industry. It has also advertised its diamonds heavily to
retailers.
- In order to do this it has had to ensure that it had full control over production. There
was a clear incentive for especially large producers to deviate and increase their own
quantities and profits. It has used several mechanisms to sustain collusion:
*sell through a central organisation,
*punish deviators by excluding them from the sales
*advise deviators of the benefits of the cartel (e.g. Israel) *Flood the market to
diminish benefits in case of deviation (e.g. Zaire)
*More recently it has concentrated more on demand and ensuring a strong
downstream brand of diamonds sold through De Beers
Q2: Consider the price cartel model dealt in the second handout. In the model, the
discount factor δ can be interpreted as 1/(1+r) where r is the risk adjusted interest rate
(nominal interest rate plus a risk premium rate). Note that in times where the future
becomes more uncertain and people are risk averse, the required risk adjusted return
(interest rate) will be higher and consequently δ will be lower. Use the conclusion of
the model (always remembering that the model is simple and hence cannot capture all
the richness of reality) to shed light on the actual fortunes of the diamond cartel in the
past and more recent times.
- When the future becomes more uncertain it is discounted heavier to account for the
higher inherent risk. In cartel formation and sustainability members discount the
future payoff from cooperation and if that is higher than their discounted payoff from
non-cooperation they will cooperate.
- In the case of the De Beers cartel this can be applied nicely. As more players entered
the future of the cartel became increasingly uncertain (as coordination and observance
became more difficult) and hence the discount factor decreased (i.e. higher r) making
cooperation less likely.
- Also, we could say that the game became increasingly to look like a finite game
(hence increasing the incentive to deviate in the short-run even more).
- In addition, large suppliers often sold some of their production outside of the CSO.
This added to the uncertainty for members, especially as large suppliers, such as
Russia and Canada did this.
- Random shocks to supply (e.g. in case of the civil war in Angola) reduced the
incentive for De Beers to use the grim trigger strategy (i.e. exclude Angola from
further cooperation).

Q3: ‘Judo Economics’ refer to a guerilla warfare situation where an entrant attacks the
market of an (usually big) incumbent in a small specialist segment/niche/product. If
the entrant attacks the whole market of the incumbent, the incumbent could retaliate
very strongly and this coupled with the already established reputation of the
incumbent might doom the prospects of the entrant. Recognizing the futility of an all
out warfare, the entrant attacks a small segment/niche/product hoping that the
incumbent will find it too costly to start a price warfare in this small segment as this
could depress the price/reputation of the incumbent across the incumbent’s whole
spectrum of products. An example could be Easyjet’s (mid 90s) entry into low
margins no frills airlines market in UK (serving some popular routes within UK and a
few not so far away airports in the continent) where British Airways was the targeted
incumbent. For quite sometime, BA did not retaliate for fear of depressing prices over
much larger volumes of traffic. It also hesitated to take on Easyjet specifically in the
no frills segment as this could tarnish BA’s reputation in the top end of the market
(which was BA’s focus). Finally, after some years erosion of profits, BA introduced a
new company called ‘Go’ which was to take on ‘Easyjet’ directly, though by this time
Easyjet was well established. In this case,
there appears to be a situation of ‘judo economics’ attempted by an entrant. Identify
the entrant and explain this move. However, Debeers did retaliate after sometime.
Explain this move of Debeers.
Q4: Explain how DeBeers organizes its sightings (where diamonds are sold to dealers
through the Central Selling Organization). Explain how the principle works for
DeBeers?
Q5: When Angola went into civil war and started exporting rough diamonds directly
to the market, DeBeers did not inflict any punishment on the Angolan diamond
producers. This was very unlike DeBeers’s reaction to other deviant producers. What
might have prompted DeBeers not to react?
Q6: Discuss Debeer’s branding efforts (from the second article from ‘The
Economist’). Should Debeer’s have attempted this earlier?

MN 415 – Quadraphonic Sound Case Study
Brief Summary
- New products do not always succeed, even if people agree that the world would be a better
place if they would.
- New technologies are not always taken up by the mass-market, despite early claims of their
superiority over the status quo.
- Examples of failures are abundant
o E.g., DVD vs DivX; Betamax vs. VHS; the QWERTY Keyboard etc.
-

-

In the early 1970s, Quadraphonic sound failed to displace stereo sound as the industry
standard for playing audio recordings
This came as something of a surprise, since the initial following of quad was huge and early
take-up of the technology was encouraging.
Many analysts attribute the failure of quadraphonic sound to two facts:
o Firstly, there were still some concerns about the long-term potential of quad, since
early versions of quad were introduced somewhat prematurely and led to
dissatisfaction of the early influential consumers;
o Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, there was uncertainty about which of the
several different incompatible versions of quadraphonic sound would be the eventual
industry standard.
The two standards:
o Matrix systems: Columbia
- 1st mover
- Initially didn’t consider Discrete systems a threat
- Simple, comparably cheap, lower quality
o Discrete Systems: JVC/RCA
- More complex, expensive
- Belief of supporters: Matrix isn’t much better than stereo, so unless vigorously
challenged, the entire four-channel concept would fail
o While both systems have their advantages and disadvantages, the main problem with
the two technologies lies in their incompatibility

Q(1). The interaction between the two producers of quadraphonic sound could be thought of as
a coordination game. Formulate this game and analyze it. What is the likely outcome?
What else might the companies have done?
The coordination game is a classic (symmetric) two player, two strategy game, with the following
payoff matrix.
JVC/RCA
adopts
Matrix

JVC/RCA
adopts
Discrete

Columbia adopts Matrix

a,w

b,x

Columbia adopts Discrete

c,y

d,z

The payoffs are according to a>d>b; a>d>c; z>w>y; z>w>x. The players should thus cooperate on
either of the two strategies to receive a high payoff; in other words, they should agree on adopting
one technology which is to become the market standard. If they fail to do so, few sales result.
Moreover, the example of quadraphonic sounds shows that such failure might also result in failure of
both strategies. Both (a,w) and (d,z) are pure strategy Nash equilibria. This is a coordination
game where a different pure strategy equilibrium is preferred by each player. In the ColumbiaJVC/RCA game, for instance, Columbia, which specializes in the production of Matrix systems,
would prefer the (a,w) equilibrium because its payoff (a) would be higher than the payoff (d)it would
receive in the (d,z) case. Yet, while Columbia prefers the production of Matrix systems, its second
best option would be (d,z) rather than (b,x) (remember: a>d>b). The same holds for JVC except that
JVC’s first option would be (d,z), followed by (a,w). Either equilibrium (i.e., joint decision to go for
one technology) thus results in higher payoffs than the strategies where the players specialize in
different technologies.

Q(2). What are the externalities in this case (externalities are benefits and costs that one party
creates for another but which are not directly transacted through the market)?

-

-

-

-

Network effects exists if consumption benefits depend positively on the total number of
consumers who purchase compatible products. If the network effect is direct, as in a physical
network, increases in the number of consumers on the same network raise the consumption
benefits for everyone on the network.
In this case: the consumption benefits of the hardware are increasing the variety of compatible
software. A virtual (or indirect) network effect arises because increases in the number of
users of compatible hardware increase the demand for compatible software and hence the
supply of software varieties: the increase in the availability of software varieties increases the
benefit to all consumers who adopt compatible hardware. These consumers make up a virtual
network
o The effort to establish quadraphonic sound in the home audio market failed, because
there was not enough four- channel software produced for the quad hardware. It is
especially the relationship between hardware and software that generates the network
externalities
A network benefit in the quad case would be the increased availability of records as the
customer base grows
A network cost from the producers’ perspective would be competition for the customer base.
o From the Artists’ point of view, costs include:
 Little financial incentives to record work in quad under conventional recording
contracts
 Feared that poor quad reproduction might hurt their reputations due to
technical problems
Externalities furthermore depend on expectations of customers regarding the future size of
the network. These expectations depend on the installed customer base; they are decisive in
the acceptance and adoption of the products in question. In light of quadraphonic sound, this
implies that customer expectations that one technology will become the market standard could

-

indeed have lead to that technology becoming the standard (instead, the whole technology
failed).
In the long run, the co-existence of competing incompatible technologies is unlikely. Rather, a
small initial advantage might influence customer expectations about the adoption of a
particular standard (this could be seen as a cost by one producers and a benefit by the other).
This in turn will lead to more customers adopting the standard. Because the value of the
product increases in the number of adopters, the value of the network increases to future
adopters such that this technology becomes the market standard.

Summary:
- The attempt to introduce quad technology resulted in enormous costs to both consumers and
producers because the existing coordination problem confused customers. Joining the network
requires a sunk investment (for consumers). If the network does not grow adequately or, in the
worst case, is abandoned, consumers are trapped with an “orphan” technology. In other
words, expected network benefits will not be realized and consumers may be unwilling to join
the network. This problem is particularly severe where the successful diffusion of a product
depends on the availability of complementary products (records, in our case).
o Confusion among the public about the nature, performance and operating
characteristics of quad and merits and demerits of matrix vs discrete technology,
prevented four channel of becoming the next step after stereo (disillusionment was
setting in by the end of 1974)
o Missing optimism from retailer side and insufficient promotional effort; Owing to
“Quad wars” instead of concentrated efforts to promote quad in general, systemspecific appeals were much less subject to free- riding inefficiencies
Æ collusive arrangement on promotion between rivals could have helped to clarify the
confusion and scepticism of the consumers towards the quad

Q(3). Who would stand to lose from a transition to Quadraphonic sound? To win?
-

-

Losers:
o Artists b/c producing according to quadraphonic standards is costly (plus: there are 2
different standards, which makes production even more costly)
 quality issues
o Consumers – have to decide on one system; incompatibility of the two systems (i.e.,
if they own one system they can only buy the disks for that system. The other ones
will work but only in stereo quality, meaning that they are not better off but worse)
o Producers (the ones of the technology that doesn’t make it)
Winners:
o Retailers
o Consumers (the ones that believe Quad sound to be superior to stereo sound)
o Artists (sales increase if consumers switch technologies?)
o Producers of the new technology would win once the installed customer base is large
enough

Q(4). Think of reasons why a single superior technology may not replace an older, inferior
one. Are they present in this case?
-

utility
compatibility
price
wrong entry point/strategy
poor advertising of advantages
lack of standardized technology among producers
poor quality of technology

-

if the installed customer base does not grow rapidly enough, then the utility customers get
from switching is too small (e.g., in this case – the sound libraries were too small)
 Externalities (compare Q2)!!

Q(5). What would you have done if you were one of the Quad producers? In other words,
what drove the result of quadraphonic failure?
-

wrong entry point/strategy
poor advertising of advantages
lack of standardized technology among producers

Two possible reasons for failure:
[1] The confusion of customers. The introduction of a competing, yet incompatible technology
confused both existing and potential customers as well as suppliers of records (artists and record
companies). Both technologies were introduced too early (and prematurely), which disappointed
early customers. These are the customers who usually start off the desired bandwagon effect. In
addition, the introduction of the second technology gave rise to uncertainty about which
technology would become industry standard. This also holds for artists and record companies,
who were mostly reluctant to switch because they didn’t know which format to produce
(producing both would have been very costly).
[2] The early “success” of the technology might have prevented long-term success of the
quadraphonic technology. Initially, the number of early adopters was quite promising. However,
the introduction of a second, incompatible technology split the market and lowered expected
future benefits. This lead potential customers, whose main concern was the availability of
software (which was not given owing to the market splitting between discrete and matrix) to
abstain from switching to quadraphonic sound. Rather, they stayed with the old stereo systems.

What could they have done?
Æ collusive arrangement on promotion between rivals could have helped to clarify
the confusion and scepticism of the consumers towards the quad.

Strategic Aspects of Innovation
BDSS-Ch 13
MN-416
CREATIVE DESTRUCTION
Some firms exploit opportunities for creating profitable competitive position that other
firms either ignore or cannot exploit. Markets have quiet periods where they have
developed products and technologies that earn positive economic profits. These quiet
periods are punctuated by shocks or discontinuities that replace old resources with new
ones. Entrepreneurs exploit opportunities created by these shocks and achieve positive
profits in next period of quiet. Schumpeter calls this evolutionary process creative
destruction.
Schumpeter believed that static efficiency was less important than dynamic efficiency
which achieves long term growth and technological improvement.

There is also the concept of destructive technologies. This is well explained with the help
of following examples:
•
•
•

Personal computers replacing powerful mainframes
Ink jet printers replacing high visual resolution laser printers
Email replacing snail mail and telephone

Prahalad and Hamel introduced the concept of strategic intent, which means the
obsession to achieve a particular goal. They also talk about strategic stretch, which is the
stretch between ambition and resources. Companies have to expand and adapt their
current stock of resources, and create new ones.
Richard D’Aveni talks about hyper competition and argues that a firm’s chief strategic
goal should be to disrupt existing resources of advantages in the industry and create new
ones. A firm that rests on its laurels, seeking to harvest from existing sources of
advantages, will be quickly replaced by more innovative rivals.

THE INCENTIVE TO INNOVATE
Business history has many instances when big companies with large resource base were
either overtaken or their market position eroded by smaller resource base companies.
Explanation is that small firms are nimble and less bureaucratic, thus willing to innovate
and break established practices.
There are 2 forces which make it rational for firms not to innovate:
1. Sunk cost effect: It arises when firm has committed its resources and organizational
capabilities to a particular technology, and thus find it less valuable to switch to
another technology. A firm that has not yet committed to a technology can compare
costs of alternate technologies under consideration and is not biased.
2. Replacement effect: According to Kenneth Arrow, an entrant would be willing to
spend more than the monopolist to develop an innovation, assuming that they both
have equal innovative capabilities. By innovation an entrant can replace the
monopolist, but the monopolist can only replace itself.
Efficiency effect: This comes into play when incumbent monopolist anticipates that the
entrant may also have the same opportunity to innovate. We compare the following to
understand this: (1) loss in profits when monopolist becomes one of the 2 competitors in
a duopoly. (2) the profits of a duopolist. In most cases (1) is larger than (2). Monopolist
has more to lose from another firm’s entry than the firm has to gain from entering the
market. Entrant takes business away from the monopolist and also drives down prices.
This makes incentive of incumbent to innovate stronger than that of entrant.
INNOVATION COMPETITION
It is critical to anticipate a rival’s response to amount of R&D. The advantage of the first
mover is to protect its ideas with patents and trademarks.
Patent races: The term patent describes the race between firms to innovate first. The
firm which wins the patent race obtains exclusive rights to develop and market the
product. Failure to anticipate competitor’s investment in R&D may prove costly for a
firm. Following areas need due consideration:
1. How much does investment increase R&D productivity- if diminishing returns, R&D
may not improve chances to win patent race.

2. Response of other firms to this increase in R&D expenditure – this will influence
profitability depending on increasing or decreasing returns.
3. Number of competitors – if diminishing returns to R&D, several small firms are a
threat to innovation. If increasing returns, then one large firm conducting extensive
R&D is a formidable competitor.
Choosing the technology: Firms can select form a variety of technologies. 2 major
dimensions which influence the choice are:
1. Riskiness of methodology.
2. Degree to which success of one technology is related to the success of another.
EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMICS AND DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES
The ability of a firm to maintain and adapt the capabilities that provide it with
competitive advantage is referred to as its dynamic capabilities (Tecee, Pisano and
Shuen). Firms unable to do so eventually get supplanted.
Due to the following reasons, a firm’s dynamic capabilities are limited:
1. Learning is incremental than path breaking – It is difficult for a firm to ignore its past
while conceptualizing new routines. The search is path dependent i.e. depends on the
path a firm has taken in the past to get where it is now. This makes it hard for a firm
to adapt minor changes in technology.
2. Firm’s dynamic capabilities are complementary assets – A change in organizational
routine may give rise to sunk cost effect, thus reducing the likelihood of change.
3. Windows of opportunity – Over time, a narrow set of design or product emerge as
dominant. Learning curve, effect, network externalities and sunk cost effect take over
and firms are reluctant to adapt to new technologies.

THE ENVIRONMENT
Porter views competition as an evolutionary process. It involves recognizing new
technologies and markets, and moving aggressively to exploit them. Porter identifies the
following 4 attributes that promote or impede a firm’s ability to achieve competitive
advantage:
1. Factor conditions: Describes position with regard to factors of production. The
important fop’s are highly specialized to the needs of a particular industry.
2. Demand conditions: These include size, growth and character of home demand.
Sophisticated customers or unique home conditions stimulate innovation.
3. Related supplier or supporting industries: Firms with home market advantage are
favorably positioned to achieve global competitive advantage. Companies with
skillful home based suppliers can be early beneficiaries of new production now-how
and may shape innovation in supplying firms.
4. Strategy, structure and rivalry: This includes local management practices,
organizational structures, corporate governance and nature of local capital markets.
Firms that survive vigorous local competition are usually more efficient and
innovative than international rivals.
MANAGING INNOVATION
According to Rosabeth Canter, innovation is bringing a new problem solving idea into
use. In addition to internal development, strategies such as spin-offs, joint ventures and
alliances can facilitate entry to new business or develop new capabilities.
A firm faces a dilemma in managing its innovation activities. On one hand, formal
structure and controls are necessary to co-ordinate innovative activities. And on the other
hand, looseness and flexibility may foster innovation, creativity and adaptiveness to
changing circumstances.

Gibbons (2003): Team theory, garbage cans and real organizations: some history and
prospects of economics research on decision-making in organizations

Abstract

1. Introduction
-

for 200 years, the basic economic model of a firm was a black box: labor and physical
inputs went in one end; output came out the other, at minimum cost and maximum
profit
o little attention was paid to the internal structure and functioning of firm or
other organizations
o during the 1980s, the black box was opened
 study of incentives etc.

Organization of the article
(1) documents convergence between new economic models and long-standing noneconomic insights about organizations
(2) proves inevitability that economic models that take their foundations seriously will
deliver a post-Weberian view of organizations
(3) proposes interplay because economic modeling offers more than just a new language
for re-expressing established ideas
(4) do something to improve an organization’s performance and the lives of those who
live in it

-

-

focus on discussion of decision-making in organizations
o summary of two polar approaches: team theory and garbage cans
 argues that real organizations lie in between these two extremes
limitations:
o ignores important behaviors in organizations that do not conform to the
author’s economist notion of decision-making
o ignores important insights into decision-making that apply well outside
organizations

2. Glacial Progress on a long-term agenda
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

“game theory and garbage cans” (Gibbons, 1998):
o these models showcase the rich and flexible toolkit of organizational
economics – not only incomplete contracts and specific investments (tools
from transaction-cost economics) but also agency theory, repeated games, and
information economics
o these models are consistent with the spirit of the post-Weberian view of
organizations (which acknowledges that rules are often violated and decisions
are often unimplemented, that informal structures deviate from and constrain
aspects of formal structure etc)
o these models deliver inefficient, informal, or institutional organizational
outcomes
economic models that take their underlying assumptions seriously must deliver a postWeberian view of organizations: rule violations, unimplemented decisions,
subverted inspections, parochial interests, undermined missions will be persistent
problems, not exceptions
Coase’s view: firms exist only where they perform better than markets would
o The firms we observe will be less efficient than the markets we observe, even
though the firm we observe will be more efficient than the markets they
replaced

this figure shows Coase’s original argument and its long-term corollary by plotting the
declining effectiveness of market governance and of firm governance as transaction
difficulty increases (e.g., imperfect contracts, asset specificity)
at the critical value of transaction (dotted line), markets and firms are equally efficient
o transactions to the right will be governed by firms
o those to the left will be governed by markets
as transaction difficulty falls to zero, the observed effectiveness of markets is larger
than that of firms
“Why organizations are such a mess” (Gibbons, 2000)
o A critical source of superior organizational performance involves the creation
and management of “relational contracts” (i.e., informal agreements that are
too rooted in the parties’ shared experiences to be enforced by a court, but can
nonetheless be enforced by the parties’ interests in the future of their
relationship)
It is impossible to understand the nature of formal organizations without investigating
the networks of informal relations and the unofficial norms as well as the formal

-

hierarchy of authority and the official body of rules, since the formally instituted and
the informal emerging patterns are inextricably intertwined
o Conceiving, communicating and implementing relational contracts are hard
tasks, but building, maintaining, and changing relational contracts seem even
tougher
Superior organizational performance typically cannot be achieved simply by
optimizing formal instruments such as incentive plans, job definitions, reporting
relationships, resource-allocation processes, and formal contracts between firms
o Instead, one needs to manage the relational contracts directly and choose the
formal structure to facilitate the relational contracts indirectly

3. Team Theory, Garbage Cans and Real Organizations
Team theory
o application of statistical decision theory to “team settings” where different
agents have different information and control different actions but share a
common objective (e.g., profit maximization)
o team theory computes a set of decision rules (one for each participating agent)
so that the organization as a whole maximizes its expected payoff
o different agents control different decisions and take those on different
information Æ decentralized decision-making
o one drawback:
 no shirking, free-riding, lying or lobbying (Weberian view: the
organization is a machine and its parts can be designed and interactions
can be controlled)
o Example: decision-making in hierarchies and polyarchies (see handout lecture
4)

-

in Figure 2, unit 2 only sees the projects approved by unit 1
in Figure 3, either unit can unilaterally approve a project and unit 2 gets to consider
projects that unit 1 rejects and vice versa
two types of errors: rejecting good projects and accepting bad ones

o the optimal organizational form depends on the losses associated with these
types of errors:
 if the losses from accepting a bad project is large, then a conservative
decision structure is superior
 if the loss from rejecting a good project is large, then a liberal structure
is better

-

-

recent work distinguishes decentralized information processing from decentralized
decision-making
o decentralized information processing: different agents observe different
information and communicate subsets of their observations, but a single agent
ultimately receives the final communications and makes the decision
 provides a new perspective on organization structure
o decentralized decision-making: different agents observe different information
and control different decisions, but there is no communication (and hence no
decentralized information processing, in the sense of multiple agents
contributing to a final report)
overall, team-theoretic models perpetuate a Weberian view of organizations as
machines, with parts that can be designed and interactions that can be controlled
o it may have an important story to tell but cannot account for the whole story on
decision-making

Garbage Cans
-

-

team theory envisions an organization whose members compute and execute optimal
communication and decision rules to maximize organizational efficiency
the garbage can model envisions “organized anarchy”, featuring collections of choices
looking for problems, issues and feelings looking for decision situations in which they
might be aired, solutions looking for issues to which they might be the answer, and
decision makers looking for work
o this model is intended to describe an organization plagued by “problematic
preferences”, “unclear technology” and “fluid participation”
 does not claim that all organizations satisfy these three assumptions at
all times
o decisions are made in one of three modes
 resolution: the choice has been working on a collection of problems but
only now has more energy supplied by decision-makers than demanded
by the problem
 oversight: a new choice is made quickly before any problems become
attached to it
 flight: a choice has not been made for some time but then problems
move to another choice, so the original choice is made but no problems
are resolved
a provocative model that may overstate the level of anarchy in many organizations
valuable lessons:
o it is often not useful to think of an organization as a single, unified, rational
decision-maker
o it is often not useful to think of an individual as a single, unified, rational
decision-maker

Real Organizations
Feldman and March (1981) summarize decision-making in organizations as follows:
(1) much information that is gathered and communicated by individuals and organizations
has little decision relevance
(2) much of the information that is used to justify a decision is collected and interpreted
after the decision has been (substantially) made
(3) much of the information gathered in response to requests for information is not
considered in the making of decisions for which it was requested
(4) regardless of the information available at the time a decision is first considered, more
information is requested
(5) complaints that an organization does not have enough information to make a decision
occur while available information is ignored
(6) the relevance of the information provided in the decision-making process to the
decision being made is less conspicuous than is the insistence on information
-

these findings are at odds with decision theory for a single, rational decision-maker
however, many behaviors described are at least partially consistent with simple gametheoretic models of signaling or free-riding
o ordinary organizational procedures provide positive incentives for
underestimating the costs of information relative to its benefits
o much of the information used in organizational life is subject to strategic
misinterpretation
o information as a signal and symbol

4. Recent Economic Models of Decision-Making in Organizations
4.1. Lobbying
-

Milgrom & Roberts (1988): introduction of the idea of influence activities (attempts to
manipulate information so as to influence decisions to one’s own benefit)
o E.g., consider Holmström’s (1982) model of career concerns in labor markets.
Workers know that firms will use workers’ outputs to draw inferences about
workers’ abilities, and that these inferences will in turn determine subsequent
wage offers, so workers have an incentive to work hard to influence the firm’s
inference, even if the workers have no private information about their abilities
o In this model, influence activities are productive but oftentimes, in reality, they
either distract people from performing productive tasks or merely change the
distribution of organizational resources across members, without improving
overall productivity
o They suggest two way that an organization could respond to the prospect of
wasteful influence activities
 Closing relevant communication channels Æ costly
 Eliminate influence activities by adjusting internal structures and
processes away from what would otherwise be optimal, to eliminate
members’ incentives to manipulate information
o Example: see handout lecture 5 and exercise 8

4.2 Informal Authority (Aghion and Tirole (1997) formal vs. informal
authority)
Motivation: “rubber stamping”: the boss enjoys formal authority but approves the
subordinate decision without inspection or consideration. In other words, the boss has the
formal authority, but the subordinate has the real authority.
o Example: it seems that shareholders often rubber-stamp the board’s decision
Questions: Why would anyone with formal authority cede it?
o And: if the boss has the formal authority, can’t he always take back any
delegation to a subordinate?
The Aghion-Tirole model (see handout lecture 5) attempts to provide answers to these
questions.

Findings:
-

The boss desires to cede real authority whenever the subordinate has superior
information and sufficiently similar preferences

Further Applications:
-

The same model can be applied to delegation
This is modelled as the subordinate having the formal authority (but the boss perhaps
having the real authority)

Findings (in contrast to the formal vs. real authority scenario):
-

-

The subordinate picks the project whenever he is informed as opposed to only
whenever he is informed but the boss is not
Thus, the subordinate’s incentive to collect information is stronger while the boss’
incentive is weaker as she only picks the project whenever she is informed but the
subordinate is not
In short, delegation increases the subordinate’s incentives but decreases the boss’

5. Conclusion
The paper
- ignores applications of decision-making that apply outside organizations,
- ignores works on heuristics and attributions,
- assumes self-interested preferences and ignores social utility, and
- assumes exogenous preferences which might, in reality, be contingent preferences.

THE DISCIPLINE OF TEAMS
Katzenbach & Smith
What differentiates various levels of team performance, where and how teams work best, and what top
management can do to enhance their effectiveness?
To understand how teams deliver extra performance, we must distinguish between teams and other
forms of working groups. That distinction turns on performance results.
 A working group’s performance is a function of what its members do as individuals
- Working group members don’t take responsibility for results other than their own
 A team’s performance includes both individual results and “collective work products” (=what two
or more members must work on together; reflects the joint contribution of team members)
- Teams differ fundamentally from working groups because they require both individual and
mutual accountability
For managers to make better decisions about whether, when, or how to encourage and use teams, it is
important to be more precise about what a team is and what it isn't.
DEFINITION: “A team is a small number of people with complementary skills who are
committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals, and approach for which they hold
themselves mutually accountable”.


Size issue: Large numbers of people have trouble interacting constructively as a group, much less
doing real work together (apart from logistical problems)



Skill requirements fall into three categories:
o Technical or functional expertise (eg. engineers and marketers)
o Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Skills, at least by some members
o Interpersonal skills, which are essential for effective communication and constructive conflict



The essence of a team: common commitment (requires a purpose in which team members can
believe)



The best teams also translate their common purpose into specific performance goals:
o Specific team-performance goals help define a set of work products that are different both
from an organisation-wide mission and from individual job objectives
o The specificity of performance objectives facilitates clear communication and constructive
conflict within the team
o The attainability of specific goals helps teams maintain their focus on getting results
o Specific objectives have a levelling effect conducive to team behaviour
o Specific goals allow a team to achieve small wins as it pursues its broader purpose
o Performance goals are symbols of accomplishments that motivate and energise

→ the combination of purpose and specific goals is essential to performance



Agreeing on the specifics of work and how they fit together to integrate individual skills and
advance team performance lies at the heart of shaping a common approach.
o Every member of a successful team does equivalent amounts of real work; all members,
including the team leader, contribute in concrete ways to the team's work product.



No group ever becomes a team until it can hold itself accountable as a team
o But when a team shares a common purpose, goals, and approach, mutual accountability grows
as a natural counterpart.

Three Types of Teams and the Unique Challenges They Face:




Recommend – fast and effective start and handoff that is required to get recommendations
implemented (cross-involvement of recommenders and implementers)
Make or Do – concentrate on “critical delivery points,” focus on performance and how teams
are conducive to it
Run (oversee an aspect of the business) – is a “real team” approach needed? Many groups that
run things can be more effective as “working groups” than as teams: less risky and disruptive.
On the other hand, teams provide higher performance (especially when broad behavioral change
is needed, and specific purposes and goals are identified – not overall performance)
– teams at top are the most difficult, powerful, smaller and less formalized

What is missing in the article?
 Why teams perform better than mere aggregations of individuals (“working groups”)?
 What realistically goes wrong in building a team and how to fix it – the root causes for common
problems and how to circumvent them (besides often misusing the term “team”)

Empirical evidence on team compensation 1/9
Experimental evidence (Nalbantian and Schotter 1997)
Team members don’t actually work: They pick a “decision number”, e, and
they are charged effort costs according to a quadratic function. Group output
is the sum of 6 members’ effort plus an uniformly-distributed random error.

 Revenue sharing: Each of the 6 group members is paid Π/6
 Forcing contract: If group output falls below target R, each
receives low “penalty” wage, if not output is divided evenly.
 Gain sharing: Same as forcing contract but with the target
based on group performance in a previous period.
 Competitive teams: There are two teams of 6, and the team
generating the biggest total output gets a larger payment per
worker than the other team (payments equal within a team).
 Individual monitoring: With some probability p, the firm
checks individual effort levels, and dismisses workers
supplying less than the efficient target amount.
Lent Term 2006
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Empirical evidence on team compensation 2/9
Experimental evidence (Nalbantian and Schotter 1997)
Main results
 Revenue sharing induces free-riding: There is more effort
than theory predicts, but much less than the efficient level.
 Forcing contracts don’t work very well. Why? There is a
coordination problem: If you think even one member of your
team will underperform or make a mistake, there’s no point
in working hard yourself (remember the experiment in class!).
 Gain sharing works better than forcing contracts.
 Competitive Teams work even better (note both the above
schemes have “endogenously” defined targets)
 Individual monitoring works just fine if the monitoring
probability is high enough (but note this could be expensive in
practice).
Lent Term 2006
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Productivity Under Group Incentives: An Experimental Study
By Haig R. Nalbantian and Andrew Schotter.
Theme
The authors seek conduct an experiment to investigate the problem of moral hazard
and the performance characteristics of various group incentive schemes deduced
from economic theory, namely;
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Partnership Schemes: Revenue Sharing (used as reference point)
Here, the lowest effort is observed because free-riding and shirking is a
1
dominant Strategy .
Target Based Schemes Forcing Contracts
Forcing contract is seen as a remedy to the shirking dilemma presented by
revenue sharing. Here revenue target is set exogenously for the group and
if it is achieved the workers share in all the revenue generated. Should it
fails, each worker is paid a relatively low penalty wage.
Profit Sharing
This is nothing more than a forcing contract scheme with a lower target
and a penalty wage of zero.
Gainsharing
Again this is similar to the target based and profit sharing schemes but
here the target is generated endogenously by the previous output of
workers. Hence it is a forcing contract with a target based on historical
performance.
Tournament-Based Schemes: Competitive Teams
In contrast to target-based schemes, tournaments make the payoffs of
agents or groups of agents contingent upon relative, rather than absolute
performance.
Individualistic Schemes: Monitoring
Under this mechanism, the firm offers its workers a wage W greater than
their opportunity wage W if they exert effort level e*. The firm check the
effort with a probability P in each period, should the worker be caught
exerting lower effort, he will be fired.

According to the economic theory, the Partnership Schemes: Revenue Sharing
suffer most severely from disincentive effects and hence represent the archetypical
incentive mechanism for which free-riding is a dominant strategy that yields
Pareto-inferior outcomes for all. Thus, using this scheme as a reference point against
the others, the authors wanted to find the benefits that these other schemes bring to the
group and what factors were crucial in allowing greater effort to be exerted under
these schemes. The experiment was simple as it is only a matter of comparing the
worst scheme (revenue sharing) against all of the others which according to
economic theory can yield more efficient outcomes in terms of effort levels.
1

In this case, least effort will be exerted in comparison to other scheme. This is because each agent
does not take into account the positive externality that his/her effort would bring to the group’s
outcome.

The findings were as of following;

2

A.

Shirking happens
When experimental subjects are placed under an incentive plan which
provides strong incentives to shirk (i.e. revenue sharing scheme), their
2
effort levels do approach the shirking equilibrium as they near the end of
the experiment.

B.

History matters
The history of a group and its performance in the past is an important
predictor of how that group will perform when a new incentive programme
is introduced.

C.

A little competition goes a long way
Evidence indicates that one effective way to increase group effort is to
introduce some within-firm competition between work units performing
the same task the same task – setting up an intrafirm team tournament.

D.

Monitoring works but it is costly
When monitoring is possible but not perfect, high level of effort can be
elicited from workers. However, unless the probability of detection is great
(and therefore, costly to maintain), such monitoring schemes are likely to
fail. In other words, monitoring would only work if it is imposed properly.
However, the trade-off is higher cost associated with the scheme.

The equilibrium value can be obtained mathematically. The set up is that we have done in class
where the tool of FOC is employed to find the effort level under Nash Equilibrium.

Armin Falk & Andrea Ichino (2006): Clean Evidence on Peer Pressure

Abstract
While confounding factors typically jeopardize the possibility of using observational data to
measure peer effects, field experiments over the potential for obtaining clean evidence. In this
paper we measure the output of subjects who were asked to stuff letters into envelopes, with a
remuneration completely independent of output. We study two treatments. In the "pair" treatment
two subjects work at the same time in the same room. Peer effects are possible in this situation
and imply that outputs within pairs should be similar. In the "single" treatment, which serves as a
control, subjects work alone in a room and peer effects are ruled out by design. Our main results
are as follows: First, we find clear and unambiguous evidence for the existence of peer effects in
the pair treatment. The standard deviations of output are significantly smaller within pairs than
between pairs. Second, average output in the pair treatment largely exceeds output in the single
treatment, i.e., peer effects raise productivity. Third, low productivity workers are significantly
more sensitive to the behavior of peers than are high productivity workers. Our findings yield
important implications for the design of the workplace.

Introduction
-

Is individual behaviour modified by peer effects?
Are there any peer effects on a working environment?
Are workers performing better, while working with others, or when working alone?

The Experiment
-

Subjects: 24 High-school students in Switzerland

-

Place: High-school building

-

Task: Fold two sheets of paper and stuff them into an envelope over a period of four hours
(w/out a break)

-

Reward: 90 Swiss Francs regardless of output

Further Characteristics:
- Subjects are divided into two groups:
o Pair Treatment: Teams of 2
 Free to communicate
 Cooperation prohibited
o Single Treatment: Subjects work alone in a room
 Rules out peer effects

Behavioral Hypotheses
Proposition 1
If peer effects exist, then the absolute value of the difference between output levels within
pairs should be smaller than if there were no peer effects.
Proposition 2
If the peer effects contribute positively to the productivity, then the average output of the
pair treatment exceeds that of the single treatment.
Proposition 3
Positive peer effects may lead to an individual output increase, which is inversely related
to the individual’s innate productivity.

Testing the propositions…Results
Proposition 1
- The single and pair data ARE different
- The standard deviations within pairs are significantly smaller than between pairs
Proposition 2
- Comparison of average output levels in pair and the single treatment ARE NOT similar,
even if incentives are similar. Peer effects contribute positively to raising the overall
productivity
Proposition 3
- Subjects with low innate productivity are more affected by the influence of peers, than
those with higher innate productivity

Conclusion
-

Behavior of subjects working in pairs is significantly different from the behavior of
subjects working alone.
Peer effects work in the direction of raising the overall average productivity significantly.
Less productive workers are influenced more than high productivity ones.

Limitations and questions for thought...
- How can low and high productivity workers be allocated optimally?
- Subjects interacted only once and did not know each other
- How would the results change with repeated interaction?
- What would happen to the productivity of high productivity workers if it became clear
that rewards are independent of output?

Summary—Information Cascades in the Laboratory
By Anderson and Holt
This experiment is basically to test the existence of information cascade and what individuals
base to make a decision.
Key terms in the article:
Information cascade: An event when the initial decisions coincide in a way that it is optimal
for each of the subsequent individuals to ignore his or her own private signal and follow the
established pattern.
Reverse cascade: initial misrepresentative signals start a chain of incorrect decisions that is
not broken by more representative signals later.
Example: in financial market: early traders may not have the inside informationÆother
followers incorrectly infer they have revealed their private informationÆ all go bust.
Possible explanations for decision conformity observed in the real life:
i) Bayesian theorem: Individuals calculate the posterior probability given the previous
actions and his or her own private signal.
ii) Psychology: choosing the same actions to maintain the “status quo”
iii) Social preference theory: People derive positive utility from sticking with the group,
and averse to the risk of standing alone—“I would rather be wrong with every body else; it
would be a shame to be only one making incorrect decision”
.
However, the latter two (interpersonal factors) have been minimised in the experiment:
The setting and procedure of the experiment is as follows.
-There are 2 urns, “urn A” and “urn B”; urn A contains two marbles with label a and one
with label b. Likewise, urn B contains two marbles with label b and one marble with label a.
-Therefore, the prior probability of getting “a” or “b” is = .5 (i.e. 3 a’s / 3 a’s + 3 b’s
-The posterior probability of “a” given Urn A is 2/3 (i.e. p(a/Urn A) = 2/3)
-P (Urn A) = P (Urn B) = .5
-Participants paid $5 for participation, and $2 for each correct decision (i.e. guessing
the right urn).
-For each period, there are 6 persons who have to make decisions and one monitor
(who ensures that the instructions and procedures are followed)

Result: the below table depicts some general phenomena that took place in the experiment
(capital letters = action taken, small letters = signals received)
Information cascade formed: requires an imbalance of two decisions in one direction
(i.e. A, A in this case)
Cancelled

Follow the cascade rather than private signals

Reversed cascade formed!

This guy didn’t follow the cascade (didin’t follow Bayesian updating)
-He is not necessarily wrong because the first two guys could have
made mistake.
-He didn’t break the cascade in this case.

Key findings:
-Information cascades develop consistently in the experiment. Over all 12 sessions, cascades
formed in 87 of 122 periods in which they were possible,
-There were approximately half as many reverse cascades as there were normal cascades.
-Most individuals used information efficiently and followed the decision of others when it
was rational (i.e. following the cascade)
-A few relied to their own private signals and decided to ignore the established pattern
(possibly due to the existence of error)

INFORMATION CASCADES IN THE LABORATORY
Anderson, Holt (1997)

When series of individuals with private information announce public predictions, initial conformity can
create an “informational cascade” in which later predictions match the early announcements.
Procedure
The experiment involved two urns: A and B. Urn A contained two a balls and one b ball, while the urn
B contained two b balls and one a ball (as shown in the figure bellow). The urns were equally likely to
be chosen.
-

-

72 subjects
in each session, 6 subjects were decision makers
a session consisted of 15 periods
at the beginning of each period, the monitor threw a
die to see which of the 2 urns would be used for the
period, after which the contents of the urn was
emptied into a container

In each period subjects were chosen in a random order to see one private draw from the container.
After seeing a private draw (not knowing which urn it was drawn from), subjects decided on the urn
decision.
When the decision was announced, other subjects recorded this decision. In this way, each subject
knew his or her private draw and the prior decisions of others, if any, before making a prediction.
This process continued until all subjects had made decisions.
After the monitor announced which urn had been used, subjects that had made correct predictions
were reworded while others were not.

Results
An information cascade is possible if an imbalance of previous inferred signals causes a person’s
optimal decision to be inconsistent with his or her private signal.
- cascade behaviour was observed in 41 out of the 56 periods in which such an imbalance
occurred
- a number of decisions did not follow this pattern of rational inferences about signals – a
formation of a cascade was delayed: this type of deviation occurred in 26% of the cases when
the optimal decision (the one that takes other’s previous decisions into consideration) was
inconsistent with the decision based only on private information.
Biases
1) Status Quo and Representativeness Biases
- Status Quo bias was too weak to show up in the data: out of 68 cases in which the Baye’s
distribution was ½ and the private information did not match the label of the previous decision,
in 57 cases subject did not follow the previous decision.
- There was no support for the representativeness bias either.

2) Counting heuristic
- to test for the bias an asymmetric design was adopted (signal b was now more informative than
signal a)
- over all six sessions with the asymmetric design, cascades formed in 46 out of the 66 periods
where they were possible
- in total, 115 out of the 540 decisions were inconsistent with Bayes’ rule, and over 1/3 can of
these can be explained by counting
Conclusion
Information cascades develop consistently in a laboratory situation in which other incentives to
conform to the group are minimised. Some decision sequences result in reverse cascades, where
initial misrepresentative signals start a chain of incorrect decisions that is not broken by more
representative signals received later. Individuals generally used information efficiently and
followed the decisions of others when it was rational. The most prevalent systematic bias is the
tendency for about a third of the subjects to rely on simple counts of signals rather than Bayes’ rule
in situations where these imply different decisions.

MN 426 – DMO – Camerer C, Knez M.
“Coordination in organizations: A game-theoretic perspective”
Research Problem:
• Differentiation of coordination games from the prisoners’ dilemma
• Influencing outcomes of coordination games
• Examination of the relevance of coordination games and PD to business situations
• Description of the benefits, game theoretic approaches hold for business situations
Background:
Coordination: orderly arrangement of group effort to provide unity of action in the pursuit of a
common purpose.
Coordination problem: goal not fully achieved, if not all actors select goal-fulfilling action.
Three impediments to coordination:
1) Team decision and matching problems:
Best outcome for all is best outcome for one, best outcome not easily reached.
Problem: complexity of multi-person interactions; optimal aggregation of information
difficult.
Game:
Matching
Person 2
Game
L
H
Person 1 L
5/5
0/0
H
0/0
10 / 10
Players agree that H / H is best outcome, coordination = profit, mismatch = loss
2) Mixed-motive / bargaining problem:
Agreeable deal preferred over impasse, but preferences not aligned
(principal-agent conflict).
Problem: no clear organizational goal both players can identify with
Game:
“battle of the
Person 2
sexes” (BOS)
L
H
Person 1 L
10 / 5 0 / 0
H
0/0
5 / 10
Matching > mismatching; Person 1 prefers L / L; Person 2 prefers H / H
3) Risky coordination, assurance problems:
Common preferences of group members, but best outcome requires risky
action.
Problem: uncertainty of others actions
Game:
Assurance Game Person 2
(Stag Hunt)
L
H
Person 1 L
5/5
5/0
H
0/5
10 / 10
H is better, but L is less risky.

Payoff function for Person 1: 5 - 5H + 10H x H
Assurance game covers a coordination game key-feature: Pareto rankable
Nash-equilibria.
Nash-Equilibrium: set of mutual best responses in the context of a coordination
problem where expectations are aligned with actions.
Low equilibrium: (L / L)
High equilibrium: (H / H)
(L / L) < (H / H): L/L is inefficient; H/H is efficient
Another inefficient Nash equilibrium results of a mixed strategy:
random mixture of preferences makes other player indifferent to L or H, outcomes
result in an inefficient Nash-equilibrium with a lower payoff than L / L.
Differentiation of PD from coordination games
Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD):
Cooperation problem: group profit is optimal, if individual’s profit is suboptimal
Coordination problem: only the right assumption about the other’s effort and
according action results in a benefit.
Problem: low quality action > high quality action; low quality action results in lowest
possible payoff
Game:
PD
Person 2
D
C
Person 1 D
5/5
12 / 0
C
0 / 12 10 / 10
D=defect, C=cooperate
•
-

Do players prefer to reciprocate the high-outcome strategy?
No: PD
Yes: coordination problem

Conditions for coordination game / PD:
1) Coordination game: maximizing individual payoff < reciprocating nice behaviour
with niceness (sacrifice); result: cooperativeness
PD: Players don’t care if others are nice or not
2) Coordination game: super-additive synergy, defectors identified and excluded
players > defectors; result: coordination.
PD: low synergy, defectors can’t be punished
3) Coordination game: folk theorem: PD is infinitive; reciprocation = maximizing
payoff; result: coordination
PD: limited time horizon, impatient or forgetful players
In real business situations PDs are very rare; probably occur only just before a
company goes bust. PDs are made accountable for business situations that are actually
derived from coordination problems, e.g. a firm is stuck in patterns that lead to
inefficient outcomes due to an information asymmetry because of costly information
sharing.

Influence of game’s structure on outcomes:
1) Game:
Assurance Game Person 2
(Stag Hunt)
L
H
Person 1 L
5/5
5/0
H
0/5
10 / 10
a) no communication: 97% - L / L
b) cheap talk (1 player announces action, but can also play differently than
announced): 53% - H / H
c) 2 way communication: 90% - H / H
2) Weakest-link (minimum-action game)
Game:
Smallest value of x chosen
Your
7
6
5
choice 7
1.3 1.1
0.9
of x
6
1.2
1.0
5
1.1
4
3
2
1

4
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

3
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

Aim: the minimum of all numbers chosen is high,
The number chosen is the minimum of all numbers chosen
Example: A chooses 5, B chooses 4, C chooses 3
Payoff: A – 0.7,
B – 0.8,
C – 0.9
Problem: high-quality inputs are not favoured by participants
Results: outcomes in larger groups more inefficient than in smaller groups,
transparency of other’s actions leads to more inefficient outcomes,
convergence on low numbers is robust,
announcement of bonus for efficient action enhances efficiency of outcome
Conclusion:
Coordination games are differentiated from the Prisoners’ Dilemma (PD) and it is shown that
most games are coordination problems.
Applying game theory to organizational coordination problems:
focus of attention on mechanisms that transform expectations rather than preferences. Most
decision making includes expectations of behaviour of other participants, i.e. “organizational
expectations”: the mutual beliefs of preferences.
The mutual beliefs form the basis of organizational rules and norms. Experiences made in
precedent situations are being carried on to other settings and situations.
Understanding of factors that govern structure and development of mutual beliefs will give
insight into organizational rules and norms. It can be seen that confidence is more important
in decision making than ratio.
Game theory’s main purpose is to help classify organizational situations.

The Decision Maker Matters.
Individual versus Team Behaviour in experimental beauty-contest games.
(Kocher, M., Sutter, M. 2005) Seminar Week 3
Introduction
In Economics a decision maker is usually modeled as an individual. However, in many
real-life situations the decision makers are in fact, groups rather than individuals, such as
families, board of directors or committees. Traditional economic theory does not
differentiate between the influence of the type of decision maker on (rationality of) actual
decisions.
Question & Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1: Groups apply deeper levels of reasoning than individuals, which implies
that group guesses are closer to the game theoretic equilibrium.
Hypothesis 2: If groups compete directly against individuals in the beauty contest game,
groups should win the contest more often than individuals (and get a higher payoff).
Methodology & Experiment Setup
An experimental beauty contest game is used, which combines intellective (calculating,
iterating) and judgmental task (expecting others’ guesses)
o n decision makers
o simultaneously choose a number from the interval [0,100]
o hence the mean of all choices is xt in round t
o The winner is the decision maker whose number is closest to a fraction of the mean
x* (defined by p · xt, where p between (0,1) p announced at the beginning and fixed in
all rounds) (p here 2/3)
(=a contest where entrants are asked to pick a number between 0 and 100, with the winner of the contest being the person that is
closest to 2/3 the average number picked for all contestants.)

Experiment Session 1 (Competition between homogeneous decision maker):
140 first year students were allocated, so that 35 individuals played against each other &
35 groups (à 3) played against each other over four rounds.
Winners of each round received 10.5€, Groups 31.5€.
Individuals and groups played separately, rules explained via written instructions, 5min
to decide on number, player guesses written on cards which were collected, results
announced after each round, no communication between different decision makers
Results & Interpretation (Session 1):
Except for round 1, groups consistently guess closer to the game theoretic equilibrium
and converge faster. Groups learn faster than individuals and adapt faster to a newly
introduced task. One explanation for this could be the possibility of discussing the
structure and the dynamics of the beauty contest game with the group. Individuals also
converge the equilibrium, but learn from experience. H1 could be confirmed for rounds 2
to 4.
Experiment Session 2 (Competition between heterogeneous decision makers):
Ceteris Paribus:

60 first year students were allocated, so that 24 individuals played against 12 groups (à 3)
over four rounds. One unit of observation consisted of 2 individuals and a
group. Winning individual (group) received 5 (18)€.
Results & Interpretation (Session 2):
Insignificant difference in performance in round 1 (groups take time to coordinate),
groups outperform individuals thereafter.
Groups win 22 times out of 48 cases, but had been expected to win 16 times, if the
distribution of winnings were random. Individuals win 26 times, which is 6 less than had
been expected if wins would occur randomly. Individuals’ payoff is ~40% less than
groups. H2 confirmed.
Limitations & Further Questions
How do groups aggregate the choices preferred by single group members into single
group decision? Which is the optimal group size? How to overcome adverse effects (e.g.
groupthink)?

“Resources and Relationships: Social Networks and Mobility in the Workplace”
by Podolny and Baron (Lecture 4)
The authors investigate the importance of structure and content of individuals’ networks
in intra-organizational mobility (i.e. promotion). Consistent with previous research (Burt
1980) they find that having a large sparse network of informal ties for acquiring
information and resources enhances individuals’ mobility. However, in contrast to this
research, they emphasize the importance of consistent role expectations for performance
and mobility (i.e. this arises from having small dense networks of individuals). Hence,
this last point stresses the importance of contents of ties. They then develop a typology of
the interaction between contents and network structure.
An explanation of the theory behind the research
Burt extrapolates the configuration of network ties that create opportunities for brokering
and entrepreneurialism in relations among firms, through a network full of structural
holes (i.e. being connected to many actors who are they themselves unconnected), to the
firm-level by saying that it enhances opportunities for intra-firm promotions. It will be
easier to play off people against one another and hence get promoted yourself.
The authors then complement Burt’s argument by also supporting Coleman’s theory of
social capital, which holds that small networks that display high closure and coherence
(i.e. not large networks with structural holes) are conducive to creating a social identity
that can help in getting an understanding of the expectations behind one’s role and hence
promoting mobility within one’s social network. From this they derive that it is important
not to merely look at structure but to also take into account the content of the ties
involved.
Interaction between Network Structure and Content
Burt argues that it is useful to focus on the pattern of relationships among people to
whom ego is tied. The authors use the terms direct (i.e. the person’s connection to those
within one’s network) and indirect ties (i.e. those among the people in the person’s
network). They argue that a larger number of direct ties is conducive to career mobility
and the number of indirect ties has a negative effect. The authors stress the importance of
the contents, especially crucial sources of organizational identity and social support, that
flows through informal ties and that previous research has ignored this by instead
concentrating on informal ties as a means to transmit information and resources (i.e. more
on control and structure rather than on also contents).
Important distinction between resource-based and identity-based ties. In terms of the
former Burt’s theory is applicable in the sense that large sparse networks of informal ties
are more conducive to mobility but identity-based ties benefit more from smaller and
more cohesive social networks. Coleman states that social capital allows one to better
optimize one’s resources because there is a clear normative order in contrast to a sparse
network where there are diverse and disconnected allegiances and preferences. The
authors conclude by saying that a dense network creates: 1. A clear and consistent set of
expectations for one’s role and (i.e. role conflict is resolved) 2. develops trust and support

from others necessary to access certain crucial resources to implement strategic
initiatives.
The value of ties changes over time. Here the distinction between “position-centered” and
“person-centered” is important. Especially because “position-centered” ties’ value falls
and often disappears as one shifts position within a firm (e.g. you don’t report to your old
supervisor one’s you change position, i.e. they have little portability).

The above figure summarizes the arguments. The horizontal axis distinguishes ties that
convey resources from ties that convey identity or normative expectations (i.e. social
identity). Structural holes are beneficial for ties that convey resources but not for those
that convey normative expectations. Each quadrant contains examples of the content that
may flow through these ties. The quadrants differ in terms of their significance for job
performance and mobility. Resource flows are primarily linked to job performance. This
typology allows the authors to analyze the effects of structural holes on mobility and how
they vary across types of network ties.
They focus on 5 types of informal ties: task advice, strategic information, “buy-in” or
“fate control”, social support, and mentorship (see below).
Research design
Questionnaire conducted among 658 managers at a high-technology engineering firm
with 25,000 employees worldwide.
Dependent variable: Grade advancement (i.e. this allows one to only concentrate on
vertical upward shifts )

Independent variables:
1. Task-advice network (i.e. resource flow between formal positions). This variable
consists of network size, density (i.e. number of ties among people), and duration
of ties. Less dense networks facilitate advancement.
2. Strategic information network- people who have given you special insights into
the firm’s strategy.
3. Buy-in (fate-control network)- convey identity and normative expectations. Hence
we predict that a small, dense network is more conducive to mobility
4. Mentor relations- mentors inside and outside one’s buy-in network. If the mentor
conveys resources then a sparse and large network be more useful to performance
but if a mentor is within one’s buy-in network then it’s beneficial to have them
inside one’s network rather than outside since it would hamper mobility
5. Friendship or social support relations- they did not predict any net effect of social
support on mobility.
They controlled for age, race, gender, prior mobility, grade, division and occupation of
the interviewee.
Results and Conclusion
The authors found that Burt’s hypothesis of large information networks that are full of
structural holes promote upward mobility (pattern and structure of social relations is
important). However, the authors go a step further and investigate the contents of the ties
and show that Burt’s predictions only apply to a restricted class of network contents.
Among position-centered resource flows it is necessary to take into account tie duration
(because the value of some structural holes changes as people change positions). More
importantly, within buy-in networks, structural holes actually have a negative influence
on mobility. Some structural holes are ‘white’ (i.e. they promote mobility) and others are
‘black’ (i.e. they hamper mobility).
So, they find that structural holes are beneficial to mobility for ties that convey resources
and information and negative for ties that transmit identity and expectations.
The article hence provides disconfirming evidence for some of Burt’s study. Further
research could look at how the benefits of structural holes vary across cultures (i.e.
individualistic vs. collectivistic cultures).
Individuals are constrained in creating optimal networks for mobility by the opportunity
to create new ties (a mentor within one’s buy-in network may simply not be available). In
the same vein of argument he or she may rely on the same ties for multiple contents (e.g.
task advice, strategic information). Hence if the networks overlap substantially people
will have to live with suboptimal networks, because the one content variable offsets the
usefulness of the other in light of mobility. Finally, dropping person-to-person ties may
have an effect on a person’s ability to form new ties, because he’ll get the reputation of
not being trustworthy or part of one’s buy-in network. Further research needs to done in
this area to assess how individuals cope with these constraints. Do people make strategic
choices in shaping social ties?

In Praise of Hierarchy
Elliott Jaques, 1990, Lecture, Week 4
Although managerial hierarchy is though of as killing initiative and creativity, the author
argues that managerial hierarchy is the most efficient and in fact the most natural
structure “ever devised” for large organisations. Properly structured, hierarchy can
release energy and creativity, rationalise productivity and actually improve morale.
Problems of hierarchy:
• How to release and sustain thrust, initiative and entrepreneurship amongst the people
who work in corporate hierarchies.
• Excessive layering
• Few manager seem to add real value to the work of their subordinates
• Hierarchies foster nastier human behaviour; greed, insensitivity, careerism and self
importance
Advantage of hierarchy:
• It is the only form of organisation that can enable a company to employ large numbers
of people and yet preserve unambiguous accountability for the work they do.
Groups
According to Jaques, solutions that concentrate on groups fail to take into account the
real nature of employment systems. People are not employed in groups, they are
employed individually, and their employment contracts are individual, you can’t promote
or fire a group. Authority is secondary, but accountability is vital. For example, if the
manager of the group is held accountable for the outcomes, then in the final analysis, he
will have to agree with group decisions or have the authority to block them, which means
that the group never really had decision-making power to begin with. If on the other hand
groups are allowed to make decisions without their manager’s approval, then
accountability will suffer, for if a group does badly, the group is never fired.
In the long run, therefore group authority without group accountability is dysfunctional,
and group authority with group accountability is unacceptable.
For hierarchy to work properly is important to place emphasis on accountability for
getting the work done.
The problem is not to find an alternative to hierarchy but to make it work efficiently.
The tasks and mental work we carry out are not only more or less complex as they
separate out into discrete categories or types of complexity.
Hierarchy has the opportunity to meet four of any organisation’s fundamental needs:
- to add value to work as it moves through the organisation,
- to identify and nail down accountability at each stage of the value adding process,
- to place people with the necessary competence at each organisational layer
- and build a general consensus and acceptance of the managerial structure that
achieves these ends.

The level of responsibility in any organisational role can be objectively measured in
terms of the target completion time of the longest task, project or program assigned to
that role. The more distant the target completion date of the longest task or program, the
heavier the weight of responsibility is felt to be.
According to Jaques’ experience, all types of managerial organisations in many different
countries, people in roles at the same time span experience the same weight of
responsibility and declare the same level of pay to be fair, regardless of their occupation
or actual pay.
The boundaries between successive managerial layers occur at certain specific time-span
increments, just as ice changes to water and water to steam at certain specific
temperatures.
Example:
The longest task for manager A was more than five years, while for B, C, and D, the
longest tasks fell between two and five years, Note also that according to the organisation
chart, A is the designated manager of B, B of C, and C of D.
In reality the situation was quite different. Despite the managerial roles specified by the
company, B, C, and D all described A as their ‘real’ boss. C complained that B was “far
too close” and “breathing down my neck”. D had the same complaint about C. B and C
also admitted to finding it very difficult to manage their immediate subordinates, C and D
respectively, who seemed to do better if treated as colleagues and left alone.
Wherever managers and subordinates are in the same layer – separated only by pay grade
– subordinates see the boss as breathing down their necks, and they identify their “real”
boss as the next manager at a genuinely higher level of cognitive and task complexity.

Part of the secret to making hierarchy work is to distinguish carefully between
hierarchical layers and pay grades. The trouble is that companies need two to three times
as many pay grades as they do working layers, and once they’ve established the pay
grades, which are easy to describe and set up, they fail to take the next step and set up a

different managerial hierarchy based on responsibility rather than salary. The result is too
many layers. It is this kind of overlayering that produces the typical symptoms of
bureaucracy in its worst form – too much passing problems up and down the system,
bypassing, poor task setting, etc.
Why do people perceive a sudden leap in status from say four-and-a-half years to five
and from nine to ten (see figures)?
Jaques find that the change in task complexity and responsibility time span occurs in
leaps or jumps. In other words, the most difficult tasks found within any given layer are
all characterised by the same type or category of complexity, just as water remains the
same liquid state from 0° to 100° Celsius, even though it ranges from very cold to very
hot. (A few degrees cooler or hotter and water changes in state, to ice or steam)
Jaques argues that effective value-adding managerial leadership of subordinates can only
come from an individual one category higher in problem complexity. It is this suddenly
increased level of necessary mental capacity, experience, knowledge, and mental stamina
that allows managers to add value to the work of the subordinates. It is this sudden
change in the quality, not just the quantity, of managerial work that subordinates accept
as a natural and appropriate break in the continuum of hierarchy. It is why they accept the
boss’s authority and just the boss’s power.
Managerial hierarchy is the only effective organisational form for deploying people and
tasks at complementary levels, where people can do the tasks assigned to them, where the
people in any given layer can add value to the work of those in the layer below them.
Trying to raise efficiency and moral without first setting this structure to rights is like
trying to lay bricks without mortar.

LEADING BY EXAMPLE IN THE PRESENCE OF FREE RIDER INCENTIVES
Gächter, Renner (2004)

Leading by example or “role modelling” – frequently used in order to enhance the followers’
motivation, especially if the desired behaviour cannot be enforced by other means like rewards or
penalties.
Outline of the experiment:
- A simple team cooperation dilemma in which complete free riding is a dominant strategy, but the
total surplus would be maximised if all players contribute their whole endowment
- Leading by example is implemented as a sequential decision making process (leaders decide first
on their contribution to the team project, his decision is then conveyed to the followers who
decide privately on their contribution)
Main objective of the experiments is to examine:
1. Whether a leader effect can be observed
2. Whether it positively affects the behaviour of the leader and subjects in the leader role raise their
level of cooperation
3. Whether the presence of a leader enhances efficiency and groups with a leader achieve higher
cooperation rates
Design of the experiment
 Each of the 4 team members has to decide on how many out of 20 tokens to keep and how many
tokens to contribute to team project
 The size of the team project is the sum of all contributions to it
 Regardless of what the other group members contribute, every individual is better off by keeping
all tokens for himself = therefore, the only Nash equilibrium is full free riding
Treatment variations - three categories of treatments:
Treatment 0 (control group)
- groups with a leader play a one shot game
- groups without a leader play simultaneously
=> Since the experiment is just played once, there is no reason for the followers not to free ride if
they want to maximise their payoffs; the leader, anticipating that, has as well no reason to contribute.
Treatments 1and 2
o Treatment 1 – subjects who were to become leaders were chosen randomly before the first
period started, and then the group played a 10 period team game
o Treatment 2 – subjects first played a no-leader game (10 periods) and then a leader sequence
(10 periods). The leaders were subsequently chosen according to their contribution in the first
sequence. Therefore, before period 11 started, subjects with either the highest or the lowest
average contribution in their group in the previous periods were assigned to the leader role.
Treatments 3 and 4
– The same procedure as in treatment 2, but with increased gains from cooperation.
The results

1. Leading by example in a one-shot experiment
• Overall, the leaders contributed on average more than their followers and control subjects (those
without a leader)
• The more the leaders contributed, the higher were the followers’ contributions
• Interestingly, in some groups the followers contributed on average more than the leader
• However, from the additional calculations it follows that the average leader would have been
better off if he/she contributed 0 tokens to the team project (their boldness did not get them
more earnings)
2. Treatment 1
• Leaders contributed more than subjects in the control groups and more than their followers
• The presence of a leader seems not to have mattered much: strange, given the correlation of
leader and follower contributions that was observed in the one-shot experiment
• Testing the argument about leader quality -> treatment 2
3. Treatment 2
- The subjects with the highest contribution: Pro social types
- The subjects with the lowest contribution: Free rider types
• Free riders (in the role of leaders) increased their contribution by 114% (compared to the first
sequence where they were not leaders)
• Pro social types, however, don’t change much their behaviour substantially once they become
leaders
• Overall, on average pro social types contributed more than free riders, but their average
contributions are not significantly different from the contributions of randomly selected leaders
=> there is no evidence for the existence of “good” and “bad” leaders
4. Treatments 3 and 4 – the impact of the increased gains
• Leaders contribute more than the followers(significantly) and the subjects in the control
groups (insignificantly more)
• However, the difference in contributions of leaders and followers is clearly diminished no
• When pro social types and free riders become leaders – pro socials do not change their
contributions significantly, while free riders significantly increase their contributions
• Overall, it is shown that increased gains from cooperation exert a strong influence on the
overall level of cooperation (the overall contributions are higher on average)
=> The leadership problem is reduced if the gains from cooperation increase (possible
explanation: impact of the presence of a leader on overall cooperation levels)
Conclusion
- The results showed that leading by example, in the sense of positively correlated leader and
follower contributions, is present in all repeated team games.
- Although, on average, the followers will follow the leader’s example and increase their
contribution, they do so only half-heartedly, in particular, in team games with low gains from
cooperation.
- Given this situation, however, on average, it pays to be bold and contribute high amounts.

Hermalin (1998): Toward an Economics Theory of Leadership: Leading by
Example
Research Problem
-

explore leadership within organizations
Most economic analyses focus on formal or contractual relationships and thus miss
the defining feature of leadership:
o A leader is someone with followers (voluntary)
o How does a leader induce others to follow her?
 Economic assumption: Followers follow because it is in their interest to
do so because they believe the leader to have better information about
what they should do than they have

Findings
-

Leadership is about transmitting information to followers
o In this light, it is important that the leader can convince her followers that she
is not misleading them to her own benefit (as her profits are increasing in
employees’ efforts, she has an incentive to lie)
o There are two ways to convince employees to put in high levels of effort:
 Leader sacrifice: leader offers gifts to the followers (e.g., pizza, free
coffee)
• Such “side-payments” only lead to a second-best outcome
(under symmetric information) because the signal is merely a
transfer which has no direct impact on welfare
 Leading by example: leader herself puts in high effort thereby
convincing followers that she considers it worthwhile
• Superior to the “side-payments” outcome because it is a
productive action which directly increases welfare

Limitations
-

focus on what the leader does to induce employees to follow her
no consideration why leader is chosen or why some people want to be leaders

Links to other academic concepts/models/literature
-

-

the idea that employees base their actions on a leader’s (first-mover)
announcement bears some relation to the “herd behaviour” and “informational
cascades” literature
link to the model developed by Holmström (1982): team production with many
agents:
o leader and followers are modelled as members of a team
 the leader shares the team output so she has an incentive to
exaggerated the value of effort
 the information structure limits the leader’s ability to coerce
followers, so she must somehow convince them that following is
worthwhile

“The Illusion of Leadership: Misattribution of Cause in Coordination Games” by Weber,
Camerer, Rottenstreich, and Knez (Lecture 5)
Introduction
The authors predicted that subjects would underestimate the strength of situational effect
(group size) and attribute cause to personal traits of the leaders instead. Leaders would be
credited with the success of the small groups and blamed for the failure of the big groups.
The research is set within three strands of previous research, namely social psychology
(i.e. attributions of cause for a certain outcome), game theory (i.e. weak-link games:
being unsure what others will do creates strategic uncertainty to go for the highest payoff
because it can also involve low earnings and costs of effort, subjects prefer to reciprocate
what others do), and organizational behavior (i.e. psychological evidence of
misattributions of leadership).
Research design
Experiment 1- Players were assigned to either a group of 10 or pairs. 8 rounds were
played in which each player chose a personal fee and finally the lowest personal fee
chosen would determine the size of the reward to be paid to all the members of the group.
The leader gave a speech to encourage coordination after round 2. Participants were
given a questionnaire after round 2 and after the leader’s speech.
Experiment 2- It adds to experiment 1 by asking players whether they want to cast a
costly vote ($0.25) to replace the leader after round 8 and then play an additional 4
rounds.
Experiment 3- Instructions presented subjects with a more realistic and familiar task (i.e.
a project team producing a series of reports and they earn money on how rapidly the
report is produced
Results
Experiment 1- Fees are not significantly different between large and small groups in
round 1 and 2. This is consistent with the theory that participants fail to realize group-size
effects. After the leader’s speech outcomes of the questionnaires differ considerably.
Leaders in small groups were judged effective while leaders of the large groups were
judged ineffective. Subjects realize the situational effect but fail to adjust for it
sufficiently in judging the leaders.
Experiment 2- first part was an exact replication of the results of experiment 1. More
subjects vote to replace the leader after round 8 in large groups than in small groups.
Participants are willing to act upon their attributions to bad leaders.
Experiment 3- Replicates experiment 1’s results. They blame leaders despite the fact that
they realize the situational difficulty of large groups. A more realistic situation does
hence not weaken misattributions to leadership quality.

Conclusion
The research establishes that attribution is a mistake given the awareness of the
situational variable. The general argument made in previous research is that leadership is
‘romanticized’. One part of this argument says that the true effect of different leaders on
outcome is small. The other part says that performance tends to be attributed to
leadership skill. In low-performance cue conditions, while leadership skill is held
constant, leaders are rated lower than in high-performance cue conditions (“Performancecue paradigm”). However, a key criticism is that when certain actions are unobservable
subjects should use performance to rate the leader (e.g. success of an operation by a
surgeon). In authors’ experiments all actions are observed and hence it is a misattribution
of leadership.
In real life people often misattribute success. For example, being the coach of a team with
only star players is less difficult than being the coach of a team with worse players. In
terms of game theory the article adds by questioning the belief that the game is assumed
to be commonly known (there is little scope for players to make errors in deciding
whether outcomes were caused by other players, chance moves, or by game structure). In
our game we used a situational variable for which players could blame the leaders (i.e.
high or low quality leaders).

Piece Rate, Fixed Wages and Incentives: Evidence from a Field Experiment
Bruce Shearer
MN 426: Week 6

-

This paper uses data from field experiment to estimate the gain in productivity that
is realized when workers are paid piece rate rather than fixed wages.

Experimental Design and Details:
- Experimental settings allow the direct identification of the incentive effect
through a comparison of average productivity under different compensation
systems. In other words, gathering experimental evidence helps solve the
endogeneity problem (Endogeneity problem: Firm’s choice and workers’
productivity may partially be affected by unobservable factors which are not
incorporated in the model)
-

The experiment was conducted within a tree-planting firm. Nine male planters
were randomly selected and were observed planting under both piece rates and
fixed wages.

-

Tree-planting industry is well suited this study of incentive effect as there is no
team production and there exists a good measure of each worker’s productivity.
Size of firm is small enough that planters work under supervision of firm manager
and monitors. (The planting was controlled for quality by the firm.)

-

Measure of Productivity: As planting is simple but physically exhausting work,
the productivity of the planters is determined by their effort level as well as the
conditions of the terrain on which they are planting (the ground which is hard or
rocky takes more time and effort to plant).

-

Piece rates setting: Workers are paid strictly in proportion to their individual
output—no base wage is received. Higher piece rates correspond to tougher
planting conditions.
Fixed wages setting: The firm did not set standard under fixed wages. (If worker
were required to meet daily production standard, they would choose effort level
that meet standard exactly. This was confirmed by the manager, and is also
evident in the data.)

-

The experiment was conducted under randomized-block design. Three blocks of
land were chosen on which to conduct the experiment. Each block of land was
internally homogeneous in terms of planting conditions, yet differed from the
other two. Each block of land was divided into two parts, or compensation
regions—one to be planted under piece rates and the other to be planted under
fixed wages.

-

A group of nine male planters was randomly selected and each planted an equal
number of days under each compensation system. At the beginning of each
workday, each planter was randomly assigned to an area of land within his
compensation region, and informed of his compensation system for that particular
day.

Results:
- Workers were more productive under piece rates than fixed wage wages—the
difference in average productivity being 219 trees. This represents an increase in
average productivity of approximately 21% when worker ware paid piece rates.
Also, average productivity for each planter is higher under piece rates.
-

The variance of worker output is higher under piece rates. This reflects that
worker adjust their effort to changing conditions when they are paid piece rates.

-

Workers earned more when planning under piece rates. But piece rates provided
lower unit cost than fixed wages (by 13%).

-

The lower bound to incentive effect is calculated as 21.7%, which suggests that
the unconditional incentive effect will not decrease much outside of the sample.
This means that the model developed in this paper permits generalization of the
incentive effect on non-experimental planting condition.

-

This model also permits evaluation of alternative compensation policies within the
firm.
o The fixed rate would lead to a 2.7% increase in unit costs relative to piece
rates in the present labor market conditions.
o Efficiency wages are considered as a possible alternative to piece rates.
o In order to enforce the higher level of effort observed under piece rates, a
higher wage must be paid.

Further Research:
- The result from this paper coincides with the results presented by Lazear (2000),
who studied windshield installers in US. Replication studies in other industries
will allow to further comparisons along these lines.
-

Workers may self-select into firms based on the compensation system, implying a
permanent change may lead to turnover within the firm. Lazear (2000) found that
turnover was significant after a change from fixed wages to piece rates. Then, the
analysis should be further extended to allow for general equilibrium effects in
incentive models.

Shirking or work morale?
The impact of regulating
Bruno S. Frey
Views on shirking
•
•
•
•

Shirking is very common in principal-agent relationships due to the problems of
information, incomplete contracts, costly monitoring.
Standard economics assume that rational agents shirk, and they have to be
disciplined by monitoring and regulating.
So, a lot of effort is put in to find out the ways to “discipline” agents, i.e. by
unemployment.
This article shows how the disciplining activities such as regulations affect the
work morale of employees. And suggests that it is important to target the
regulations according to the specific work morale of individual agents.

Importance of work morale
•
•

Work morale has a significant influence on the effort level chosen by the agents.
Morale is much more effective in determining the behavior (work effort in this
case) than regulations in some cases. Four cases are given: (not very important)
1. It is difficult to formulate regulations and monitor whether they are being
followed. Individuals have little incentives to follow them. For example,
spitting on the streets and littering in public. This could relate to work
conditions as well.
2. When the quality of performance is difficult to observe, regulations are
relatively ineffective. Example; doctor-patient, lawyer-client relationships
which are strongly based on trust.
3. In collective decision makings, it is difficult to evaluate performance of an
individual.
4. When activities require a high degree of discretionary decision making e.g.;
management, advanced teaching, complex tasks such as research and
invention.

Implicit contract and the misattribution effect
•

When there is no monitoring (it is a form of regulation), the employment
relationship has an “implicit contract” also called “psychological contract” by the
psychologists. It means that, the principal offers recognition of the employee’s
work morale. The agent values the recognition positively and puts in more effort
compared to when there is less recognition by the principal. Higher recognition is
in a way a non-monetary reward for the agent.

•

However, when agents are monitored (regulated) more tightly, then it shows that
principals do not trust the agents. The principals attribute a particular work

morale to them. The consequence is, those agents with high morale and do not
shrink now are attributed a lower morale than they actually have. Agents feel that
their actual high morale is not acknowledged by the principal. As a result, the
implicit contract is broken by the principals and agents respond by reducing their
work morale. In the end, shirking increases. This is called the misattribution
effect: monitoring crowds out morale.
•

Two psychological theories support the crowding out of morale:

a. Norm of reciprocity, the equilibrium of recognition and work morale, included
in the implicit contract is disrupted. Employees with the high morale feel that the
interaction with the principal no longer yields positive net benefits as their
“excess morale” is not appreciated. Equity theory and social exchange theory says
that people continue interactions as long as all parties derive net benefits. In this
case, employees no longer have net benefits and cut back their effort. Akerlof
suggests that a “gift” is offered by the employees but not accepted by the
employers.
b. Agents with excess morale may feel “overjustified” when the high morale they
have is not required because the regulations force a particular behavior upon them
anyway. This is similar to the situation when the intrinsic motive of one is
negatively affected by the extrinsic rewards.
•

In addition to these theories, misattribution effect is also supported by the fact that
most people believe that their performance is better than the average. (This
phenomenon is called ipsative) So due to this ipsative misperception, workers feel
their work morale is underrated even if the evaluation is correct (even if they
actually have a lower morale.) As a result of this misattribution, employees tend
to reduce work morale and increase shirking.

•

On the other hand, there are some situations in which monitoring and regulating
do not always result in destroying excess morale. If the monitoring clearly prevent
“others” from shirking, agents do not feel they have excess morale. Actually, nonshirkers have their interest in others not shirking for equity reasons; they feel it to
be unjust if some get the same wage for less effort.
The other case is if the standard of work morale determined by the regulations is
higher than the actual prevailing one, then the agents slowly adjust their morale
upwards. However, this is believed to be hard to achieve.

Uniformity of regulations
•

It is difficult for principals to establish regulations directed only at the shirkers.
But, when the regulations are uniform, two such errors are likely.
-Agents who shirk are not monitored and regulated. The cost is mainly the
negative effects on the non-shirkers.
-Agents who do not shirk are monitored. Even if they are not punished they feel
badly because of the mistrust.
An attempt to design regulations corresponding to different morale of agents is
costly, so perfect targeting is not achieved. Therefore, the misattribution effect
remains.
•

There is a distinction between private and public organizations. Private
institutions will use more of differentiation of regulations because they are under
competition and are subject to market test so they have to perform better. Public
institutions typically have uniform regulations. The result of the tendency to treat
employees uniformly is the slightness of wage differentiation: the best workers
are paid much less, and worst workers more, than if they were in the private
sector. And due to the uniform regulations, there is a stronger tendency to
converge to an average work morale. So, in the public sector, distribution of work
effort and wages is more compressed than the underlying distribution of skills.

Applications
•

Professors at Swiss universities have to teach 8 hours a week. Some of them teach
more, despite not being paid, due to their high work ethics. A few professors
teach less than 8 hours. The response of ministry of education is to introduce
uniform controls applicable to everyone. The superior teaching morale of some
professors is thus rejected by the principal. As a result, although those teaching
less than 8 hours previously now conform the regulations, but professors teaching
more than 8 hours reduce their excess morale and many teach only the necessary
8 hours.

•

In Japanese firms also, where there is a high level of trust between workers and
principals, a tightening of a regulation would result in a strong reduction of the
work morale. Again, the implicit contract would be broken.

“Pay enough or don’t pay at all” by Gneezy and Rustichini (Lecture 6)
The authors found that in not all of the cases offering monetary incentives produced
higher performance. In some cases it even lowered performance relative to the situation
where no money was offered.
Introduction
Economic theory predicts that an increase in financial incentives increases performance.
The authors’ main result is that performance does not vary in monotonic way with
incentives. Factors, different from money, may enter into the decision of the agent (e.g.
social norms of for example duty to the community or reciprocity). By offering money
the incentive for reciprocity is destroyed and the action becomes less appealing on its
own merits. Intrinsic motivation may be replaced by monetary motivation (extrinsic
motivation) (the net effect may be a reduction in overall motivation). In economic terms,
we can say if the reward directly affects the utility of an individual in a negative way then
performance may decline with the increase in monetary incentive. In particular they study
the differential effect of small and large rewards on performance.
Research design
Experiment 1- 4 groups were asked to answer 50 questions taken from an IQ test. 1st
group was simply asked to answer as many questions as they could (the problems were
chosen such that giving the right answer was mostly dependent upon effort). 2nd group
subjects were given an additional payment of 10 cents for every question answered
correctly. 3rd group subjects were given an additional payment of 1 NIS for every
question answered correctly. 4th group subjects were given an additional payment of 3
NIS for every question answered correctly.
Experiment 2- Conducted among a group of high school children who were doing
volunteer work. The group was divided into 3 groups. 1st group was the control group
(they were simply told how important the work they were doing was). 2nd group in
addition to the speech they were promised 1% of the total amount collected. 3rd group in
addition to the speech they were promised 10% of the total amount collected.
Experiment 3- authors asked the subjects what incentive they would give people working
on their behalf (no reward or low-reward). The agent would not know that the principal
had decided its payoff, so it would merely be presented with payoffs not knowing that
they could have been altered by a principal.
Results
Experiment 1- Averages of correct answers; 28 in 1st group, 23 in the 2nd, 34.7 in the 3rd,
34.1 in the 4th. The results indicate that the effect of the introduction of monetary
incentives and their change affect in the same way individuals with different
characteristics, such as higher talent or willingness to put out effort.
Experiment 2- Average amount collected; 238.67 for 1st group, 153.67 for 2nd group,
219.33 in the 3rd group. The difference was significant, which as in experiment 1,

indicates that the difference between treatments is uniform among subjects with high and
those with low performance.
Effect of monetary incentives can be, for small amounts, detrimental to performance.
Experiment 3- Most chose a low-reward, which was subtracted from their final payoff
and as it induces less effort is the wrong contract in the principal-agent relationship. 87%
chose a low reward under experiment 1 and 76% under experiment 2.
Conclusion
In this model the agent has a utility function of the activity a with monetary reward r,
which then becomes u(a,r), which is then added to a function of intrinsic motivation
(m(a,r)). The latter term captures the negative effect of r on intrinsic motivation, since the
derivative of m in respect of r is negative, hence m decreases in r. Furthermore, one could
say that intrinsic motivation is displaced by extrinsic motivation (i.e. rewards). There is
hence a discontinuity between an increase in reward and increased performance. An
important prediction is that once perception has been changed it is hard to reverse (e.g.
mothers choosing to pay the fine for picking up their children late instead of picking them
up on time in order to avoid the fine (i.e. no intrinsic motivation anymore). One can call
these effects consequences of principals trying to complete incomplete contracts.
Small compensation might be seen as insulting and therefore making the practical
implications of the research minimal. However, firstly, not all small compensations are
seen as insulting (e.g. paying back a small amount for recycling a soft drink bottle may
make subjects feel ‘cheap’ when they recycle instead of recycling without the monetary
incentive). Secondly, insulting compensations do not have to be small (e.g. a professor
being paid $200 per month to move office may find it insulting regardless of the
relatively high compensation). Hence it seems widely accepted that a sufficiently high
reward reduces the variance around the mean value of the behavior predicted by the
theory.
There is a fundamental difference in the nature of the two experiments. In the donation
experiment there might be more altruistic/intrinsic motivation. Hence making the results
even more apparent, because the donation experiment showed a much starker decrease in
performance and a higher reward did not even bring the performance back to its level
without reward.
Contracts, social or private, are usually incomplete, and regulate an interaction in a
situation of incomplete information. The introduction of a reward modifies some terms of
the contract but also provides information. New behavior is a response to the new
information and payoff structure. Standard Bayesian updating of information seems
unsuited for this situation.

INCENTIVES FOR HELPING ON THE JOB: THEORY AND EVIDENCE
Drago, Garvey (1998)

-

This article develops and tests a model of how commonly used incentive schemes affect workers’
choices to help one another.
The evidence from the research run consistently supports the hypothesis that helping efforts are
reduced, while individual efforts are increased, when promotion incentives are strong.
Piece rates and profit sharing appear to have little effect on helping efforts, while task variety and
helping efforts are positively correlated.

Theoretical Model
- two workers that might compete for a promotional prize
- each agent selects two types of effort: its own (which directly increases his or her own measured
contribution to output), and the helping effort (increases the measured contribution of the other
worker)
=> In essence, help by worker 1 increases the productivity of worker 2, and worker 2 receives at
least partial credit for this increase even though it was in fact due to worker 1’s help.
- It is important the notion that increasing incentives for one type of effort will increase the cost
of other types of effort.
- Theoretical equilibrium implies:
o A larger promotional prize reduces helping
o Piece rates reduce helping efforts indirectly, by raising own effort and thereby the
opportunity cost of helping
o Tournaments have the greatest absolute value effect on helping incentives – not only by
raising the opportunity cost of helping, but also by directly punishing the agent for
helping
Data and Methodology
 Data used from 1988 survey of non-supervisory employees at 23 workplaces in Australia
(skewed toward manufacturing: 82% of respondents are employed in that industry).
 Individual respondents were later classified into work groups based on additional research
 The questionnaire included 11 items addressing the behaviour of fellow employees
 The authors were able to extract individual levels of help by subtracting perceived help
provided by others from a measure of overall work-group help.
 Additionally, prizes take the form of ex post differences in compensation between “winners”
and “losers”.
Findings





Piece rate - negatively related to helping efforts but it is not statistically significant.
Share scheme coefficient is, contrary to predictions, negative but statistically insignificant.
More consistent with theory predictions, prize coefficient is negatively and significantly related
to helping efforts, suggesting that tournaments indeed discourage helping efforts.
The task variety variable attracts a positive and significant coefficient, consistent with the
notion that a broad range of tasks increases potential gains from trade in helping efforts.

However…
 Alternative proxies for task variety were considered, and proved to be positive, but statistically
insignificant.
 The model was applied to the smaller sample for which there are no missing data.
 Evidence suggests that strong unions might inhibit help through narrow and tightly enforced job
classifications (related to the classification of work groups).
 Helping effort question was stated negatively (workgroups were help is never requested or
received might be coded as always helping since members “never refuse” to help)
Efficiency wage explanation
- Testing for absenteeism: reductions are often associated with share schemes
- A standard efficiency wage variable fails to attract significance in absence equations = supports
the notion that the “prize” result should not be attributed to efficiency wages
Conclusions
The key finding of this article is that worker decisions to help one another are strongly influenced
by promotional-based incentives. The data do not support the hypothesis that simple and repetitive jobs
induce workers to help others as a way to alleviate boredom or more generally to utilise spare
productive capacity. The insight is that firms in which helping is relatively important will optimally
choose a small prize for promotion and will exhibit relatively low levels of individual effort and high
levels of helping.

Fairness and Retaliation: The Economics of Reciprocity
Fehr & Gächter

Introduction
Reciprocity means that in response to friendly actions, people are nicer and much more
co-operative; and in response to hostile actions they are frequently much more nasty and
brutal. People repay gifts and take revenge even in interactions with complete strangers
and even if it is costly and yields neither present nor future material awards. Cooperative
reciprocal tendency is termed as positive reciprocity while retaliatory aspect is called
negative reciprocity.
In competitive markets with incomplete contracts (Define), reciprocal types dominate
aggregate results. When people face strong material incentives to free ride, the selfinterest model predicts no cooperation at all.
Positive and Negative Reciprocity
In reciprocity, individuals respond to friendly or hostile action even if no material gain is
expected. Normative power of reciprocity has an important impact on social policy
issues; they are much less likely to be endorsed by public opinion when they award
people independent of whether and how much they contribute to society.
Positive reciprocity does not appear to diminish even if even if monetary stake size is
high: Fehr and Tougareva found strong positive reciprocity is an experiment conducted in
Moscow where individuals earned an average of 10 weeks salary in a 2 hour experiment.
Number of subjects who show a concern for fairness and behave reciprocally in one shot
games is relatively high. Studies show that fraction of fraction of subjects exhibiting
reciprocal choices is between 40-60%.
There is an emerging consensus that propensity to punish harmful behavior is stronger
than the propensity to reward friendly behavior (Offerman, 1999; Charness and Rabin,
2000). Desire to punish hostile intentions and to reward kind intentions is also important
(Rabin 1993, Blount, 1995; Falk and Fischbacher , 1999)
Public Goods
For self interested agents, public good represent a difficulty that since all agents will want
to be free-riders on the efforts of others, no agent will contribute willingly to public good.
Positive reciprocity means that people are willing to contribute to a public good if others
are also willing, because it represents a kind action which induces reciprocally motivated
people to contribute. Negative reciprocity can play the role that if subjects expect others
to free ride, they interpret this as a hostile act and they can punish others by free riding
too.

Self interested types free ride because they are self-interested, and reciprocal types free
ride because they observe others free riding.
Impact of negative reciprocity changes radically if others are given the chance to observe
the contribution of others, and are given a chance to punish those who do not contribute.
It is important that punishment is costly for the imposing agent as selfish subjects will
never punish. According to a Fehr and Gatcher study, the more a subject free rides
relative to others, the more it gets punished. Free riders are punished irrespective of
whether there are future rewrds for the punisher. This has a larger disciplining effect on
subject’s cooperation behavior.
Social Norms
It can be thought of as a behavioral public good where in which everyone should make a
positive contribution – that is, follow the norm, and should be willing to enforce the
social norm with informal social sanctions, even at some immediate cost to themselves.
Studies on social norms
•
•
•

Regulate use of common pool resources (Ostrom, 1998)
Ways land owners settle disputes (Ellickson, 1994)
Play important role in collective action problems (Elster, 1989) and in provision
of public goods (Ostrom 1998)

Social norms are not necessarily beneficial for society. Depending on the specific context
of the norm, it may deter or encourage socially beneficial behavior.
Reciprocity as a contract enforcement device
Conjecture that reciprocity plays as important role in choice of effort has been
experimented often. Study by Gachter and Kirchsteiger (1997) concludes that in response
to generous job offers, people on an average are willing to put forward extra effort above
the implied limit induced by monetary considerations. Another study by Fehr, Gachter
and Kirchsteiger (1997) concludes that a selfish employer will never reward or punish
since it is costly.
Reciprocity contributes to enforcement of contracts; provides incentives for potential
cheaters to cooperate and limit their degree of on-cooperation.
Work Motivation and Performance Incentives
Explicit incentives may cause a hostile atmosphere of threat and distrust, which reduces
reciprocity based extra effort. Study shows that reciprocity based effort elicitation and
explicit performance may be in conflict with one another. Explicit incentives may crowd
out reciprocal choices.

Wage rigidity, rent sharing and competition
Fehr and Falk (1999) confirm the existence of downward wage rigidity in a version one
of the most competitive environment – competitive double auction. Data analysis shows
that employers high wage policy in the market with incomplete contracts could sustain
higher effort levels and increase effort levels relative to a low wage policy.
Managers are reluctant to cut wages in recession as it expresses hostility to workers and
is interpreted as an insult (Bewley, 1999).
Firms reduce employment in response to workers reciprocity (Falk and Fehr, 2000)
Found positive correlation between firms profit opportunities and rent paid to workers.
Fehr, Gachter and Kirchsteiger (1996)
There exists positive relation between long run wages and profitability of non-unionized
industries. (Oswald and Safney, 1996)
Foundation of incomplete contracts
Implicit contracts are more profitable because they as they induce much higher effort
levels. The promised bonus is not cheap talk as reciprocal principals condition bonus
payment on effort level. Conditional bonus payments provide a strong pecuniary
incentive for agent to perform as desired by the principal. Explicit contracts crowd out
positive reciprocity and may induce negative reciprocity.

Fairness and Retaliation: The Economics of Reciprocity
Ernst Fehr and Simon Gächter
MN 426: Week 8

-

-

In traditional economics views, human beings are portrayed as self-interested
seeking.
However, many people deviate from purely self-interested behavior in a
reciprocal manner.
Reciprocity means that in response to friendly (hostile) actions, people are
frequently much nicer & more cooperative (nasty & brutal) than predicted by
self-interested model even it is costly for them and yields neither present of
future material rewards.
When people face strong material incentive to free-ride, he self-interest model
predicts no cooperation at all. But, as a consequence of punishing behavior of
the reciprocal types, a very high level of cooperation can be achieved.

Positive and Negative Reciprocity: Some Evidence
- Terminology: Cooperative reciprocal tendencies = Positive reciprocity;
Retaliatory reciprocal tendencies = Negative reciprocity
- Reciprocity is fundamentally different from “cooperative” or “retaliatory”
in repeated interaction. In the case of reciprocity, the actor is responding to
friendly or hostile action even if no material gain can be expected.
- Reciprocity is also different from altruism because the latter in a form of
“unconditional” kindness.
- Evidence for Positive Reciprocity: Smiling waitress gets tipped more than
less friendly ones; some people find it is difficult to accept free samples
without actually buying anything. In trust and exchange game (see Lecture
8), many Proposers send money and many Responders give back some money
(with positive correlation between the amount of money Proposers send to
Responder and amount sent back by Responder).
- Evidence for Negative Reciprocity: In ultimatum bargaining experiment
(see Lecture 8), Proposers who offer Responder less than 30% of available
sum are highly possibly rejected. This is because low offer is viewed as
“unfair”.
- Note: (i) There emerges consensus that the propensity to punish harmful
actions is stronger than propensity to reward friendly behavior. (ii) It’s found
that behavior in the ultimatum game is systematically linked to testosterone
level (mediator of males’ willingness to engage in aggressive behavior.
Public Goods:
- For a group of self-interested agents, public goods present difficulty that since
all agents will want to free ride on the effort of others, no agent will
contribute willingly to public goods.
- Positive reciprocity implies that subjects are willing to contribute something
to public good if others are also willing to do so. However, to sustain
contributing to public goods as a stable behavioral regularity, a sufficiently
high proportion of the agents in the game have to be reciprocally motivated.
- Negative reciprocity explains that people choose to free ride because the
observe others free riding. (This is different from self-interested types who

-

free ride because of their self-interest; even both produce indistinguishable
outcome. Public good game provides example where selfish types can induce
reciprocal types to make selfish choice.)
Impact of negative reciprocity changes radically if subjects are given
opportunity to observe the contribution of others and punish. When
punishment is costly to punisher, self-interested subjects will never punish
while reciprocal subjects will choose to punish free riders. This induces selfish
type to make cooperative choices.

From Public Goods to Social Norms:
- Definition: Social norm is 1) a behavioral regularity that is 2) based on
socially shared belief of how one ought to behave which triggers 3) the
enforcement of the prescribed behavior by informal social sanctions.
- Social norm can be though as a sort of behavioral public good. Everybody
should make a positive contribution- to follow the norm, and willing to
enforce the social norm with informal sanctions even at some cost to
themselves.
- Example: Social norms influence 1) work morale and behavior against ate
busters, 2) consumption and saving decision, 3) tax evasion and abuse of
welfare payment, etc.
- Social norms constitute constraints usually on individual behavior beyond
legal, information and budget constraints usually considered by economists.
Reciprocity as a Contract Enforcement Device:
- Controlled laboratory experiment provides evidence that reciprocity
substantially contributes to the enforcement contract. The power of reciprocity
derives from the fact that it provides incentives for potential cheaters to
behave cooperatively or at least to limit their degree if noncooperation.
- From Fehr, Gachter and Kirchsteiger (1997), experimental employers could
offer a wage contract that stipulated a binding wage w and desires effort level
e^. If the experimental worker accepted this offer, he was free to choose actual
effort level e ranging from Min and Max level.
- Result:
If employers have no rewarding/punishment opportunity after observing e:
>> Many employers make quite generous offers (offer contracts stipulated
a desired effort of e^ = 7; an offered wage implied that workers received
44% of total surplus). Many workers honor this generosity (even 83% of
workers still shirk, 73% of this shirk was not fully shirk). People are on
average willing to put forward extra effort above what is implied by purely
pecuniary consideration.
If employers are allowed to reward/punish workers after observing e:
>> Workers chose much higher effort levels; shirking rate declined from
83% to 26%. There’s increase in average effort and aggregate monetary
payoff (40%).
Work Motivation and Performance Incentives:
- Explicit incentives may cause hostile atmosphere of threat and distrust, which
reduces any reciprocal-based extra effort.
- From Fehr and Gachter (2000) experiments, effort level in contract “with no
incentives” and effort levels in contract “with explicit incentives” were
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compared. (With explicit incentives contract, employers have possibility to
stipulate fine to be paid by worker in case of verified shirking.)
Result: Except at the low rent levels, the average effort is lower in the
presence of the explicit incentives. Explicit incentives may “crowd out”
reciprocal effort choices.

Wage Rigidity, rent Sharing and Compensation
- Employers are reluctant to cut wages in recession because they doing so may
decrease productivity.
- The fact that the presence of reciprocal types in the labor market gives rise to
downward wage rigidity has been demonstrated in number of experiments.
- From Fehr and Falk (1999) carried out a series of “double auction” in labor
market; experimental firms and workers can make a wage bids. If the bid was
accepted, a labor contract was concluded. Consider 2 treatment conditionscomplete and incomplete contract.
o Result: In the market with complete contracts, employers take full
advantage of low wage offers made by the worker, and consequently wage
are close to competitive level in the market. In contrast, high wage policy
in the market with incomplete contracts was quite rational, because in this
way they could sustain higher effort levels and increase profits relative to a
low wage policy.
- Evidence for rent-sharing: It is found clear positive correlation between
firm’s profit opportunities and the rents paid to workers.
Foundations of Incomplete Contracts:
- It’s shown that the presence of reciprocal types is an independent source of the
absence of explicit incentives.
- Feht, Klein, and Schmidt (2000) conducted an experiment in which principals
had choice between implicit contract (specifies wage and desired effort level,
and promised bonus which is not obligated to pay) and explicit contract (same
as implicit setting, but here employers can impose a fine on agent being
verifiable shirking).
- The self-interest model predicts that the principals prefer explicit contract.
But the experimental evidence is far different from this prediction.
- Result: Most employers (88%) chose implicit contract. Those choosing
explicit contract made an average loss (-9 tokens/contract), while those
choosing implicit ones made profit (26 tokens/contract).

The hidden cost of returns and incentives - Trust and Trustworthiness among CEOs
(Fehr and List, 2004) Seminar, Week 8
Question:
Do CEOs respond differently to incentives and do they provide incentives differently in
situations of trust and trustworthiness - compared to a control group of students?
Methodology:
Experimental investigation as version of the trust game.
2 treatments for 2 different groups (students and CEOs)
Students
CEOs - Cuban coffee managers
1. basic trust game (Trust)
2. trust game in which sender (principal) announces a desired payback y~
if actual payback from recipient (agent) is smaller than desired payback y<y~ , the sender
can impose a fine on the recipient, f=4. Yet, the he can also abstain from from paying the
fine, i.e. f=0. Paying the fine is at the discretion of the principal. (TWP)
Results:
Overall: CEOs transfer more to the agents and get paid back more than the student. On
average, CEO principals and agents send significantly more money either way. There are
more trusting and more trustworthy than students. They make themselves more
vulnerable than students (trust more) and send more money back (more trustworthy).
TWP: If punishment option available but not used the agents pay back more and
principals earn more. They pay even more than in the mere trust condition, in which no
punishment option is available at all, which formally would be the same as f=0.
This suggests that the mere existence of P option allows for higher returns, if the
principal refrains from using it. If it is available and eh doesn't use it, i.e. specifies f=0, it
gives him the opportunity to signal his trust to the agents, which interpret it that way by
paying back more and exhibiting trustworthiness. (HIDDEN RETURNS of
INCENTIVES).
If f=4 the CEO agents pay back less than if it is not available (HIDDEN COSTS of
INCENTIVES). For students it does not make a difference.
Principals who choose f=0 transfer more money, i.e. they exhibit more trust if they can
indicate their good intentions. Overall, CEOs have the highest efficiency levels and more
trust.
Interpretation:
RECIPROCITY
Most important results. Pay back more if principal refrains from using the punishment
option ( i.e. f=0).

Just the mere indication of the punishment can be seen as a hostile act and/ or an act of
distrust, which is reciprocated by the agent in the same way. If the agent knows it is
available but the principal chooses f=0, i.e. refrains from using it, it may be perceived as
a kind act which is returned in kind.
Problem:
Even if all this is case, it does not seem to be fully understood by the subjects as they
choose f=4, which leads to lower payoffs.
Question:
Why are the CEOs more trusting? Because they have learned that this helps? Or did they
become more trusting as they moved up the ladder?

Cultural Conflict and Merger Failure: An Experimental Approach
(Weber, Camerer, 2003) Seminar Week 9
Question:
Why do mergers fail?
Maybe because two distinct organisational cultures meet that are not easily compatible and
thus do not allow to fulfill the expectations pre-merger. (Organisational culture: Common
stock of knowledge shared by employees. Helps members to successfully coordinate activities
without having to reach an agreement explicitly.) Incompatible cultures disrupt the work flow
because communication cannot be based on the same common ground anymore, which in turn
leads to decreased efficiency.
Methodology (Experiment):

Phase 1(PreMerger)

Phase 2 (PostMerger)

20 Rounds with many firms: Manager
describes 8 picturesto one employee, who
has to find them out of 16and sort them
in the orderthey weredescribed by the
manager. (Manager/ Employee switch).
Bilateral communicationallowed.
Efficiency = time.

10 round same task as in Phase 1, but
now to each ‘onemanager, one employee’
firm a second employee is added, who
has not work witheither previously. Roles
remain.

Hypothesis:
Over time, as they develop organizational
culture, firmswill get faster. Efficiency
increases.
Result:
They do become faster. Cf.table.

Hypothesis:
Merged firms will be slower, b/c they
lack commonunderstanding.
Results:
It takes post merger firms significantly
longer tofigure out the order of the
pictures, also compared to control group
(for sizeeffects) of three employees.
Cultural Integration neg. affects
performanc

Abbildung 1 Task times (cf. Rohit’s presentation)

Over-Optimism
The fourth subject not incorporated in the post-merger group estimated an avg. completion
time of 69 sec. before the post-merger rounds started. Actual turned out to be 86 seconds.
over-optimism and underestimation of cultural integration.
Attribution Error
Also, using a questionnaire, an attribution error occurs: Although “old” pairs, i.e. managers
and workers who have worked previously (pre-merger) together acknowledge that the task is
much harder for “new” employees, they also say that the decreased output would be due to
their lack of skill. Subjects blame on members of other pre-merger firm for decrease in
performance (possible reason for high turn over rates after mergers).

“Exploring the Relationship between corporate social performance and employer
attractiveness” by Backhaus, Stone and Heiner (Lecture 10)
The authors look at the importance of CSP and explore the effects of the different
dimensions on organizational attractiveness.
Introduction
CSP has been defined as a “business organization’s configuration of principles of social
responsibility, processes of social responsiveness and policies, programs, and observable
outcomes as they relate to the firm’s societal relationships.” (i.e. CSP is a
multidimensional construct)
One stream of research suggest that job-seekers look for organizations with which they
perceive congruence between their and the organization’s values. A second stream of
research concentrates on attributes of the organization. The organization’s image is built
up out of a collection of knowledge, beliefs, and feelings about an organization (e.g.
CSP). The study adds to current research by looking at: 1. Attitudes of job seekers to CSP
and how it affects their decisions 2. It expands the list of CSP dimensions from 5 to 11 3.
How the variations in the levels of CSP affect the relationship between CSP and
organizational attractiveness 4. Exploring patterns of effects of combinations of CSP
ratings on organizational attractiveness.
4 theories related to the importance of CSP:
1. Stakeholder Theory (i.e. good management theory)- good management of relationships
with various stakeholders (i.e. those who have vested interests in the firm’s performance
and those who are directly affected by the firm’s actions) results in stronger corporate
performance. Firms must be responsive to the competing demands of those who hold a
stake in the organization.
2. Signaling Theory- organizational characteristics have show to be indicative of
personnel practices and job seekers tend to use these characteristics as clues. Individuals
use these clues to form conclusions about the firm’s intentions or actions.
3. Social Identity Theory- Individuals derive part of their self-concept from their
membership in certain social groups. Individuals suffer detrimental effects of a firm’s
negative but also of its positive reputation.
4. Organizational attraction- investigates the effects of organizational characteristics,
such as structural attributes, on individuals’ perception of the firm. Previous research
suggests that CSP and organizational attractiveness are related.
Research design
8 hypotheses:

1. Job seekers rate CSP as an important organizational attribute when considering
prospective employers. Signaling and social identity theory suggest that behaviors of the
firm that are visible to the public affect self-identity of the worker. Hence hypothesis 2:
2. Environment, community relations, diversity, product issues, and employee relations
are more important dimensions of CSP than non-US operations, alcohol, tobacco,
gambling, military contracting and nuclear power. The importance of certain aspects of
CSP differs by groups of jobseekers. Hypotheses 3 and 4 thus follow, women and
minorities use CSP as a signal of potential working conditions
3. Dimensions of diversity more important to female job seekers.
4. Minority job seekers will rate diversity as more important than would be non-minority
job seekers. It is important for organizations to convey specific information as well as
information that is personally relevant to the job seeker (e.g. organizational structure and
image have an effect on the jobseeker’s choice)
5. Firms’ CSP ratings will affect the job seeker’s assessment of employer attractiveness.
We can understand CSP’s functions better when we examine them on a dimension-bydimension basis.
6. Individual dimensions will have differential effects on job seeker’s assessment of
employer attractiveness
7. Employee relations will be most influential. Employee relations are very central to the
personal effect of CSP upon the jobseeker.
8. Product issues will be second-most influential.
Data was collected among 297 undergraduates as an in-class exercise. Students were
asked about the importance of CSP in four stages in the recruitment process. Then they
were asked about the relative importance of 11 dimensions of CSP. Then they studied the
effects of CSP knowledge (i.e. ratings) on attractiveness of firms. Which combinations of
variables made a firm more attractive?
Results
CSP was found to be significantly important. In addition, the CSP dimensions of
environment, community relations, diversity, product issues, and employee relations were
more important than non-US operations, alcohol, tobacco, gambling, military contracting
and nuclear power. Women and minorities rate diversity as an important factor in their
job search. Individual dimensions did have different effects on participants’ assessment
of firms. The largest changes are associated with the environment, diversity and
community relations. The effect of product issues is less and employee relations the least
(i.e. hypotheses 7 and 8 are not supported). The analysis also revealed interesting patterns
in the way CSP dimension ratings affected firm ratings. Firms with high CSP ratings got
high overall ratings. CSP ratings of 1, defined as poor, resulted in the lowest firm ratings.
For all dimensions, a CSP rating of 2, defined as neutral, resulted in significantly higher
firm ratings. This difference was quite marked, especially in the area of environment. The
difference in effect between a CSP rating of 2 and 3, good, again was significant and is
particularly dramatic in the area of community relations and diversity. The difference
between a neutral and good rating in the areas of environment and employee relations had
less impact. In the product issues dimension, a rating of neutral resulted in a better overall

firm rating than the good rating. This was the only dimension that had an outcome that
deviated from the expected order.
Furthermore, it was found that CSP is important to the overall assessment of a company.
CSP is considered most important at the stage in the recruitment process when deciding
to take a job offer. After subjects were given information about CSP their ratings of
organizational attractiveness dropped significantly. Different categories gave different
reactions by respondents (e.g. a poor CSP score in environment created a particular
strong negative reaction, but as long as it is acceptable it did not reduce ratings
significantly). Community relations and diversity require companies to actually
demonstrate positive actions in these areas (subjects set a high benchmark for these in
their ratings of firm image). Interactions among categories was also interesting (e.g. low
employee relations created low attractiveness ratings even when other factors were high).
Conclusion
CSP is important in the recruitment process and firm’s with low scores are going to
experience problems in attracting talent. There is thus a need for image management,
which refers to attempts by an organization to construct positive perceptions of itself to
stakeholders (especially in specific dimensions of CSP). Research lacks in the
generalizability, there is a need to conduct the research among people at different career
stages with different skills, education and experience. It would be interesting to expand
the study by looking at CSP in the job/company choice and its importance relative to
other factors, such as salary or promotion possibilities. Research should continue to
investigate the interaction of positive and negative ratings and how individual differences
affect the relationship between CSP and organizational attractiveness. We could also look
at studies of actual behavior to avoid social desirability bias.

Strategy can be changed relatively quickly, organisations cannot
Organisations are long-lived assets, subject to inertia (success traps)

GOAL/ Aim of the book
Problem of organisational design (p.22)
- Selecting the long-run value-maximising strategy for particular environment and then
creating organisation that will best realise it

The job of the general manager is to craft a strategy – objective, scope, competitive advantage
and logic – and create an organisation – people, architecture, routines and culture – in light of
the environment to maximise performance.

Performance (value creation, maximise firm value) depends on
- Strategy
(under influence of manager )
- Organisation
(
“
)
- Environment
no discretion
=> Finding fit among the three and maintaining that = Task of manager

two choice variables are complements when increasing one, increases the returns of
increasing the other
Example: Price and Product Quality
o /quality, /returns to /p, because /quality makes demand less (price elastic)
sensitive to price increases
two choice variables are substitutes, if doing more of one reduces the attractiveness of
doing the other
Example: direct monitoring and incentive-based pay
o If introducing perf. Pay = stronger incentives for good behaviour, most likely
the value of monitoring to enforce the desired behaviour is probably lower at
the margin (thus monitoring should be reduced)

-

Complementarity cont’d
- choice variable is complement with an element of the environment, if an increase in
the environment variable, increases the returns to introducing/ increasing the choice
variable
- Example: flexibility of firms’ manufacturing system vs. variety of its product offerings
o Flexibility: speed with which firm can change from producing one product line
to producing another (in other words costs of changeovers)
o Variety: breadth of product line
Ö having more variety increasees the returns to increased flexibility =
complements
Ö more flexibility lowers costs of realizing demand advatanges of having broader
product line = complements
- Underlying principle: Symmetry – if the returns to increasing one variable are nondecreasing in the level of the second variable, then the returns of the second are also
non-decreasing in the level of the first
- Compl. Allows for SYSTEM EFFECTS = whole being more than sum of parts

-

-

-

interaction among changes in different variables affecting performance

-

Complementarity

Tight and Loose Coupling
- the extent to which the organisations is finely tuned to maximise performance on a
given strategy and environment or work well in the face of environmental change

Non-concavity in the relationship between choice and performance (objective set)
- multiple patterns to design that are quite distinct

Non-convexity in the set of choice variables
- multiple patterns to design that are quite distinct

Complementarity among choice variables
- rise to patterns of coherence in design

Key concepts

Strategy and Organisation

The Design Problem: Setting Strategy and Orgnisation
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Coherence among choice variables => either all low, or all high,
o Flexibility+varietey high OR F+V low, because bearing the costs of high
flexibility is only worthwhile when variety is high
o E.g. Ford T: strategy=one model at high output org.desgin=one plant optimised
to production of this car environment= stable (here strategy and org. design
where complements to optimise performance in stable environment), internal
logic of this system
o Toyota very different: flexible automation, many models
Ö What doesn’t work: Mix and Match among different elements of different
patterns, cf. example of GM that invested a lot into flexible production systems
but did not make use of them in terms of variety
GM
Toyota
High
Flexibility
Ford (Model T)
?
Low
Low
High
Variety
p. 40

-

centrepiece = piece-rate compensation
Advantages
+
strong, straightforward incentives, easy to administer
Problems/ Disadvantages
- if the amount or work cannot vary between individuals (as on a paced production line),
people cannot respond to piece rates, not very useful
o Lincoln’s solution: allow for inventory, so work can be individually paced
- other desirable activities that cannot be paid by piece rate may be neglected, e.g.
ensure quality, helping others, deal with problems (MULTI-TASKING problem of
quality and cooperation)
o Lincoln’s solution: individual bonus system, determined by supervisor,
individual output, perceived cooperativeness (or quality, mark each part with
worker’s name, if quality low, rework outside working time (similar at Safelite
Glass, Lazear 2000)
- workers might distrust managers to decrease “beta”, i.e. lower piece rates if workers
respond fully (ratchet effect), thus workers might not try best (TRUST PROBLEM)
o Solution (to make piece rate credible): Lincoln promises not change piece rate
(why credible?)
 Firm is employee-owned
 Two-way communication between mgmt and workers

CASE STUDY (Lincoln Electric Co.)
Example of Complementarity
- product: arc-welding equipment and consumables, such as flux used in welding
- unbeaten record of product performance, always profitable, no lay-offs

-

-

Complementarity means that increasing all the variables together exceeds the sums of
the individual impacts, because if increase one, compl, means that the returns to
increasing the others are also higher
DRASTIC expl.: changing just one might worsen performance, but all of them
together has pos. impact
Little effect of /A or /B, but if /A+/B => big effect (e.g. introduction of IT and org.
changes)

-

Convexity of choice doesn’t hold:
Concavity of objective doesn’t hold:

Firms’ plants are not infinitely divisible
economies to scale, increasing returns to scale,
learning effects, indivisibilities

Problem: These assumptions don’t work to think about strategic and organisational choice.

Concavity of the objective set (Here: relationship of choice and performance for given
environment)
- impact of performance of successive increments to choice is deacreasing, maybe
ultimately becoming negative
with concavity task, of finding best choice is easy = local
experimentation, increasing the choice variable as long as perf.
Perf.
Increases, if it falls in next step, optimum has been found, also
true if choice is multidimensional (p.53)
Environmental change may shift relationship of perf. And choice,
choice
but again through local exp. new optimum can be found

Non-Concavity

Convexity of the choice set
- convexity
o if two options are available, all intermediate choices are also available
o choices are infinitely divisable

Non-convexity

Mathematics of Complementarity (p.50-51)
Environment changes
-> makes change in X worthwhile
X,Y,Z are complements
-> also change Y and Z now, (because they are complements, increased return)
(“When choices are complementary, the direction of the desired change is clear.” p51)

Broadest set of complementarities
Mass production vs. lean manufacturing
“Mass production and lean manufacturing represent the tow coherent patterns of choices over
a very large set of policy variables, where a move of any one element from the mass
production model practice to the lean model is complementary with the corresponding move
on each of the other variables.” (p. 47)

-

Company is run by founders and career Lincoln employees, committed
to the system
 Policies that reduce relative position of management, i.e. “us vs. them
mentality”
Each element on its own might not work, but altogether have very positive effects,
because complement each other, e.g. (absent offsetting incentives for quality and
cooperation, piece rates can be disastrous but bonus schemes balances these), in
addition: Screening effect. Employees who like to work that way (hard, etc…) selfselect to work for that firm.
Ö high levels of productivity = core of low-cost strategy
o employees fear lay-offs? Company promises not to lay-off, which they
never did, which /trust that makes promise of piece rates credible



- change creates opportunities for influence activities, to influence distribution of resources,
power, rewards, etc.. (costs to influence are not used in productive activities, information may
be twisted = costs of making bad decisions on this information, costs of the fact that resources
are not distributed in the optimal way)
Thus, change might be easier in crisis, when the survival of firm is at stake, influence costs\.

1. Why do firms constantly change their organisations?
-> Organisation can be either centralised of decentralised but not really anything in
between, if it is optimal to be in the middle though, keep changing back and forth
between the models (p. 56, to me this seems to be a far-fetched argument)

2. multiple choice patterns that are coherent
- no small adjustment in choice can increase performance – choice is locally “best”,
local optimality

Costs of change
- resources needed to figuring out what to do and how to do it

What is needed, in terms of leadership, in order to jump from one peak (cf. contour map.59
and p. 61) to another (i.e. organisational, strategic change)?
- Strategic recognition
Recognize need for opportunity
- Vision
See other, better pattern at least in broad outset, new way need not be understood in all
its complexity at outset (this seems contradictory to Roberts’ stress on complementarities, his
following evolutionary descriptions do not add much value, either (p.64))
- Communication = Persuasion
Explain new way, what it is and how to get there and convince need for change
- Courage
To try something new, there will be decline in performance for some while (go
through the trough between the peaks)

How can firm end up in wrong position?
B/c continuous change in the environment can, in presence of non-concave performance
functions result in discrete substantial changes in the optimum configuration of strategy and
organisation.

Implication (of complementarities and non-concavity)
Decentralised local experimentation is not enough.
=> Search and Change have to be coordinated (central designer or parties involved have to
communicate intensively)

Bottom-Line:
Success involves strategy and organisation that are coherent, fitting with one another
and with the environment. Choices are among coherent systems, not individual policies
and features.

Tight vs. Loose (2 trade-offs)
1. getting optimal performance in specific context (tight) vs. doing better in face of
changes in environment or strategy
2. trade-off supporting learning (tight if always follow manuals hard to generate new best
practices)

BUT /looseness might make retention and transfer harder (since it doesn’t fit all parts of
organisation)

Learning implications
Tightness of coupling also affects the ability of the organisation to learn and improve
- learning = 3 processes
- variation = identification of new alternatives (e.g. through exeperimentation)
- selection = determining whether new alternatives are better than current ones
- transfer and retention = keeping the better practices
/Looseness /experimentation /variation

Variegated Coupling
- some elements are standardized across the board (IT, financial controls)
- other vary (HR policies as response to cultural differences across geogr./ cultures)

Loose coupling (Lincoln electric’s inventory system)

Tight coupling
- of choice regarding internal organisation (e.g. assembly line)
- of org. choice regarding fit with environment

Performance implications
All aspects of design are closely matched, changing one without changing the others will
decrease performance. May yield great perf. But what happens if sth. Changes?

Tight Loose Coupling
(addition to concept of complementarities)

- resources devoted to resistance because change is a threat to at least some in org.

Insights from the fact that concavity and convexity do not hold:

- if choice multi-dimensional, change in X doesn’t yield improvement if not Y,Z are
changed as well. Have to change all elements of strategy and organisational design in
coordinated way.
- e.g. organisational performance is minimum of units’ performance e.g. workers on
assembly line (actions are complements, one person working harder more valuable if
others do the same – but they have to do it together at the same time) output = min
{2,3,4}
in other words: No change, however large, in any subset of the activity levels can
increase performance.
TO INCREASE PERF. All have to increase at same time

- resources needed to change established patterns of behaviour, learning new ways to
communicate with new people about different things = costly process

e. g. profits with increasing returns: zero profits with not producing at all or at some breakeven level of output, yet losses at some intermediate level => concavity doesn’t hold

MARKET = Benchmark of motivation/ coordination within an organisation
o Market leads to interdependencies among people to be fully internalized
o Coordinates actions and allocation of outcomes
o Provide intense incentives for behaviour (Motivation function)

-

1. Problem of informational asymmetry (Adverse Selection)
- Trade breaks down completely
o If eliminating information asymmetry is not possible, then buyers will refuse to
pay more than the expected value of the good, averaged across all different
quality levels they expect to be offered.

Markets fail, because of Information asymmetries (p. 82)
- e. g. second cars, quality hard to determine
o SELLERS of good cars will put resources into making sure that they have
good cars – SIGNALLING quality
o BUYERS will invest resources to make sure what car they are offered,
SCREENING quality
Ö no efficient allocation because, surplus lost by eating up these resources (Cf.
Spence 1973)

PROBLEMS of MARKETS?
- However, economic activity should occur within other forms, if it is a better way to
coordinate and motivate than does the market.
o (because of market failures, transaction costs, unclear property rights – quite a
few explanations for the existence of firms, even if one takes the Coase
theorem, with all property rights clearly defined, there are many reasons why
the envisioned bargaining might not work,
 cots of identifying the relevant parties,
 bringing them together to negotiate,
 establishing the terms and then enforcing the agreement.)
 …
=> Many problems result from informational problems

Two main issues of organisation
o Coordination
 Needed tasks are completed without duplication
 Tasks indicated by strategy are carried out in a cost-minimal way
o Motivation
 So needed tasks are done in the way set out above
 At least costs to organisation
 Become necessary because people are self-interested and try to
minimise costs themselves
Ö Motivate people so they behave helps achieving a coordinated solution

-

MARKETS
- Specialisation leads to mutual dependence (p.74)

The Nature and Purpose of the Firm
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- Informational asymmetry

- Contractual incompleteness

FIRMS vs. MARKETS - FIRMS exists b/c of

Commitment to agreements
- renegotiation (p.85/86)

Also, even contracts that could be enforced, might not be enforceable by third parties. Can be
solved by self-enforcing agreements (which work better within organisations) – parties find in
their interest to adhere to the agreement, even in absence of incentives that through outside
enforcement.

Result: cannot write contracts => no markets can exist
- only measuring performance indirectly and imprecisely, only contracting on proxies
and signals rather than value-creating choices and actions
Ö INEFFICIENCIES
o Misdirected effort
o Misallocation of risk
o To low effort provision
o Expenditures on monitoring
o Expenditures on manipulating the performance measures
BUT: can be problems within firms as well

3. Problem HOLD-UP

2. Problem MORAL HAZARD
- Inability to observe others actions, and thus determine whether they adhere to
agreements
o Salespeople in field playing golf?
o Is knowledge worker thinking about job or something else?
- problems, if information/ knowledge is not observable by those, in whose interests the
actions are to be taken
o is my broker’s recommendation just based to get commissions
o am I denied medical treatment because not needed or because insurance
doesn’t want to pay

o This is anticipated by rational buyers, they Ļ their WTP => sellers with
relatively higher prices withdraw their cars as well => offered quality Ļ
o This again is anticipated by rational buyers….
Ö only very low quality-cars will be on offer in the end (market for higher end
products fail, although there are people would be willing to pay for these, they
have the respective WTP)

o Then best quality goods might not be offered at all anymore, because they
would only reap a middling price below their true value. Thus they are not
offered at all anymore. => offered quality Ļ (i.e. what is offered, is worse in
quality what would be potentially available) THE selection of cars on offer is
not representative of the underlying distribution of quality, it is an ADVERSE
SELECTION

COSTS of intervention
- destroys opportunity and incentives for lower levels to learn
- undercuts their autonomy and the performance incentives that come with that
(Aghion/Tirole 1997)
- creates opportunity for lower levels to influence the interventions, i.e. influence the
decisions of higher levels (basically, creates room for politicising) in their interest
(maybe through manipulation of information, because executives rely on their
information)
- COSTs of INFLUENCE activities
o Resources wasted on non-productive (only distributional) activities
o Bad decisions might be the result

Why does intervention of higher levels not work? I.e. can high-level employees limit
themselves to only efficiency-enhancing activities?

Property Rights (p. 95)

Selective Intervention? Covered in course? (p. 94 et sqq.)

Transaction costs INSIDE the firm? (p.93)
- communication up-and-down
- information overload center/top

COSTS INSIDE the FIRM

One solution:
- To have the buyer pay part of the investment upfront, in effect, pay partly for amount
to be (mis)appropriated later (only if agreement enforcable)
- Bring both actions under one roof, vertical integration

LOCK-IN
- arises because of asset-specifity (assets which used in the next-best use would be of
much less value)
Ö hold-up Attempts by trading partners to appropriate some of the returns that the
asset’s owners expected when originally investing in them, e.g. A makes
investment to serve buyer
- once investment is made – costs are sunk, i.e. even if A only received variable costs
from buyer, would not be worthwhile to withdraw
- don’t play any role, when determining how much value is created by cooperation vs.
to break off relationship
Ö to refuse to renegotiate and break off the deal leaves him with the nearly worthless
asset

BUT notion of efficiency more subtle
- efficiency of actual arrangements is constrained by informational and observational
limitations

Coase: firms exists because of the costs of organising economic activity, to achieve
coordination and motivation, firms are more efficient than market, i.e. it is cheaper to organise
transaction this way, Boundaries of the firm are efficient, create most value.

IN-House (solution)
o sell your products, gather info.
Weak incentives, pay fixed salary, equally balanced incentives and ask to sell product,
gather info, advise customers well

OUTSIDE
o sells many products
Ö have to give strong incentive (high commission rate) to sell yours
Ö also incentive to gather information

firms exist because market incentives might be too strong, firms can provide weaker
incentives, e.g. in multi-tasking context (here: incentives are too strong if they cause
diversion of effort from other valued activities, for which cannot be given equally
strong incentives)
e.g. sales agent IN-HOUSE – OUTSIDE

Examples
ABB = 1300operating companies and about 5000 profit centers with about 35 employees each

HOW the pieces fit together
“People, architecture, processes, routines, culture affect behaviour that is induced. Where an
orgnisation wants to position itself, depends on the activities, it is undertaking, what it is
trying to accomplish, i.e. its strategy. A shift in strategy might lead to a change in the
organisation. The strategy will also determine, how much the firm spends on organisation,
and thus where the frontier will lie.“

Trade-Off
Cooperation
- Helping others, developing overall brand, customer reputation of the firm
and
Initiative (fundamental multi-tasking problem in an organisation)
- increase unit’s sales, self-interest
=> the underlying trade-off of organisational design, task if management to push the
organisation to the cooperation/ initiative-frontier, depends on

-

-

-

NATURE OF the FIRM
- hierarchic (Coase/ Simon)
- contractual network (Alchian/ Demsetz)

There costs of organising internally (inside the firm), and there are costs of organising in the
market place. If costs in the market are higher, organise inside the firm.

o (have to change org. design in order to control influence activities)
Solution
1. limit communication between lower levels ļMang. (cf. 3 strikes and you’re out
policy at ABB
2. structure dec. process – (adherence to bureaucratic rules)
3. limit the gains that can be earned from influence activities, i.e. pay everybody the
same
4. outsource activity, use outside suppliers

Problem:
Measuring cooperation, thus hard to provide formal incentives for it. Thus in order to induce
cooperation, rely on social networks and norms

Most pervasive difficulties AGENCY PROBLEMS
Limited observability of behaviour => moral hazard. (Context for agency theory)
- If behaviour is not observable and measurable in timely fashion, contracts cannot be
written on that behaviour, also makes reputation concerns to guide behaviour
impossible

Why are there systematic differences between costs and benefits that accrue to the
organisation and those that the decision maker faces? (Benchmark: contracts in the free
market, there everything imaginable can be devised)
1. Decisions and actions affect other parties,
2. interests are typically not fully aligned
3. contracting possibilities are limited
4. reputations are only partially effective

1. members in an organisation only receive small fraction of the outcomes of their
actions but bear a disproportionate part of the costs involved
=> too little of desired activity for organisational efficiency
a. e.g. worker who works harder has to bear all the costs but does not get
anything in exchange for that
b. shareholder who exhibits diligence in monitoring management, bears all the
costs of this activity, however the benefits of this activity accrue to all
shareholders => most likely less monitoring than would be optimal
2. fraction of benefits exceeds the costs that they bear
=> choose too much of that activity

Motivation of incentive problems occur when there are externalities, i.e. a disparity between
the costs and benefits that an individual bears versus those that accrue to the organisation as a
whole. In other words: Someone else has to bear some of the costs of one’s actions (negative),
or enjoys the fruits of one’s actions (positive externalities)

The Source and Nature of Motivation Problems
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BP Exploration
- Dissaggregation of business into separate units with clear responsibilities => Ĺ
initiative
- But also created need to cooperate in sharing information and best practices
Solution: organised businesses into peer groups, established norms of sharing and
information and helping each other, e.g. practice of peer asssits

Novo Nordisk
- great crisis
- changes org. design. Leaving large discretion to individual business units but
instituting systems of adhering more strongly to company policies

From a design perspective the motivation problems is to bring about a closer alignment of the
organisation members’ interests with those of the organisation and thus increasing the
efficiency of the organisation and the choices it makes.

Motivation in the Modern Firm
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Johnson&Johnson
- High levels of initiative
- was divided into 150 separate, individually responsible units

Vey strong incentives for initiative
- Responsibility assigned
- People could see impact of their actions on results, Ĺmotivation

however, if agent bore full benefits and costs of his actions he would take efficient
effort choice (sell-the-shop)

2 reasons why this does not work
Ö Benefits might be uncertain but agent is risk-averse
- Then having bear the full but uncertain impact (i.e. the full marginal
return of his effort choice) of his actions is inefficient because it means
that he shoulders all he risk arising from uncertainty, while risk-

-

-

Motivation problem in the simplest Principal-agent model:
- P cannot observe A’s behaviour
- Some noisy signal is observed and can be contracted upon (need signal otherwise
cannot provide incentives)
- Signal varies with A’s effort but also includes some random variability that cannot be
removed (i.e. s = e + İ)
- E.g. S can be linked to output, volume, sales, costs, revenue
- Random variability can be:
Ö measurement error (e.g. because monitoring is not continual)
Ö other factors (actions of other parties, state of demand (oil price), random
performance of a machine)
Ö not under the influence of the agent, i.e. randomness beyond agent’s control

If effort could be contracted, i.e. was observable and verifiable to the courts, and desired
action could be determined and described before the fact (perfect information model),
principal would buy specific amount of effort that would be optimal for him. = No Motivation
Problem

Simple Agency Theory (p. 126)

Information on which actions are based is only available to person taking the action, what
interests differ between those who take actions and those in whose interest they should be
taken? (Cf. Aghion/ Tirole 1997 model)
Expl. Empire-building CEOs

Parties might fail to specify what should be done in different circumstances (125)

Behaviour might be observable by parties involved but it is not possible to establish the facts
to an outside party. Thus contracts on this behaviour cannot be enforced by outside party and
can thus not act as motivation => this type of behaviour is not contractible.

Ö formal incentives have to be based on noisy, imprecise indicators of what the
agent has done
Free-Riding:
- several individuals contribute to some outcome but all share the outcome.
- Expl.: Teamwork, everybody has incentive to shirk, since one incurs all costs of
additional effort but only a part of the incremental gain
Ö Solution: (Mutual) Monitoring of each others contributions (yet, this depends
on how much the other like dislike the lazy ones to free-ride on their effort, if
they don’t care, this might lead to the situation that they don’t work hard
either, infiltration of laziness, might call for establishing a group norm for
working hard), Peer Pressure

TRADE-OFF Risk vs. Incentives
(the nature of the trade-off depends on the reason the agent does not bear all the marginal
costs and benefits)
- limited liability case (agent is risk neutral and alpha cannot be negative?) ?p.130-131?
Not sure here, seems confusing
Ö providing more intense incentives involves increasing the payment for the
good state without any off-setting decrease in payments when the performance
appears bed (assuming the payment in the bad state is already as low as
feasible)
Ö costs of getting more effort is that expected returns must be passed on to the
agent, even though his pay is already enough to attract him to the job
- risk aversion (more widely studied)
Ö giving more intense incentives (i.e. increasing beta, commission rate paid to
salesperson) increases the effort provided because the benefits of extra effort
accrue to agent “more directly”
Ö more intense incentives also make pay more risky (since a given amount of
random variation in the performance measure (e.g. sales) is also translated
more directly, i.e. results in a greater variance in pay
Having the agent bear risk is costly
Ö if P = risk-neutral and A = risk-averse (even when P not risk-neutral),
increasing the intensity of incentives means shifting more risk onto the agent
than would be desirable, principal has to compensate agent for bearing risk
P’s problem
Ö Determining desired level of intensity = TRADE-OFF
Costs of having to compensate agent for BOTH exerting extra effort and
bearing risks against benefits generated by extra effort through more intense/
stronger incentives
Generally, the solution is to have the agent face less intense incentives than are needed
to induce the full observability, first-best level of effort, where the risks and costs it

Underlying logic of incentive pay:
- Making the incentives more intense increases the expected return to the agent from
exerting more effort => will work harder
- choice of the incentive scheme must be made in light that the level of effort actually
chosen will be what motivates the agent to provide

absorbing capability of P is not used (depends on how strongly riskaverse the two are)
- If P is risk-neutral, she should shoulder all risk, because it is costless
for her
- (COUNTER: Problem in this case, she might not only bear risk from
randomness, variability might also be due to shirking of agent. This
variability then would be borne by P. Thus A doesn’t face all benefits
and costs of her choices.)
- Desirability of risk-sharing
Ö he might financially constrained and thus cannot cover any negative returns
that might arise
- cannot cover any negative returns of his actions
- thus, selling firm to agent is not possible, or if he has option of
bankruptcy, doesn’t bear full costs either

Pay should depend on freely (so not to incur further costs) available measure that is
informative about agent’s effort provision

Possible measures are sales, etc. (see above) stock price, accounting returns..

Choice of Performance Measures (p.135)

If incentives at all, give substantial ones, because of discrete fixed costs of
performance pay. Thus better to give no explicit incentives at all rather than weak
ones.
If incentive pay is used, worker faces risk in pay. The risk has a cost to the worker that
is increasing in the personal cost of increasing the provision of effort. If the marginal
cost of extra effort is not zero, this term does not disappear as the amount of extra
effort that the firm seeks to induce (and, correspondingly, the intensity of incentives)
becomes small. Thus, a little in incentive pay, although, it may induce a little more
effort, brings a discrete jump in costs. ??? I DON’t GET THIS. CAN SOMEONE
EXPLAIN????

Insights
Complementarity between stronger incentives and improving performance measures
-> with stronger incentives the benefits of increasing accuracy of perf. Measurement increase

Implications:
- stronger incentives when (all follow some cost-benefit-logic)
a. Agent less risk-averse
i. Incentive intensity is determined by trading off costs of bearing more
risk vs. benefits from inducing more effort. Thus, reduced marginal
costs of risk-bearing (risk aversion) (logic: costs of A’s bearing extra
risk decrease when A is less risk-averse) (Since risk aversion may
depend on wealth, might expect to see wealthier ones to be better able
to bear risk)
b. Performance measurement more accurate
i. Stronger incentives translate less strongly into variance in pay (less
uncontrolled risk in the agent’s reward = less additional risk-bearing
costs) Thus, enduce more effort through stronger incentives because
costs of doing so are lower.
1. action = observed performance give strong incentives
2. action <> observed performance weaker incentives
c. Higher effort more valuable to principal
i. The greater he benefit of extra effort, the higher the optimal amount of
effort to induce and thus the more intense should be the incentives
d. The better/ more easily A can respond to stronger incentives (responsiveness of
A’s effort choice to stronger incentives)
i. The more effort responds to incentives, i.e. creates extra value, the
more intense should be the incentives (cost-benefit-logic)
Ö (c+d might explain why incentive intensity increases with hierarchy in most
firms, top executives dec. have great impact on perf., can pull many levers)

would bring are irrelevant. Also agent bears more risk than would be efficient absent
the need for incentives.

!! If uncertainty /likelihood that designer does not know what behaviour is desirable, negative
association between uncertainty and incentives may be reversed!!

If designer doesn’t’ know what should be done, will specify results and leave to A to deliver
results.

Designer has to decide between measuring inputs (effort, time, etc…) and outputs (sales,
pieces, etc.). Choice depends on what is observable and what designer (general manger)
knows.

Benefits of these examples: performance measures are freely available, meaning that they are
simple and easy to administer. If measures have to be devised and collected, it will involve
large fixed costs to do so. Also if too many measure, system might become too complicated in
order to motivate effectively (as in case of “Balance Scorecard”).

Comparative Performance Evaluation
- good measure of how much effort person puts in, because those factors affecting the
results of all (market conditions, etc.) are filtered out
Rationale
- reduces noise in measured performance => reduces randomness in rewards =>
stronger incentives can be provided => more effort can be induced
- e.g. CEOs are paid both in terms of how well they did and in comparison to firms in
the same industry
TOURNAMENTS = more extreme form of comparative performance evaluation
- Rewards only based on relative ranking among peers
- (Rewards not based on any absolute performance measure)
Very useful, when it is hard to specify and measure results in any quantitative way,
on which pay could be based BUT still it is clear who has done the best job
Winner can be identified and rewarded (often used in promotions: prize = better
job, pay, opportunity to compete for next promotion)

Multiple measures increase accuracy but this need not be expansive, e.g. measuring sales
organisation by profitability, i.e. revenue and costs rather than just costs alone. Even if sales
managers don’t have influence over costs, this will help focus on profitable accounts. (p. 138)

e.g.
Executive compensation
Bonuses based on publicly available accounting returns and some bonus tied to stock price
Strange, since all info. Should be part of stock price (in efficient capital markets)
BUT acct. info gives information about effort of division heads (thus should be
used, even if they get stock options, too)

Informative = taking proper account allows more precise inference about agent’s choice
(“Informativeness Principle” – only include those measure that tell you something about
agents’ effort choices)
e.g.
success of exploration but also crude oil price plays a role for success of oil companies
Solution at BP “self-help” in performance pay (=change in performance not attributable to
change in oil price) => Result: 2 measures: actual earnings and oil price
Variable that is correlated with noise in performance measurement is usefully employed in
performance evaluation in order to filter out some of extraneous randomness.

ad 1.
A1 and A2 compete at the margin
1st PROBLEM:
- working harder in activity increases the costs of providing the other activity
- Result: Increasing rewards for A1 will lead to over-proportionally less A2, since the
marginal costs of A2 have risen, yet the rewards remain unchanged
Ö incentives for A1 and A2 have to designed coordinatedly
- intensities of different activities = complements
Ö strengthening the intensity of one activity makes it more attractive to
strengthen incentives for the other activity as well
Ö Thus intensity should be intense for all, or relatively muted for all

How A spends time depends on incentives
BENCHMARK CASE
- activities are non-rivalrous, i.e. do not compete for time and attention, i.e. costs of one
act1 are independent of the level of act2
- separate, independent (but imperfect, i.e. not perfectly precise) performance measures
Ö choice of one level of activity will not affect the cost-reward trade-offs faced in
choosing the level of the other
Ö incentives of each activity can be set independently to induce e1 and e2 at
desired levels

Problematic in context of
1. desired activities compete for agent’s time and attention
o doing more of one increases the costs/ difficulty of doing the other while the
precision or timeliness of measures is not comparable across the tasks, i.e. it is
expensive to design incentives that lead the agent to devote enough time to
both activities
o e.g. delivering
current performance and
developing new business
 current performance can measured
 hard to measure the second, unless agent can be directly observed
drawing up business plans (but: might try hard to find new biz
opportunities and then in the end doesn’t have anything to show for it,
because all investigated projects, although interesting and promising in
the beginning, were, after close investigation, found not to be
worthwhile)
o e.g. providing
initiative
and
cooperation
 initiative is easily measured (e.g. sales)
 cooperation is much harder to measure, because
x harder to observe
x results of cooperation are tied up in other units’ performance
2. no separate measures for the performance on the two tasks (i.e. available measures
confound the results of 2 activities.)

P needs to motivate
- overall effort and
- allocation among tasks

Multi-Tasking in Agency Relationships (p.140)

Getting better decisions means making managers concerned with own performance as well as
other unit’s performance = loading avoidable risk from B2 => increase cost (b/c more risk) =>
less intense incentives

For good d1 and d2 (i.e. activities with spillover effects), incentives should be based on both
units’ performance (e.g. overall profitability, other unit’s performance enters positively into is
rewards)
To induce efficient e1 and e2, only narrow measures of performance of B1 and B2 alone
would be used.
BUT, if common factors affect profits of B1 and B2, comparative evaluation should be used
(Informativeness principle), i.e. compensation of B1 is less positive if B2 does well (pay is
negatively related to other division’s returns). Thus, there is a trade-off of e1 and d1, because
good d1 will also lead to higher B1.

ad 2.
No adequate measures for the two different tasks
e.g.
managers M1 and M2 for two business units B1 and B2
e1 and e2 = effort choices affecting unit’s performance
d1 and d2 = decisions that both own unit’s performance but ALSO affect the other
unit’s performance
Problem: can’t distinguish the effects of e1, d1 and d2 on B1, i.e. it’s not possible to
offer incentives separately for effort and decisions

SOLUTION: separate the two tasks between the two agents, provide optimal incentive for
each (YET, sometimes impossible)
COSTS of this solution: synergies lost
e.g. sales representative: should to both – sell product and bring ideas “back home” for
product development (INHOUSE) if new ideas don’t play role (OUSURCE)

2nd PROBLEM: accuracy and timeliness, measures for two tasks differ in precision
- more precise measure, less costly to provide strong incentives
- e.g. cost control vs. developing new business ideas
=> cheap to provide incentives for cost control, costly for new biz ideas
Intense incentives for desirable activities might be bad idea, because it becomes negative
incentive for other activities that are also desirable. (“You get what you pay for.”)
- e. g. merit pay for teachers (cf. MR pp.230-1 also)
- pay teachers based on pupils’ test success, teachers will mainly teach testing abilities and
teach less creativity, citizenship, values, i.e. things that are not tested
=> Merit pay on test performance is likely to drive these out, although they are provided in
the absence of explicit incentives
- If weak incentives for both, agent won’t exert much effort to both. Thus, might be better to
leave teachers’ pay to students’ test results, e.g. same in business. CEOs are frustrated that
their employees generate now new ideas, which might be due to strong incentives for current
performance

Unless incentives are balanced, agent will tend to overemphasize better-compensated activity
and under-supply the other. E.g. incentives system at Lincoln Electric. Provides strong,
balanced incentives.

IN-House (solution)
o sell your products, gather info.
- Weak incentives, pay fixed salary, equally balanced incentives and ask to sell
product, gather info, advise customers well

OUTSIDE
o sells many products
Ö have to give strong incentive (high commission rate) to sell yours
Ö also incentivise to gather information

firms exist because market incentives might be too strong, firms can provide weaker
incentives (here: incentives are too strong if they cause diversion of effort from other
valued activities, for which cannot be given equally strong incentives)
- e.g. sales agent IN-HOUSE – OUTSIDE

Rests on 2 observations

-

DESCRIPTION from Ch. 3
Model of multi-tasking (Holmström and Milgrom 1991)
GOAL (when various activities compete for time and attention of agent)
- offering incentives that are strong AND
- balanced

Multi-Tasking = very complex, solution to this problem can involve multiple aspects of
organisational design.

Extension: it’s possible, B1 can make decisions for B2, e.g.
Rule = projects (that affect other unit) only implemented if both units agree to it
x Managers accept projects that lead to higher pay (increase their utility),
Q: Pay depends on incentive scheme used
In general
x for well-designed scheme, pay increases in own unit’s performance
1. pay only on own unit’s performance
2. pay only on both units’ performance
o extension: comparative evaluation
ad 1. M only cares about own units, accept these projects
might reject those that hurt them but would increase overall value
ad 2. accept those that are good for both
extension: only few will be accepted, since good for B2 means bad for B1,i.e. projects
will only accepted if they are good for both, meaning that those, which are good for
just one unit might not be accepted (although these would increase overall value)
SOLUTION: rule: if both agree = implemented, if disagree = referred to third party
(this party should be incentivised to make good decisions, e.g. because cares about
overall value)
Referral process = costly, therefore first see, whether parties agree.
e.g. IBM concurrence system = projects that affected other units had to get sign-off
from these units, o/w referred upwards and so on (as far as executive committee)

Optimal scheme balances gains and losses, depends on relative importance of effort and
decisions.

Solution
- closer monitoring

Reason for Problem
- poorly designed incentives (e.g. only get bonus if target is met => agent will only do
things needed to meet target, no more)

Measures are manipulable = other ways to increase SIGNAL, than providing effort (costly for
organisation, destroys value, first: effort is directed at other activities, outcome is lost (sales
aren’t increased), firm pays out on something that wasn’t generated, thus it lives off its
“substance”)
e.g. at Heinz managers were expected to post steadily increasing results
=> account manipulation to achieve targets

Manipulation of Performance Measures

Underlying problem: employee only undertakes action if costs < rewards of actions
In group, profits of extra effort are shared, costs borne by agent
e.g. stock based pay = costs of extra effort borne only by agent,
who just gets friction of rewards, shared with 1000s of other
shareholders
=> bad motivational tool
Why so common though?
- supports norms of “working hard”
- workers think like “owners”

Performance pay problem: destroys cooperation and teamwork
Solution: collective evaluation, incentivise groups as individuals, see above
Problem: free-riding (cf. team production model MN416)
Solution: mutual monitoring, peer pressue (cf. MN 416), small groups
Establishing norm for working hard

Group Performance Pay

Two activities
- O output = easily measured, i.e. c(providing strong incentives)Ļ
- I investment in activities affecting long-term value of division, hard to measure
c(strong incentives)Ĺ, have to be compensated for bearing risk, costly for principal
- If only incentives for O, manager tempted to mortgage the future and focus on these
(undesirable to principal)
Solution
- sell company to managers (MBO)
- treat manager as employee, pay salary, give weak incentives for both activities

multiple ways person can spend time, many of which might be of value to employer
1. compete for time and attention => incentives must be comparable, otherwise person
will focus disproportionately on things that are well compensated and not on the others
2. providing strong financial incentives is costly if person is risk-averse,
a. it loads extra risk into pay because, the principal then would have to
compensate the agent for bearing risk as well,
b. cĹ if measuring performance is hard

making measures less manipulable
subjective evaluations

formal agency emphasizes contractual responses to motivation
BUT all aspects of organisation have to be employed (e.g. also managerial vision and
strategy)
Managerial vision
- can be very motivating for employees, b/c people like their work (reduces divergence
of interests that underlie motivation problem) and they know what they are working
for, i.e. what will be rewarded
- good fit between people and organisation

-

People, architecture, routines, culture

PARC and Motivation (p.164)

To work, it is needed to have
- long-term horizon
- frequent and many interactions between P and A
- cheating by P must be observable by A, even if A is not affected, (i.e. is not working
for P this time)
Value of reputation and importance of reputation-bearer being long-lived
=> advantage for organising permanent firm rather than leaving transaction to market dealings
(cf. Kreps 1990)

Each time parties interact, P must perceive/ anticipate future, additional opportunities to gain
from reputation

Reputations

Solution
Reputation of principal
Agent will extrapolate past behaviour into the future

Agency theory assumes, contracts can be written on observed performance measures
Problem: Often measures are available, but information provided too complex, too
rich, to be described in contract OR to be used in verification by third parties.
=> use subjective evaluations
Problems:
If Principal’s promise not credible (b/c see below) not induce effort in first place
(anticipated by agent)
- Principal might just not pay rewards because says jobs has not been done properly
- Perceived arbitrariness and ambiguity can undermine incentives
- Bias and favouritism
- Principal might be too forgiving in paying rewards (e.g. board of directors -> CEO
compensation)
Subject to influence activities, becoming politicised
- To work, measure must be unambiguous, mutually understood
=> If not, agent has incentive to influence decisions of principal

Subjective Evaluations

-

e.g.

Example for PARC
High Commitment Human Resource Management Systems

Expl.
BP: after diasggregation
- instituted peer groups => networks evolved, etc.. cross-unit cooperation
- exchange best practices

Routines can affect motivation
- measures used to track performance
o make less manpulable
o more accurate
Culture
- norms about working hard
- norms about risk-taking
- what sort of behaviour is appropriate
Foster culture that encourages performance, if possible

Financial/ ownership structure can affect motivation
Corp. = limited liability company
+ Shareholder-owners diversify their risk
give management to professional managers
- reduces incentives to monitor (CONTRAST: member of partnerships have very
strong incentive to monitor decision-making in their firms)

Allocation of decision authority can affect incentives as well,
Empowering managers/ employees may induce them to do a better job of gathering
info. and making choices (cf. Aghion/ Tirole model 1997)
COST of empowerment
M makes decisions best for him not best for firm (cf. Aghion/ Tirole, there this
is ensured through alignment of incentives).

External boundaries can induce motivation as well, (esp. in multi-tasking context)
- e.g. in context of delivering current performance and new ideas
=> if new ideas created, let them spin-off (people expect that new ideas are really valued, give
those manager large stake in spin-off) in other words: opportunity for spin-off can give
balanced incentives
Another exmple:
Should someone be employee using assets (tools) of the firm OR
Outside conractor owning and using own tools?

Basis on which organisational units are defined, defines what is important

o Formal incentive system can lead people to self-select (Cf. Safelite Glass
(Lazear 2000))
Organisational architecture can affect motivation
ABB 1300 business units, 5000 profits centers
- Small focus, better measures, stronger incentives
- People see impact of action
- small units \free-riding

-

Interaction among elements important:
Explicit incentives and high commitment system may be substitutes because
Logic of reciprocity
If trust is high, people exhibit high effort
Incentive pay may be seen as signal of distrust, thus people lower effort provision.

Essential:
Standards can not degrade, otherwise high costs but low effort

COSTS (CONTRA)
High fixed (and sunk) costs – investment to ensure norms (socialisation, training,
recruitment) maintain atmosphere of trust
Pay above average levels

PRO
Works well if hard to measure perf. Accurately and formal incentives hard to provide

- guaranteed employment
- Egalitarian values
- Self-managed teams
- Premium compensation (perf. Pay, team, unit, firm-based)
- Rigorous Pre-employement screening
- Extensive socialisation and training of employees
- Transparency of information within firm
- Open communication
- Emphasis on employees symbolic and real “ownership” of firm
=> Logic: interests of firm and employees are closely aligned, screening, socialisation and
identification ensure norms that ensure enforcement works (mutual monitoring and social
pressure)

Expl.: BP from politicised top-heavy bureaucrativ oil conglomerate to one of the most
profitable firms in the world
1. divesting all non-core businesses, FOCUS on
a. upstream oil and gas exploration and production
b. downstream petroleum refining and marketing
c. petrochemicals
2. organisational changes (lay-offs, divesting, etc.)
a. e.g. “asset federation” in BPX (upstream exploration business) = prime
example of disaggregated design,
i. BPX divided into some 40 business units = “assets” = 1 major field and
co-located fields
ii. performance evaluation discussion were pushed down to individual
fields, with managers of # of fields being given decision authority (and
as it worked well, this was adopted for all fields)
iii. targets were negotiated with top management of BPX directly
iv. “charters” were given to managers = bounds on their activities

Recently, many firms have adopted this design model in response to increased needs to
improve performance.
x Globalisation
falling barriers to
o international trade
 easier long-distance communication and transportation = enter foreign
markets = more competition in product and service
=> efficiency needed for profitability and survival
o international investment
 more pressure from investors, esp. acceptance of shareholder value
model

Elements
x Redrawing horizontal and vertical boundaries of the firm
o to increase strategic focus
x Creating small subunits
o With decision rights
x \ layers of management
x Hold units accountable for performance
o Linking them to manage their interdependencies (i.e. horizontally so info flows
directly, rather than up and down)
x Cultural norms that facilitate performance

=> From Tightly coupled, dense corporate form to the Loosely coupled disaggregated
organisational form

How the parts fit together.
Idea: Design incentives to provide intense incentives
s. t.
constraints of the corporate form and the interdependencies that this corporate
form both creates and is meant to control

Organizing for Performance

Roberts 2004 Summary Chapter 5

- more outsourcing (was done – complementary)
- change organisational model led to success
- later: model applied to whole organisation, although definition of
assets less clear in other parts of organisation

Theories mainly based on ONE-SHOT interactions with discrete parties
Reasons to buy-in
x others might do job more cheaply (because of econ. Of scale, as they supply to many,
learning economies)

Vertical disintegration
e. g. Nike, Benetton = “value chain orgniser” OR “vertical architect”
just managing value chain, not owning many of assets and only carrying few of activities
needed to create value (BUT, maybe the most important one – branding, i.e. marketing)
also prevalent in electronics industry (electronic manufacturing services - EMS)

Vertical Scope

Elements are
x Focusing activities of firm to a select set
x BUs with clear responsibility and accountability
x Strong incentives for unit performance
x Linking units horizontally rather than communication up and down
x Flattening hierarchy, /span of control,
x Outsourcing
x Improved information measurement and communication systems
x Culture geared at delivering performance
Elements are complementary

BP(X) in general
Discrete business units, peer groups, peer assists, small Executive Commitees for each stream,
performance contracts, peer challenges

=> changes led to change in corporate culture as well

Overall:

- assets were aligned into four peer groups, according to lifestage in
product cycle, because then members of group (although geographically
dispersed) would face similar problems
- peer group colleagues = support, sharing best practices, mutual
assistance in case of problem
- complemeted by “federal groups” linking people with similar interests
and expertise and challenges across assets
- “Peer challenge” = group members were expected to challenge each
other on the targets they negotiated with headquarters (all available
knowledge was used then)

=> within charters and overall corp. policy managers were responsible to
figure out how to deliver promised performance
Individuals within “asset” were given incentive contracts as well, based
on negotiated target for that asset, i.e. unit’s performance and the
stream’s performance => /intensity of incentives and variance
greater focus (both at buyer and supplier)
o \measurement and attribution problems = stronger incentives
competition, better price setting (than internal transfer prices)
o easier to induce competition between suppliers
o esp. replacing external supplier

o REQUIREMENTS for successful partnership
o Opportunity to create value through cooperation (partnership is better than
supplying in-house or through market transactions)
o This created value (gain) must be shared
o For threat of punishment to be effective, injured party must be able to retaliate
(e.g. ending relationship)
o Cooperation is sustained more easily with
 The larger the gains
 The stronger/ worse the punishment threats

REPEATED INTERACTIONs in
Market Failure
Rep. Int.
OUTSOURCING (Ongoing relationship,
Init.
partnership, alliance.)
Internal Supply
o Changes incentives,
o Allow more cooperation, while
having higher initiative (Rep. inter.
Shifts feasible combinations outward)
Cooperation
cf. graph)
o Each party looks at creating value (instead of appropriating value)
o Relational Contract = shared understanding that they will cooperate and divide the
resulting gains
o Self-enforcing, because by looking into the future and weighing the discounted
future gains vs. gains from defection now (appropriating value) it is in the selfinterest of the party/ies to stay in the relationship, in other words: at each point
in time PV of cooperation > PV defection

Globalisation, better IT, communication, more flexible production systems (lowering threat of
hold-up) etc. shifted the production-possibility frontier more towards outsourcing.

Outsourcing Trade-off between
o Lower cost of production
o Increased transaction costs (from hold-up, information leakage, …)

Need for balanced incentives can,
Cf. expl. Sales agent (2 tasks: sales and information collection important)
o Own do in-house, pay salary and ask him to do both
o If external, hard to measure, hard to reward, would be too costly to so (cf. ch. 4)

Vertical Firm boundaries can be driven by

Reasons to make (pro vertical integration)
o Transaction costs, property rights
o Protection of specific assets against hold-up (different view by deMeza, cf. his
lecture notes)
o Protect intellectual property

x

x

How do principles flesh out in reality (mainly Toyota)?
1. not all product are acquired through long-term relations (might be better trough market
e.g. commodities OR in-house, e.g. financial resource or human resource mgmt. or
prod. development)
2. Selection of partners = Crucial (many resources devoted to)
a. Establish basic understanding what the relationship is about
=> then contracts might be short and simple (Toyota)
3. Punishments
a. Most severe form = ending relationship
b. Make punishment credible, e.g. Toyota’s “2-supplier policy”, can always
retreat on 2nd supplier, (or have that capability in-house, so, in case of
defection of other party one could retreat to that capability)
i. Benefits
1. this allows for more nuanced incentives (than threat of
termination), e. g. competition between suppliers can be
induced, sharing information
ii. Costs
1. 2 relationships must be managed
2. possibly, loss of econ. of scale
3. subtly, in any of 2 supplier-relationships, there is (most likely) a
little less value created than if Toyota had only one relationship
Trade-Off
- One supplier = more value created
- 2 suppliers = less value created in each, BUT /threat of punishment
=> more cooperation
4. Transgression (most difficult part to observe, whether partner adhered to terms),
because often behaviour is not directly observable, so in case of bad products
delivered (other party cannot clearly say whether it is due to external circumstances or
intended misbehaviour) = asymmetry of information + resulting problems
a. Solution (at Toyota): Extensive information sharing, engineers visit plants,
facilities, etc…

x Transgression must be observable
=> parties might gain by worsening their outside options (limiting choice
= commitment) = more dependent on each other
 The more weight on future dealings
x Low discount rate for future
o Costs of capital: If low (e.g. interest rates are low),
easier to maintain cooperation, because lower discount
rate of future returns. Future matters much, i.e. money in
the future is worth a lot.
o Costs of capital also depend on firms’ overall financial
strength: E.g. strong firms are able to borrow at lower
rates, thus they discount future less, more willing to
sustain cooperation
o In other words: 2 weak firms = hard to sustain
cooperation. Even if strong firm in the partnership, if
some reason future counts less, more likely to defect
(e.g. cash crisis) (see below **)
x Frequent interaction

OLD reasoning: Risk Diversification (like diversified portfolio) BUT doesn’t make sense
because shareholders can diversify themselves. (Actually diversified firm would restrict their
choice because now cannot do it themselves).

Reasoning for conglomerates (putting two different under common roof)
- what affect should this have on corporate value? OR
- Why should they have different value if separate?

Horizontal Scope

7. Making parties more dependent on each other (AT&T)

6. Each party must be concerned about their own actions, and what consequences it
might have on the partnership, e.g. by changing returns of partnership (and thus affect
possibility for continued cooperation)

Xerox and Fuji Photo Film (formed Joint Venture) => Fuji Xerox (one of longestlasting) roles, partners, activities, etc… all changed throughout

=> For long-term to work = parties must be willing to adjust agreements “on the
go”

5. Long-term relationships need to adjust over time
- because of changing circumstance
AFFECT
o extent of cooperation that is possible
o division of returns
o appropriate mix of activities, parties undertake

**Importance of weight of future returns (e.g. discount rate) “When immediate survival is at
stake, longer term considerations are not very salient.” Two examples from auto industry.
1. GM
Put into place, extensive info. sharing system with suppliers.
THEN. GM got into trouble (cash crisis) near bankruptcy, used info. to squeeze
suppliers out = harmed their reputation YET behaviour was rational from GM point of
view
2. UPF-Thompson – FORD (Land Rover)
UPF = sole supplier of chassis for Rover’s “Discovery”-model
UPF, went into “receivership” run by KPMG
Ford offered help, offering one-time payment to UPF and higher price per chassis
(Ford was dependent on supplier)
KPMG-run UPF asked for much more attempting to appropriate value through holdup

Weakness in Toyota’s system
- Toyota might be too strong relative to suppliers
o (Why doesn’t it use this power to squeeze profits out of their suppliers?)
- Toyota too concerned about its reputation
o (suppliers are organised within formal association => would know about any
misbehaviour immediately)
o Toyota borrows at low interest rates => future returns are not discounted much
=> future means a lot => reputation (for future) is important “looms large”

Drawbacks of integration
- No leadership experience concerning business of new firm, little experience or
understanding the new business
- Top executives’ attention might be diverted from the core businesses
- Tension between businesses
- Capital Allocation = source of inefficiency
o Risk-reduction for managers and employees might mean capital is not
invested where it has highest-value use
o Cross-subsidization might mean that incentives within businesses are
muted (compared to stand-alone)
o Single firm might mean more influence activities, or resources wasted to
limit these
o Methods to compete for capital (are different from market) more extensive
opportunities to deprecate or sabotage others’ projects
o Empirically some of these points seem to have been shown in reality
 Markets valued diversified firms less than sum of its constituents
(“diversification discount”)
 Method: compare conglomerate with sum of individual companies
in the same lines of business in terms of stock performance and
investment choices
 Result: conglomerate invests less into strong divisions (than
focused companies in same business) and more into weaker ones
x Explanation: influence activities – cross-subsidisation from
winners to losers (2 interpretation)
o Influence activities twisting actual choices

COUNTER-ARGUMENT:
- maybe shareholders cannot diversify themselves easily
o (e.g. in family-owned firms, firms cannot easily diversify through capital
markets)
- stockholders cannot diversify their employment, through diversification (if crosssubsidization is possible) lowers risk of lay-offs, pay cuts
o (value to shareholders might be that average total compensation is also
lowered)
- Capital allocation within one company might be easier because informatonal
asymmetries might be lessened within one firm (than through market transactions)
- Human capital allocation might be easier, since information flows more freely,
because of culture (shared understanding, experience, language)
o Might also allow development of human capital more easily, since more
experiences can be offered
- Firm has under-utilized capabilities/ resources but cannot extend within current
business (because not attractive)
- Externalities between businesses might favour integrating businesses because
externalities require cooperation
o Inducing cooperation within firm might be easier because can offer more
muted or more balanced incentives
- Complementarities can be basis for interdependence between potentially separate
businesses => integration
o Expl. Sony (hardware – consumer electronics) buying Columbia Pictures
and CBS Records (software – content)
Organisational design
o Companies on their own might adopt different organisational designs (all
dimension of P A R C) working optimally in the specific environment
o Either – or – choice (both costly)
 Managing various designs forms under one roof = complexity =>
/influence activities and loss of control
 Making designs more common, similar (but then design might not
be optimal anymore in the specific environments and individual
business needs)

-

How does internal organisation affect performance?
Changes of disaggregated, loosely coupled firms
- clarity about strategy and corporate policies
- dsicrete organisational units (often smaller than before) -> focus

Internal Organisation and Peformance

Summary: The logic of diversification
- diversification, if business focused on growth
- focus, if firm tuned in on delivering performance in current business (then one
should also see other organisational changes targeted at increasing current
performance (because of complementarities)
- if environmental changes allow business to grow even in existing lines than one
would expect to see less diversification (less scope) (Roberts see one such change
in globalisation, allows to enter new markets (grow geographically, not in scope)
more easily, costs of transport\, communication\)

Empire-Building?
o Occurs sometimes
o TODAY, CEOs have significant stock options that would decrease in
value, or at least make them very sensitive to firm value

-

o Firm adopted mechanisms that limit these influence
activities (maybe by distributing capital more evenly
than would be desirable for efficiency. Equality
instead of efficiency)
o Also empirical results questioning “diversification discount” based on
potential cross-subsidisation
 E.g. one study shows that business did not adopt too different
capital allocation (i.e. the lines of business they invested in) before
and after merger
 In 1990s diversifying firms met with positive stock market
reactions, in line with observation that often positive stock market
returns to acquired firm and zero to acquiring firm = in aggregate
value is created in mergers
 Conundrum of GE, the most diversified and most profitable firm in
the world
o What to make of these seemingly disagreeing facts?
 Sometimes value is created by diversification = managers choose
these option, esp. if underutilised capabilities or resources
 Sometimes by having focused companies

Elements linked by web of complementary relationships. One might see all being done
altogether (cf. case of “Sealed Air Corporation” Wruck MN404). Look at effects of each
move and see at its links with other elements
- Discrete units and decision-rights to unit leaders
1. Improves incentives at unit level
 Having responsibility is motivating in itself (also, you will invest more
into your decision, if you have the rights to so (cf.Aghion/Tirole 1997)
 If you have responsibility for dec., don’t need to influence their
decisions anymore (less resources wasted and more time for better
decisions)
 Delayering and less central statff augments these affects, /span of
control, less resources to intervene at lower levels (credible
commitment not to intervene, as you don’t have resources to so
anymore)= more responsibility at bottom-level
 Delayering, small units decisions rights = complements
 Clearer relationship between decisions/ choices and outcomes
x Facilitates learning
x /motivation
o Higher intrinsic motivation because you see what you’ve
done
o Can provide better formal incentives because
measurement is more accurate, i.e. easier, less costly
=> small units and more intense incentives are complements
o Small units make formal incentives more valuable
because free-rider problem is reduced and (stronger)
norms can be implemented better
 Incentive intensity AND measurement accuracy (MA) complements
MA is increased with
x Small units/
x Better Info. Systems
x Clarity about strategy -> clarity about what needs to be
measured
x (/MA allows broader span of control)
2. /speed adoption of new information
 Information is most available to frontline personnel, if they can make
decisions => better decisions (if they know corp. strategy, etc..) and if
measure directly linked to goals of corp. strategy
 Most valuable if environment changing fast (because info. changes
often)

-

-

1. give leaders decision authority over operational and strategic options
2. hold accountable for results
delayering = fewer layers
less central staff
strengthen incentives at individual and unit level,
1. desirably tied to overall performance as well
more resources to management training and development
/horizontal communication
Improve information systems that allow more communication and better performance
measurement

Complementary to \vertical communication, \span of control, \clarity
about strategy (if only through /MA)

COSTs of empowering frontline
1. quality of decision-making may worsen (b/c)
 b/c middle managers are gone
x lower levels might not have info about spillover effects
x might not have incentives to account for these effects
 BUT now top management closer to frontline, most likely there info.
now is better (also through /info. systems), thus, if problem is passed
up can base decision on good info.
2. executive overload (middle managers gone)
 dec. must move down => measures to increase dec.making by fronline
managers and delayering = complements (COOPERATION needs to be
induced)
 frontline managers make better decisions if they can get the info about
spillover etc. which was further in the head of the middle manager,
overseeing two units, through /information systems, /horizontal
communication, clear corp. strategy
 link pay to measures in such way that people are incentivised to make
decision taking account of effects on other units, i.e. link pay also to
overall performance
3. limited capabilities of unit/ frontline
 ASK: Would middle-management or center of organisation do any
better?
 If not increase capability by training and development
4. Some issues might be better addressed by center
 Such as regulatory and environmental and governmental issues
=> matrix forms

Whittington, W. et al (1999): Change and Complementarities in the New Competitive
Landscape: A European Panel Study. 1992-1996. In: Organisation Science 10, pp. 583-600.

Ruigrok, W. et al. 1999: Corporate Restructuring and New Forms of Organizing. Evidence
from Europe. In: Management International Review, 39 (Spec. Issue) 41-64

Logic of complementarities applies also to vertical and horizontal scope of the firm.
Some researchers have tested companies on their performance and to which extent the firms
had adopted elements of this model:
- found statistically significant correlations between the elements of the model (e.g.
adopting horizontal linkages and investments into IT and communication systems
- Those firms that had adopted all of the elements did considerably better (had best
performance)
- worst-performing firms in sample were those that had only adopted a few of the
elements (suggesting complementarity of elements)
=> do it all or nothing mix-and-match doesn’t work

Whole System

-



